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Abstract 

The aim of this thesis is to establish a basis for the knowledge acquisitlon of 
building change. More speciflcally. it aims to develop a method of 'Knowledge 
Acquisition by Measurement' to increase our knowledge about building change. 
enhance the monitoring of such change. and assist in decisions regarding change 
strategies. The underlying motivation is the current subjective, inconsistent 
nature of the determination of empirical building change, and the anticipated 
increase in importance of appropriate knowledge. 

Questions such as, What were the requlred changes? What were the building 
elements involved in a change? How often did the building change? What were 
the costs related to a change. or how measurement units other than casts are 
involved? are rarely answered systematlcally or objectively. Hence. the central 
research questions in this thesis are: 1) What is the nature of the domain of 
building change? 2) To what extent can a measurement approach to knowledge 
acquisitlon represent the building change domain adequately? 3) Can empirical 
observations of building change be systematlcally represented and objectively 
evaluated with such an approach? 4) How can such an approach be applied to 
assist decisions regarding the analysis of preVious changes, the con trol of present 
changes. and the planning strategies for building change. 

To answer these questlons. this study introduces a method involVing three 
modules: the speciflcatlon of the domain of building change, a model of this 
domain in terms of requirement-element changes, and measurement. The 
measurand of building change - the change indicator - is formulated, based on 
the requirement-element statement deduced from the model. Various indicators 
can measure requirement-element changes, and hence facilitate their systematlc 
and objective knowledge acquisitlon. 

The adequacy of the method to measure empirica! building changes is tested 
in a case study. The results of this study suggest that, after specifying and 
modelling the domain of building change. measurement is possible using 
different change indicators for single buildings. The method appears appropriate 
for supportlng decisions concerning the analysis, the control, and the 
comparison between planning strategies ofbuilding change. However. before the 
method can be applled to assist decisions concerning change strategies and 
thereby including results of empirically measured changes. more measurements 
have to be performed and their predictive valldity examined. The prototype of the 
measurement tool presented appears to be an efficient tool to enhance the 
usability of the method. and is regarded as the first necessary step in the 
fonnulation of a basis for the knowledge acquisttion of building change. 
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Chapter 1 

lntroduction 

The fub.J.re cannot be predicted, but futti.res can be invented1
• 

In the col1ling years the building industiy will have to face 
substantlal challenges. The need to adapt efficiently to new 
circumstances, with increasing environmental awareness promoting 
contlnuity, is just one example of these challenges. TPe growing need 
for better building quality, while some resources are decreasing is 
another more speciftc one. This is ex:emplifted in the intensifying 
competltlon in sectors of the building industiy. where the need to 
adapt effectlvely to new circumstances has led many companies to 
seek new ways of ex:celling themselves by providing better, 
inex:pensive, high quality buildings. 

Successfully facing challenges such as simultaneously improving 
building quality and optlmizing resources requires knowledge. 
Knowing what quality to improve, how, and when to improve it, will 

1 Dennis Gabor 
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certainly have an impact on the building industry in the coming 
years. A study of the means of acquiring such knowledge. taking in to 
consideration the special nature of buildings. is therefore 
worthwhile. Buildings are special, since acquiring knowledge about 
them involves different knowledge domains. Knowledge acquisition 
can best be achieved by drawing on an ordered means of obtaining 
it, so that knowledge related to different domains can be 
systematically acquired. The first step therefore is to focus on a 
domain and ex:amine the knowledge to be acquired. 

When we want to know more about a certain domain, we sometimes 
look back to examine whatever empirica! knowledge we may already 
have. In many cases. when we want to solve a problem related to 
this domain, we ftnd its difficulties are closely related to those 
previously experienced when solving similar problems. Also, when 
we make plans for a new situation involving this domain, we may 
first check whether the situation is indeed completely new, or 
whether we can make use of our empirica! knowledge regarding a 
similar situation that took place in the past. We may conclude that, 
in decisions dealing with the present or ones planning for the future, 
it is useful sometimes to involve our empirica! knowledge. This 
generalization is discussed in detail in the context of acquiring 
knowledge of one domain, namely the domain of building change. 

1.1 Building Change 

Buildings are subjected to change . while they are in use. 
Requirements of buildings change, and so the building elements 
involved change, too. A new cooling system may have to be added, 
accessibility for the handlcapped may need to be improved, a new 
light system may be deemed necessary. Other examples of such 
changes could be improving safety standards, or changing the 
building's ambient temperature. These are only a few buildingfacets 
that can be subjected to change during use. But to know more about 
these facets an investigation is necessary to find out how many of 
them change, and how often. That implles finding out whether there 
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is any empirical k:nowledge of them retained. 

Organizations such as the British Institute of Charter Surveyors 
(BICS), and the Dutch Central Instltute of Statistlcs {CBS}, were 
questloned. They did not keep any information about building 
changes durtng use. It appeared that to search such information one 
had to ask those organization running the buildings themselves, 
which was not a simple matter. Some of these organizations were 
only starting to think about retaining such information, others 
refused authorization. Finally, and without going into the details to 
be presented in the case study, an organization which retained the 
information and allowed authorizatlon was found and the procedure 
of knowing more about building change was able to start. 

To know how a certain building facet changed one has to search for 
documented information of these facet changes.· These documents, 
if found, wil1 need separate examination and analysis. For example, 
to know whether a building element such as the services changed 
during a certain period, one has to study all the related speciftcation 
reports and drawings of this period. In the case where one wants to 
know more about why change took place, there is a greater difftculty, 
as there are no standard ways of documenting requirement changes 
in relation to element changes. To do so, partles involved need to be 
interviewed, or letters have to be surveyed to trace whether the 
requirement change that led to element change is mentioned. To 
study another change, all the previous procedure has to be repeated. 
Compartng two changes is even ·more diftlcult, as · there is no 
systematic way of doing so. Furthermore, there is no direct way of 
knowing how many times this change occurred, or how to compare 
some of these occurrences with others. 

The problem addressed in this thesis is how to overcome the lack of 
systematic and objective methods in which knowledge of building 
change is acquired. Building planners. owners, managers, and users 
are not supported by accurate and yet user-friendly methods which 
assist their decisions regarding building change. 
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1.2 Knowledge Acqulsition of Building Change 

For knowledge acqulsitlon not only is empirica! knowledge 
significant as studies of the theory of knowledge indicate but also 
ratlonal knowledge, as 1t wil1 be explained further in the coming 
chapter. However, a basic issue in this theory is that between its two 
competing disciplines, Empiricism and Ratlonalism, an issue that is 
actlvely debated. In other words there are theories about our 
knowledge, but we cannot assert what knowledge really is. Therefore 
in this study we take the view that ratlonal and empirica! knowledge 
can work as complementary in the knowledge acqulsttlon of the 
domain of building change. 

Knowing more about building change involves knowing more about 
the facets that change and having a systematlc representatlon of 
them. For example. knowing whether the facet of weU betng changed 
in a building, and, ifit changed, how, or how often, the change took 
place. To order these facets in a systematlc way it is important to 
distlnguish the requirements which change from the physical 
elements involved in a change. Distlnguishing between the reasons 
for change, -requirements such as well bei.ng or temperatu.re-. and 
the results of change,-elements such as cooli.ng systems or light 
system-. is significant for enhanctng knowledge acquisitlon. By doing 
so decisions involved are based on examining various element 
changes due to the same requlrement change. Also, such a basis 
would support different decisions concerning building change as it 
facilitates the acquisitlon of the change of various building facets, 
whether they are changes of cooltng systems, changes in light 
systems, or changes in temperature. Ordering the facets and not 
limitlng their acqulsitlon of knowledge to one or two is of 
significance, because a basis to support decisions concerning the 
domain of building change can be herewith established. These 
decisions can be classifled as follows: 

4 

(a) Dectsions conceming the analysis of building changes. An 
effective analysis of previous building changes is necessary to 
examine building change problems. In practice, analyzing 
building change is not easy and focusing on one change often 



leads to an explosion of details masking the overall change 
pattem. Also, while analyzing questions such as what the 
costs related toa certain requirement change. irrespective of 
the elements fu.lfll1ing it; or how much changing certain 
elements cost, irrespectlve of the requirement causing that 
change, is not answered systematlcally. 

(b) Decisions conceming the control of building changes. In 
practlce controlling building changes such as quality control, 
or cost control is not adequately supported. For example, 
decislons are not supported by objectlve and systematlc 
comparison between required changes. and registered 
changes. This comparison is significant for example when 
monitoring the necessity of the required but not registered 1.e 
realized changes. Also, for cost control objective comparison 
between foreseen change budget and registered change cost 
is significant especially when it is not limited to one cost flgure 
but represents the casts involved on varlous levels of detail. 

(c) Decisions conceming the planning strategies of building 
change. Also, strategies concerning the planning of a new 
change, are not supported by a systematic representation of 
them. Comparing different strategies is necessa.zy. and so is 
a systematic feedback of empirica! changes from the practlce. 
In this case also the significance of the distlnction between 
requirements and elements is important, as for the same 
requirement change. well being for example, different 
strategies involving different element sets. can be compared. 
Although the same strategy is probably not going to be 
·repeated exactly, our empirica! knowledge can assist in 
decisions conceming new strategies. 

An approach of knowledge acquisitlon is necessary to allow the 
systematlc representatlon in the domain of building change. To 
represent this domain adequately a specific knowledge acquisition 
approach needs to be established taking into consideration lts 
multifaceted nature, that both its rational and empirica! knowledge 
should be subject for acquisition, and that objectlve determination 
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of its facets is necessary to analyse and control them efficiently. 
Herewith, the notion of knowledge acquisition by measurement is 
clarified. 

1.3 Knowledge Acquisition by Measurement of Building Change 

Measurement can be regarded as in principle relating rational knowledge 
to empirica! knowledge (l],[2). By studying measurement, both rational 
and empirica! knowledge can be subjected to acquisition. The success of 
approaches of knowledge acquisltion by rneasurement in other disciplines 
studytng change, such as climate changes, has encouraged the choice of 
this approach for acquirlng the knowledge of the facets of the domain of 
building change. 

Sometimes building change can be descrlbed qualitatlvely, in terms of 
kind; in other instances it can be determined quantltatively, in terms of 
amount, or degree. Acquiring knowledge of building change involves both 
its qualitatlve descriptions and lts quantitative determinatlon. When a well 
being requirement is being altered, the determinatlon of this change may 
vary from person to person according to their individual well being 
descriptions. These descriptions involve multiple variables which are not 
exclusively quantitative, such as environment, or professional 
background. Quantltative variables such as temperature, illumination, 
sound pressure, can influence the well being change inside a room by 
changing the necessary elements. Part of the change of qualitatlve 
descrlptlons can thereby be determined quantitatively, and the other part 
of, involving background for example, can be more closely examined if 
necessary. 

The aim of this thesis is to establish a basis for knowledge acquisitlon of 
building change. More speciflcally it aims to establish a method of 
knowledge acquisition approach, a knowledge acquisitlon by measurement 
method for the domain of building change. Such an approach can be 
regarded as complementary to current knowledge acquisition approaches 
that focus on acquiring expert knowledge only. In domains such as 
building change, a focus on expert knowledge alone is dffflcult as experts 
can have contradictory descrlptions of building change. But by following 
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the method outlined above knowledge acquisitlon will not be limited to one 
ore two group of experts, nor one or two experiments, and can be 
continuously and systematlcally upgraded. To develop this method the 
following speclfic research questlons were asked: 

1} What are the charactertstics of the domain of building change ? 
2) Is an approach of knowledge acquisition by mea.surement 

adequate to represent the domain of building change? 
3) Can emptrical obseroa.tions of building changes be 

systematicaUy represented, and objecttvely measured usf.ng thf.s 
approach? 

4) How can such an approach be applf.ed to assist decisions 
concemf.ng the analysis of previous changes, the control of 
present changes, and planning strategies of building change in 

the juture. 

The sequentlal steps leading to the development of knowledge acquisition 
by measurement by providing answers to the previous research questlons 
are reflected in the following chapters: 

Chapter 2: Building Change, Knowledge Acquisition, & Measurement 
Approaches discusses current approaches of building change, knowledge 
acquisition, and measurement and shows how they lead to the 
lntroduction of the three modules of the methods' concept: DOMAIN, 
MODEL, and MEASUREMENT. Chapter 3: The DOMAIN of Building Change 
and explores the facets of the domain of building change and their 
characteristlcs. Chapter 4: The MODEL of Building Change describes the 
conceptual model of building change and how it represents requirement
element changes. Conceptualization shows the role of the so called 
'requirement-element (r,e)' statement that would facilitate measurement. 
In chapter 5: MEASUREMENT of Building Change explains the third 
module of the method by showing how the measurement of building 
change can take place after the domain is specified, and modelled using 
the so called 'change indicator'. Chapter 6: Measurement of Empirical 
Building Change describes two case studies applying the method 
successfully to the measurement of empirical changes in the 
"Bestuursgebouw" building. Chapter 7 explains the application of the 
method by showing how it can assist the decisions concerning: the 
analysis, control and planning strategies conceming building change. 
Finally in Chapter 8: . Discussion and Conclusions of the approach 
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presented are discussed. both its foundational and applicatlon oriented 
contributlons are indicated. and so are its future research directions. 
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Chapter 2 

Building Change, Knowledge Acquisition, 
and Measurement Approaches 

Knowled.ge of Building Change tncreases with measuremen.t. 

It is widely known that buildings change during their periods of use. 
But to know exactly why they are changing and how. we need to 
acquire their knowledge and to acquire their knowledge 
systematically and objectivelywe need to involve measurement. More 
specifically. to acquire the knowledge of building change by 
measurement. it was necessary to study three disciplines: building 
change. knowledge acquisition, and measurement. 

Building Change 

Knowledge Acqulsltlon 

Building Change 
Knowledge Acqulsitlon 
by Measurement 

Measurement 
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The concept of knowledge acquisition by measurement is deduced 
from the study of these three disciplines. Each of these three 
disciplines is discussed by pointing out first its fundamental 
signtftcance followed by a survey of current approaches to lt. Finally. 
how each discipline contributes by one module to the concept of the 
method is explained. The method of 'Knowledge Acquisition by 
Measurement' introduced in this study is therefore based on a 
concept consisting of three modules domain, model, and 
measurement. 

OOMAIN H MODEL H MEASUREMENT 1 

The introduction of these three modules. and how they arose from 
the study of the three disciplines of building change. knowledge 
acquisition. and measurement, is explained in sequence. 

2.1 Building Change Appr()aches 

Approaches to the study of building change show that the scope of 
this study is very wide, and incorporates different perspectives. 
Therefore, it is essentlal to start by examining the notlon of change. 
By understanding what the notion of change entails, more insight 
into approaches to the study of building change can be achieved. 

2.1.1 The Notion of Change 

The notlon of change only became a subject of study after the early 
Greek philosophers conceptualized the antithetical concept of 
permanence. Until then. there was nothing with which change could 
be conceptually contrasted. The situation must have resembled that 
proposed by Whorf. that in a unlverse in which everything is blue, 
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the concept of blueness' cannot be developed for lack of contrastlng 
colours [129]. 

Change and permanence, have been dominant in studies 
throughout history. Their prototypes go back to Greek philosophers: 
Heraclitus (540-475 be} and Pannenides (515 - 450 be}. For 
Heraclitus, change, in the form of the striving opposites, was the 
only reality and permanence was illusory; as in the river image. He 
asserted that all things are in a state of flux; that it is not possible 
to step into the same river twice [87), [101). For Parmenides, 
permanence was the only reality; being was contlnuous, changeless, 
one; change in the form of creation or passing away, was inherently 
contradictory and therefore illusory. Change was not possible under 
the premises of his systematic thought [67). Since the time of 
Heraculitus, many studies contributed to the notion of change 
approaching it from different perspectives. 

Other approaches present studies of change such one by Aristotle 
(384-322 be} who made a distlnction between three types of change 
alteration, growth or diminution, and locomotion [87]. Newton (1642-
172 7) introduced three laws to describe the change of position of a 
physical body [67]. Tolstoy (1828-1910) suggested in the last three 
pages of War and Peace,' published in 1869, the signiftcance of 
describing change through time in society. Holmes (1967) 
investigated the rate of change in relation to the health and well 
being of people [118]. Rapaport and Kantor (1967) investigated the 
human perceptual rate of change [86]. Tojfler (1970) argued, that the 
acceleration of change would transform society, and showed what 
happens to systems when speeds, ex:ceeded their adaptive 
capabilities (118]. Watt (1990), investigated historica! change by 
decomposing the forces that affect change into four groups: those 
that affect long run trend or trajectory; those that affect wave-like 
oscillations about those trajectories: those that affect high-frequency 
self-regulatory adjustments, and perturbations that originate 
infrequently [128). 

The study of change seems to have been a subject of recurrent 
research activity for more than two millennia. In reviewing some of 
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these studies, it became clear that the study of change is concurrent 
to the study of permanence. lt became also clear how wide-ranging 
the scope of change approaches are. 

2.1.2 Building Change Approaches 

A survey of approaches dealing with building change in theory and 
in practice was undertaken. Approaches can be classifled to two 
types: approaches addressing building change, and approaches 
addressing the resistance of change, permanence. Reference is also 
made to other approaches examining different perspectives of 
building change. 

Building change approaches include ones addressing planning for 
change in the design of a building such as studying the capacity of 
a building to change that was addressed by Habraken (1961). In the 
'Theory of Levels", he orders building elements in levels according to 
their capacity to change, for example support and infill levels [55]. 
Habraken associates building change with change in human needs. 
By introducing the concept of levels he aimed for individual and yet 
ordered planning strategies of building change. Building flexibility 
was a phrase used increasingly in the sixties, expressing change as 
the planning of buildings which would easily adapt to users' 
changing needs. Various flexible buildings were researched, designed 
and constructed [95][15][13]. Flexibility was regarded after the 
second world war as a method of planning change in user needs, 
and of allowing building industrialization at the same time. Weeks 
(1969) approached change by allowing multi-strategy design[ 131 ]. He 
emphasized the need of a design hypothesis which did not rely on 
exact planning briefs and did not result in single strategy buildings, 
since exact briefs and single strategies were guarantees of rapid 
obsolescence. Modelling the changing environmentwas studied by 
Aylward and Lapthome (1979) who model the change process [9]. 
Frank Duffy states in 1987 that change is importune and that we 
must and can design buildings to be changed by occupants 
throughout their life [39] 
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Building change approaches include also the manufacturing of 
changeable building elements. These approaches include studies 
about manufacturing changeable building elements. as well as some 
ex:amples of available changeable elements in the market. 
Christopher Alexander addressed the need to manufacture 
changeable building elements. for ex:ample thick waUs (1967) •. that 
may be changed individually. He introduced the thick wall pattem 
as a method of creating individual changeable walls, and hence 
changeable buildings. These walls are not made of modular •fiex:tble• 
components in the standard sense. They are continuous textures, 
capable of continuous variation. Their flexibility comes from the 
materials. not from the recombinatlon of modules'. As people's 
natures change, so do their needs, and buildings have to adapt this 
change accordingly (4). 

In recent years, changeable elements have attracted attentlon. Two 
new changeable building elements introduced into the Benelux 
countries are the Sismo and the Matura systems. The Sismo System 
( 1991) is an ex:ample of the changeable construction of a building. 
The basis of the Sismo system is a three-dimensional module made 
of steel wire with diameter of 2.2 mm. The module is fllled with 
materials of different insulation, reinforcement, and frame. The 
lattice structure of the module is variable and can be truly "tailored" 
in function of the design [113]. Habraken and Van Randen (1992) 
introduced a changeable installation system, the Matura system 
(1992) - a consumer oriented installatlon system. Using a base of 
vertical zoning an intermediary system was developed, which 
consists of a so called matrix tile where ducts can be laid. In 
principle, the ducts can reach any point, which enables a free choice 
oflayout and equipment (124). 

Building permanence approaches are reviewed by reviewing 
approaches addressing the opposite of change, permanence, such as 
ones referring to stability, continuity. durability, and sustainability 
ofbuildings. Graeme Aylward (1974) stated the need to design for 
stability in designing for change (11]. The stability idea coincides 
with a trend that argues that planning for change should take place 
by trying to preserve and continue previous architectural cultures. 
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Change is planned for by continuation of the earlier cultures not as 
invention of a new one with a growing trend of preservation of aged 
buildings and designing ones expressing the cultural heritage ( 111), 
[28). Studies on building dtuabUity are increasing with the growing 
environmental awareness. Drunen (1992) studies condition 
monitoring of building durability, Siemes studies a generic method 
for durability, and Hermans (1992) studies the durabillty of building 
elements during use (58). Planning for sustainable buildings is 
gaining increasing attention, especially with the increasing 
environmental awareness (110], (14], (115]. 

Other approaches present studies of building change cover various 
perspectives of it and include ones examining changes during design 
and construction, change of the building form, and change to replace 
existing building stock. Building changes during design and 
construction were addressed in a report prepared by the American 
Committee on Construction Change Orders (1986) formed upon 
request from the federal agencies that sponsor the Federal 
Construction Council (79]. Yavuz (1986) introduces a theory of 
change jor the building jonn, which he sees as having three 
dimensions: 'Structure 'being the permeant pattem, 'Function', and 
'Development' being the changing pattem (135]. Building change to 
replace existing building stock is approached by Tempelmans Plat 
(1987). He examines the conflicting difference between the periods 
of interests of investors and the actual usable lif e of a buildings in 
the Netherlands and lts influence on building stock replacement 
[117]. Schmitz (1990) approaches building change by identifying 4 
types of obsolescence: physical obsolescence and performance 
obsolescence, task obsolescence, interface obsolescence, aesthetic 
obsolescence. Building change may occur if one of those types 
occurs (100]. Golish (1992) tries to analyze and categorize design 
errors that lead to building change during construction (50]. 
Research by Anadol and Akin (1993) shows that the effect Cadrafting 
tools have on decreasing the number of errors and hence building 
changes during construction [5]. [41]. 

The review of these approaches to building change leads to the first 
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conclusion indicated earlier in the review of the notion of change. 
Experts of building change can have contradicting views of it as 
some of them address it by addressing change itself, while others 
address it by addressing its opposlte, permanence that can be 
referred to as continuity, durability or sustainability. Also the wide
ranging description of approaches of building change is evident in 
the diverse studies reviewed. 

In this thesis we do not aim to work out an approach promoting 
building change, nor an approach promoting building permanence. 
Also, we do not aim to examine one of the previously mentioned 
approaches in more detail, nor justlfy reasons for using one of these 
approach compared to another. We rather aim to study means of 
developing a method that can assist decisions concerning building 
changes during use without implying one approach or another. By 
acquiring the knowledge of such changes problems related to them 
are better defined and the choice of choosing solutions is not limited. 
But before studying how the knowledge of building change can be 
acquired its domain needs to be specified first. 

2.1.3 DO:MAIN of Bulldlng Change 

Buildings are special objects. since acquiring knowledge about them 
involves different domains. In the domain theory introduced by Bax 
(1979), a building design activity is performed in different phases, 
different levels of details, in a number of architectural planning 
ftelds orders, each consisting of different domai.ns (12]. He indicates 
three domains: utility, the manufacturability, and durability [121]. 
Building change examination can take place one principle for any of 
those domains. 

In this thesis building change ex:amination focuses on the utility 
domain. The choice of this ex:amination is related to the research 
program of which this study is apart: that is, one studying building 
behaviour during use. In this research program Henket (1989) 
emphasises the importance of studying building behaviour during 
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use as influences working upon the separate building elements, and 
on the building as a whole, which are not statie (57). Studying the 
change of building behaviour in the first phases of tlûs study showed 
that they can be classified according to two types: change due to 
user requirements, and change due to wear and tear, (excluding 
changes due to natural and human made hazards) [27). The domain 
of one of them is examined in more detail, the domain of building 
changes due to the change of requirements. Figure 1 shows the 
domain of building change to be examined further. 

DomainFacalSof 
Re!!;lirerneots 
subjllctad IC Chattgt 

The domain of building change examined is illustrated in the figure 
above. It is deftned as the domain of the element facets and 
requirement facets that can be subject to change during building 
use. This definitlon excludes examining those facets by studying the 
authority to change, or changes required but not realised, which are 
not directly addressed in this study. This study aims towards 
exploring the facets themselves. The signiflcance of exploring the 
building facets subject to change was concluded from another earlier 
study that led to this thesis (26). 

The first module, the DOMAIN of the 'Knowledge Acquisitlon by 
Measurement' method is herewith specifled. To examine how to 
acquire knowledge of tlûs domain, the research discipline of 
knowledge acquisitlon is considered. 

2.2 Knowledge Acquisitlon Approaches 

In recent decades more attentlon has been directed towards 
understanding the k:nowledge human beings use to solve their 
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everyday problems. It was knowledge engineers who again revealed 
the fact that human knowledge was not as trivial as they had 
thought earller. By trying to build intelligent computer systems the 
complexity ofknowledge was apparent. Tuis complexity was however 
subject for study long before knowledge engineering. 

2.2.1 Theory of Knowledge 

Knowledge has been a recurrent research subject for centuries. A 
theory of human knowledge, also referred to as epistemology, and 
involves the study of the nature, and validity of human knowledge 
[44]. A basic issue in this theory is the one between its two 
competing disciplines, Empiricism and Ratlonalism, an issue that is 
actlvely debated. 

The theory of knowledge goes back to Plato (427-347 be) who 
introduced for the first time known in history a theory of knowledge. 
In his theory, knowledge is separated from opinion. Plato proposed 
that something could considered knowledge, only if it could be said 
to be certain. He is. therefore regarded as one of the first rational 
philosophers. Since that time various theoretica! schools have 
introduced different theories about knowledge: these have taken two 
main directions, namely Empiricism and Rationalism. Empiricism 
is an epistemological theory holding that our scientific knowledge is 
only based on and derived from our previous experience. On the 
other hand, rationalism holds that reason, 'ratio' in Latin, and not 
expertence is the only reliable source of knowledge [64]. The basic· 
contrast between theories of knowledge is the contrast between the 
methods of Rationalism stressed by such thinkers as Parmenides. 
Plato, Descartes. Spinoza and Leibniz on the one hand, and· the 
theortes of Empiricism stressed by Francis Bacon, Locke, Berkeley 
and Hume on the other (87]. 

Although research into knowledge started long ago, it seems that we 
still cannot verify what knowledge really is. How much of this 
knowledge are we bom with, how much do we leam, and what 
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makes us use this type of knowledge at this moment are examples 
of questlons that different schools of knowledge are still debating. A 
study of knowledge acquisitlon of building change is therefore 
incomplete, if the complexity of researching knowledge is not 
recognized. 

2.2.2 Knowledge Acqulsition Approaches 

Knowledge acquisition research has been receiving increasing 
attentlon since the seventies, when the research of artlflcially 
intelligent systems in the sixties appeared to be more complex, than 
it was earlier expected. Researchers in the field of Artlftcial 
Intelligence (AI) including Marvin Minsky head of the M.I.T. (AI) 
project were announcing that developing intelligent systems is a 
matter of time only. He announced in 1967 that: Within a 
generation the problem of creattng 'artlftctal intelligence' wil1 be 
substantially solved'. But then, suddenly the field has run into 

· unexpected difftculties [38], and it was only in the late seventies that 
it was recognized that the problem solving power of a computer 
program carne from the knowledge it possessed, not from the 
inference mechanism it employed [45]. 

It was accepted then. that most of the world's challenging mental 
problems do not yield to genera! problem-solving strategies, even 
when augmented with genera! efficiency heuristics: and to solve 
problems in areas of human expertise, problem-solvers need to know 
what human problem-solvers know about that subject [56]. 
Knowledge was proven to be complex [7], a conclusion that confums 
the results of the contributions to the theoi:y of knowledge, and a 
matter that supports the problem solving model advanced by Popper 
(34], and encourages the necessity for the research of lts acquisition. 

In current research of knowledge acquisition knowledge engineers 
are still investigattng diverse tool paradigms that vai:y along several 
dimensions: whether to use empirica! associations, or reason via 
first principles; whether to formulate knowledge in terms of forma! 
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logic, or in terms of more informal heuristics; or whether to 
aggregate knowledge into large functional units, or desegregate it so 
it fits a small, grain size format [56]. 

Research of knowledge acquisition encourages also flnding new 
methods of acquisition such as the view of [20], and [72], who in 
genera! indicate that a knowledge acquisition approach depends on 
the nature of the problem examined, available information, and 
perhaps, on ones inventiveness, and using any resources available 
[22]. Without going into details into its speciftc approaches such as 
for example graphical knowledge acquisition [98], knowledge 
acquisition approaches can be classifted to two streams: one 
emphasizing the signiftcance of specifying domain knowledge, and 
the other emphasizing the signiftcance of modelling this domain 
knowledge. 

Domain knowledge speciftcation signiftcance in knowledge 
acquisition is demonstrated by reviewing some of its related studies. 
Studies such as one examined by Chi [25], [33] clarify experts 
excellence, by their domain knowledge. Domain knowledge 
acquisition is recognized in studies such as ones by Chandrasakeran 
[23], Clancey [32], and Me Dermott [75]. The switch of interest from 
genera!, domain independent problem-solving knowledge acquisition 
strategies, to more domain related knowledge of the problem solver, 
is emphasized by Greeno [52]. This signiftcance is clarifted by 
comparing domain knowledge with non-domain knowledge. That is 
carried out in studies such as Anderson [6], De Jong [35], Johnson 
[63], [68] and Voss [127]. These studies show for example that 
chemists, when asked to solve politica! science problems, they acted 
as novices. Other studies examines the degree of domain knowledge 
by examining expert recognition of their domain knowledge. 
Experiments in playing chess carried out by Chase [24], reading 
circuit diagrams carried out by Egan [42], reading architectural 
plans by Akin [3], interpreting x-ray plates by Lesgold [70], solving 
problems in physics by Larkin [68], and De Jong [35], and in 
mathematics by SweUer [112], show experts recognition of their 
domain-speciftc knowledge. 
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Approaches researching domain knowledge identi:fted the 
signiftcance of domain dependant knowledge acquisition in problem 
solving. However. research has shown that domain knowledge alone 
is insufficient to problem solving. as there is no guarantee that. even 
if such knowledge is available, it is used at the time of problem 
solving (35]. An organization of the domain, i.e. a model, was shown 
to enhance knowledge acquisition. 

Model significance in acqulring the knowledge of a domain is 
demonstrated by reviewing some of its related approaches. Modelling 
which is also referred to as representation, or conceptualization can 
be simply explained as an idealized representatlon of the real world. 
In projecting a real problem onto one or several representatlon(s). the 
result of the projection is called by Boy a model (18]. Vartous 
modelling approaches investigate various associations of it to 
knowledge acquisition such as for example ones associating it with 
theories of intelligence such as by Woods (132}. But in this study we 
focus in reviewing some of the studies that focus on modelling 
domain knowledge. 

Modelling domain knowledge has proven successful in a series of 
interesting experiments by Perfetto (83]. They showed that the 
availability of domain speciflc knowledge can be improved by an 
adequate model. A model relatlon to problem-solving in a domain is 
studied by modelling tasks to be performed by professionals. 
Professional problem solvers approach new tasks with personal 
expectations and goals; the initia! representations which come from 
these goats then affect subsequent processes and solutions. This 
statement is concluded from studies by Revils (89], and Voss (126}. 
A model can play a crucial role in the way we solve a problem in a 
specific domain as one of the difftcultles of approaching knowledge 
is the representatlon ofthis domain. This difficulty is simplifled 1f a 
model is found, states Chl (25}, [33}. 

While reviewing the approaches of knowledge acquisition it became 
clear that traditional knowledge acquisition approached knowledge 
acquisitlon as a "brut force" to extract information from a domain. 
New knowledge acquisition approaches promote the use of models 
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by promoting extractlng domain knowledge in a structured way [76). 
Experiments showed also the ability to recognize pattems and 
interpret. In knowledge acquisitlon using formal modelling with 
conceptual modelling is regarded significant by Balder and 
Akkennans. They distlnguish between forma! modelling and 
conceptual modelling in the acquisitlon ofknowledge. They conclude 
that formal modelling can be. done iteratively in interaction with 
conceptual modelling[I l]. This can be significant in the improvement 
and upgrading of the acquired knowledge [30]. 

Previously reviewed modelling approaches clarify the significance of 
a model in acquiring the knowledge of a speciftc domain knowledge. 
To study means of acquiring the knowledge of the domain of building 
change. after specifying it in section 2.1.3, its k:nowledge needs to be 
modelled first. 

2.2.3 MODEL of Building Change 

A model of building change. plays the centra! role of the acquisition 
of its knowledge and its main goal is to represent the its domain 
knowledge. A domain is deftned as a speciftc field of investigation, 
such as in this study the do main of building change. In this study 
domain knowledge is addressed by starting from the facets of the 
domain itself talking into conslderatlon acquiring the knowledge of 
what we know more to understand what we know less. Domain 
knowledge is therefore defined as the syntactic and descrlptive 
knowledge of the facets of the domain of building change. By 
acquiring the syntactic and descriptlve knowledge of these facets our 
knowledge of them increases so is their semantlc and prescrlptive 
knowledge can be examined. 
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A model of building change is therefore defined as a 
conceptualizatlon of syntactlc and descriptlve requirement and 
element facets subjected to change. In the figure above. a model of 
requirement-element change is illustrated and is composed of a 
model of requirement and an element facets that are subject to 
change. In this model we recognize the significance of distlnctlon 
between requirement knowledge and element knowledge. This 
distlnctlon is as important as the distlnction between mind and 
matter, a matter that is essential for a more comprehensive 
acquisitlon of knowledge. 

Studies in knowledge acquisitlon focus mainly on examining a model 
of expert domain knowledge. But acquiring knowledge from experts 
appears to be difftcult and this is confirmed by Me Graw and 
Harbison-Briggs (1989} who classified four primary diff:l.cultles in 
acquiring knowledge of an expert: difficulty in allocatlng adequate 
time, personal bias. limitatlon to a single line of reasoning, and 
sometlmes incomplete domain expertise. Another four point 
classiftcatlon of expert knowledge difficulty is the one introduced by 
Boy (1991). He states that experts sometlmes short-circuit certain 
steps to arrive at their goal faster; experts can have a very 
specialized view, based on a certain know-how which they find 
sometlmes difficult to explain; experts know-how can be influenced 
by their past experience; and expert knowledge is difficult 
reassemble, as reassembling is significant when different experts are 
involved in the same problem. 

In the case of acquiring the knowledge of building change the 
difflculty of acquiring it from experts is recognized. The literature 
survey of the approaches of building change indicated in section 
2.1.2, showed that lts experts can have contradictlng views of it as 
some of them address it by addressing change itself, while others 
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address it by addressing its opposite, permanence. Therefore. a 
knowledge acquisitlon approach of building change was necessary 
that can represent different groups of experts. Such an approach 
would then allow a systematlc knowledge acquisition and upgrading 
of building change without focusing one group of experts and 
without limittng acquisition to one experiment or two. To arrive at 
such approach not only two modules identifying its domain facets 
and modelling them is necessary, but a third module allowing their 
systematic and objectlve knowledge acquisition. 

By recognizing that acquiring both our rational and empirica! 
knowledge systematically can be signiflcant in the acquisitlon of 
building change knowledge, and by recognizing that measurement 
can be regarded as a process relatlng these two knowledge 
disciplines. measurement of building change has been studied as the 
third module for acquiring its knowledge. 

2.3 Measurement Approaches 

It is generally acknowledged that measurements are significant for 
the acquisition of knowledge, however existing measuring methods 
are not applicable to acquire knowledge from all knowledge domains. 
But measurement of change has proven useful as a way of 
acquiring and improving the knowledge related to, for example, 
climate change. In these studies measurement has been applied for 
decades to systematically acquire and upgrade related knowledge 
[59]. Measurement is chosen therefore as a third module next to the 
two earlier indicated modules the domain, and the model to acquire 
the knowledge of building change. Before explaining how 
measurement of building change may be used to acquire its 
knowledge, it seemed relevant to introduce the fundamental notion 
of the measurement theory first. 

2.3.1 Measurement Theory 
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Measurement theoiy is the study of how numbers are assigned to 
objects and phenomena, and its concerns include the kinds of things 
that can be measured: how different measures relate to each other, 
and the problem of error in the measurement process [44]. The 
theory dates back to the 4th century BC. when a theory of 
magnitudes, developed by the Greek mathematlcians Eudoxus of 
Cnidus and Theatetus, was included in Euclid's Elements [44]. 

Measurement begtns with the definition of the measurand. the 
quantifiable variable to be measured [44]. A measurand is defined as 
a partlcular quantity subject to measurement, and a measurable 
quantity is defined as an attribute or phenomenon, body or 
substance that may be distlnguished qualitatively and determined 
quantitatively [44]. The aim of the measurement is to determine the 
value of the measurand that is, the value of the particular quantity 
to be measured (61]. 

In this thesis a main issue in applying the theory of measurement 
to building change is determining the measurands. Therefore the 
deflnition of the measurable quantity, stated in the previous 
paragraph is followed. and to study measurement the differentiation 
between qualitative measurements and quantitative measurements 
is acknowledged. Measurement of building change is not limited to 
defining one measurand of building change, but on modelling 
building change so multiple measurands may measure multiple 
building changes in a systematic manner. Therefore. a measurement 
concept is to be introduced and is based on how these measurands 
can be forrnulated, starting by a qualitative distlnction of building 
facets subject to change, followed by their quantitatlve 
determinatlons. Existlng qualitatlve and quantitatlve measurement 
approaches in building engineering are reviewed. 

2.3.2 Measurement Approaches in Building Engineering 

Throughout history measurements has played a significant role in 
the building engineering. As no approaches were found directly 
measure building changes. two measurement approaches are chosen 
to represent as they are closely related to the method to be 
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introduced. These two approaches are building qualitatlve 
measurements of building requirements, and quantltatlve 
measurements of building elements. Studytng the measurement of 
the domatn of building change, i.e. requirement-element changes. 
clarifles reviewtng them. 

Requlrement measurement may in genera! be deftned as methods 
that describe the significance of a specifi.c building facets either by 
ustng a special term or by assigntng a rate to its signiflcance. The 
fundamental deftnitlon of measurement does not completely apply 
to descriptlve measurements of buildings as there are no ratlonal 
numbers tnvolved. However, these methods are widely used in 
practlce for describing the required facets of a building. Hence to 
measure the change of facets it seemed significant to address them. 
Approaches related to two qualitatlve measurement methods, 
descriptlve and rating measurements. are reviewed. 

Descri.pttve measurement can be mostly traced in programs of 
requirements, where facets of the proposed building are described 
qualitatlvely. Program of requirements method was one of the first 
methods approachtng requirements descriptlons. White (1972), 
McLa.ughlin (1976), Pena's (1977), (Heimsath 1977}, (Freklmann 
Zi:mring, & Zube, 1978); (Wener, 1989), and Kwtz (1978) address 
different perspectlves of requirement descriptlve measurements [94]. 
Davis & Szigetti (1979), Bollen (1989) and Molesky (1981) introduce 
various descriptlve approaches. Spekkink (1992) introduces in the 
SBR 258 a descriptlve program of requirement (106]. The 
significance of describing requirements is acknowledged by Schmitt 
(1993) and Sanoff (1993). Furthermore, in the Netherlands for 
example, the Dutch Normalisatlon Instltute 'NEN' that guide norms 
such as NVN 2658; and NPR 3401, 3402, 3403, 3404; address the 
signiflcance of the programs of requirements in describing user 
requirements. It must be noted that various specialists are in the 
building market advise and preparing programmes of requirements 
for buildings themselves, and use in some cases other programmtng 
techniques. It must be also noted that these programs may include 
quantitatlve measurement such as a spatial program of 
requirements. But as most of the facets are descriptlvely mentloned 
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programs of requirements are referred to in this study as descrtptive 
measurements. In general descriptive measurement of requirements 
is since the seventies getting increasing attention. However. as 
program of requirements are statie descrtptions of building 
requirements that can have different interpretations. so rating 
systems were introduced. 

Rating measurement is gaining increasing attentlon in the United 
States and Europe in the context of qualitatlve measurements of 
buildings. Rating methods are developed in attempt to measure 
building facets overall signiflcance in a quick manner. By allowing 
a scale for example from 1 to 5, or from 1 to 10, such slgnillcance 
can be identlfted. 

Orbit method (1988) (104] can be regarded as one of the first rating 
methods introduced. It matches a standard practice for rating 
organisations needs that are expressed in rates. to building rates. It 
actually uses rates to measure organization needs and matches 
them against the ability of a bulldings to allow those needs [104]. 
Other methods that signilles the use of rates are the Dommelen 
method (1988) [37), and the evaluation and comparison of the 
workstation-fumiture systems developed by Regterschot [88]. In 
Quality Function Deployment (1991) approaches developed in Japan. 
rating systems are used to compare in a quality deployment chart 
rates of clients wishes. with rates of the characteristics of the newly 
developed product [l]. One of the latest and recognized rating 
methods introduced in the ditch market is the RENorm (1992), 
meaning the Real Estate Norm. lt is a method that rates the 
signillcance of certain facets of office buildings in the Netherlands 
[36). In general rating methods are signiflcant in the case of a quick 
descrtptlon of a building facet significance is necessacy. Once more 
detailed information about this facet is demanded, or the relation 
between facets needs to be clarlfied, rates appears to be limiting. 

Element Measurement mostly takes place, once a preliminary plan 
of the expected building is carried out. lt is then when the 
quantitative measurement of building elements starts. Varióus 
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element measuring methods are studied and used in practice. Some 
of them are reviewed. 

Standard Method of Measurement is widely used in the United 
Kingdom. Both the Surveyors' Institution and the Quantity 
Surveyors Association were impressed by the necesslty of securing 
greater accuracy of work and uniformity of method. The latter body. 
in July 1909. with this object in view appointed a commlttee, who 
prepared and published pamphlets setting out the method of 
measurement recommended by the Association [90]. Measurement 
method is based on measuring a building project as a whole, process 
and quantities of building elements. Units used are the standardized 
units, mostly meters. Standard measurement method is significant 
in the quantification of a building plan, and is widely used for 
example in the United Kingdom. It has also the advantage of 
performing quantification in a classified marmer. However. although 
the term quality is used in their definition, quality description is 
rather statie. There seems to be no direct link to qualitative 
requirement methods. So. once one requirement changes, no direct 
association is possible indicating the change of the involved 
elements. Furthermore choice of different element qualities is not 
adequately represented, meaning that being able to chose, and 
comparing between elements may be limited to 2 or 3 scenarios, 
which limits the ability to study efficiently other choices. 

Element metlwd is a method used in the preliminary phases of 
planning of a building. It started in the United Kingdom by building 
a data bank of building cost analyses. It was submitted by some 
members of the building cost Information Service (BCIS), and the 
made available to other members. These analyses suitably updated 
for quantity and quality formed the basis of elemental plans together 
with the Sfb building classification system developed in Sweden. It 
was referred to as CI/Sfb system in the United Kingdom [85). The 
system was used in other countries, for example in Germany it is 
known under the name of BRD/Sfb [62]. In the Netherlands it is 
known under the name Nl/Sfb, and is also referred to as the element 
method. The method was first published in 1975, and one of lts 
latest developments is the decision of one of the organization 
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controlling building quality, 'Stichting Bouwkwaliteit' to adapt that 
method in 1991 [107]. In general element method is a significant 
method used in initlal planning ofbuildings and is successfully used 
in practice for measuring the quantities of building elements in its 
preliminary phases. It's main signillcance lies in lts levels of 
describing building elements that are significant in early design 
phases. However the first level is composed already of 9 entities and 
is rather detailed for a preliminary level in a study of building 
change. Also here, the qualitatlve requirements are not associated 
with elements, although the signlficance of indicating the qualities, 
not only the quantities, is growing. 

Stabu Measurement of building quantities in amore specific manner 
takes place in using specificatlon methods. These methods are used 
mostly when the detailed design of a building is worked out, and are 
either worked out by specialists, or by the contractors who are 
considered to work out the construction. An example of these 
speciflcation methods used in the Netherlands is the 'Stabu' method 
(108]. These studies are only mentloned to ex.plain that quantltatlve 
measurements take place on varying levels of details. 

Performance Concepts based on measuring element performances 
and relating them to human requirements. The performance concept 
aim is to define the performance required of whole buildings, parts 
of buildings and building products in terms of functlonal 
requirements of their users [60]. It also is aimed to allow the 
building speciftcatlon to take place using that concept, to allow the 
freedom of choice. In London a performance specificatlon writings for 
building components was published already in 1969. In Germany a 
functional performance program was published in 197 4 and followed 
by building performance gulde was in Brussels in 1979. In the 
Netherlands for example, the performance concept is addressed in 
the new Dutch Building Law that was initially planned to be 
operatlonal in 1992. 

In general the performance concept indicates the significance of 
relating qualitative requirements to quantltatlve elements, but its 
approaches do not clearly express how this should take place. There 
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seems to be no model that relates these requirements to the building 
elements. a matter that is significant and will discuss that matter 
further in this study. Four element measurement approaches are 
reviewed the standard measurement method, the element method, 
the stabu method. and the performance concept. These methods 
involve the quantltatlve measurements of building elements, and in 
the case of the performance concept the necessity to address the 
requirements is indicated. To develop a measurement method for 
building facets that are subject to change. studying the development 
of their measurands is essentlal. To do so. both the qualitatlve 
measurement and the quantltatlve measurement of building change 
need to be studied. 

2.3.3 MEASUREMENT of Building Change 

Measurement of building changes is deftned as the determinatlon of 
the requirement-element facets subjected to change. From the earlier 
survey of requirement measurement approaches and element 
measurement approaches it became clear that most of the 
requirement measurements are qualitatlve, while most of the 
element measurements are quantltatlve. This will be taken into 
consideratlon in the study of the measurement of requirement
element changes as illustrated in the next ftgure. 

Measurement al MEASUREMENT ot Measurement ot 
Requirement FllCl!IS ,......... Requiremen!-Element ,._ E!emen!F-s 
subjecte<! to Change Change subjeCled to Change 

Requirement-element change measurements do not aim to measure 
only one facet that changes, but to allow the development of various 
measurands of building facets to be measured. By doing so a basis 
for their knowledge acquisitlon can be established. The development 
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of such basis is worked out by exploring each of its three 
modules:domain, model, and measurement in the next three 
chapters. 
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Chapter 3 

DOMAIN of Building Change 

Plus ça change, plus c'est la même chose. 

The assertlon that buildings change during use is quite well-known. 
but to know exactly what changes more specific questlons need to 
asked. Examples of such questlons are What were the required 
changes? what were the building elements involved in change? how 
often did the building change? To acquire the knowledge of building 
change by measurement, the domain of these changes must first be 
identlfied. Fuller insight into this domain is required before studying 
its knowledge acquisitlon. 

3.1 Building Facets Subject to Change: A Literature Survey 

A literature survey was undertaken to identify the nature and scope 
domain of building change. In this survey an assembling together of 
possible requirement and element facets which could be subject to 
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change during use was made. By this means, the characteristlcs of 
the domain of building change could be identified. 

3.1.1 Method of Survey 

From the earlier literature survey about building change reviewed in 
chapter 2, it can be concluded that no literature addresses directly 
the issue of building facets subject to change during use. However 
such facets could be deduced from some of the existlng literature. 
Diversity of literature was taken into consideratlon as the survey 
aimed to gain insight in the facets that can be subject to change. 

Different kinds of literature referring in one way or another to 
building requirement and element facets were included in the 
survey. Limitlng the survey to only one type ofliterature, for example 
program of requirements. did not take place. Also. massive 
documentatlon of element facets that could be subject to change 
such as the ones mentloned in specificatlon methods were avoided. 
This inclusion was intentlonal as limitlng the survey to one type of 
literature, or having long lists with detailed facets was not the main 
purpose of this survey which aimed to explore the scope and nature 
of these facets which could be subject to change. The purpose was 
to include to gain more insight in the scope of these facets. 

Twenty publicatlons were included in the survey. The selectlon 
included English and Dutch literature, and therefore an English 
translatlon of the Dutch terms was carried out. Same publicattons 
referred to the facets as building facets, while others referred to them 
as functlonal requirements or functional performances, or as quality 
attributes. The publications approached building facets in varying 
levels of detail and from different viewpoints. Publicatlons were 
scanned, and the facets indicated in the publications were extracted. 
Facets mentloned in more than one publicatlon, but using the same 
term, were only referred to once with the appropriate literature 
reference. It is important to note that the list of facets includes facet 
terms from different publications which may be shown to denote the 
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same meaning. This exercise was done intentionally to present the 
facet information as considered in the literature. 

3.1.2 Survey Result: Facets of the Domain of Building Change 

After surveying each of the twenty publicatlons, the facets found 
were compiled into lists. These lists were then combined and the 
terms sorted into alphabetical order. Total number of facets was 
then found to be 236 facets. But facets appea.ring in more than one 
publicatlon were. then combined and listed only once. The number 
of facets was thus reduced to 179 facet. These facets are listed in 
alphabetical order and each is followed by its reference(s) in the 
literature. 

Atte9Slblllty(l51.ll91 
Acoustlcsl141 
Adaptlon to organ!zatlon cbangel141 
Air Coollng Systeml91.1211 
Archltectural C<!n~tf121 
Area between coresl21 l 
Aural191 
Behavtourll 71 
Building type)2 ll 
Building envelope(91 
Building slzel211 
Cabllng of electr1c networ'kll91 
Canteenl211 
Catertnllll 5) 
Ce:lllng. lnterlOI' wan connectlon(21J 
Clanty of archltectuial conceptll21 
Cleanlng Complexlty(2 ll 
Colour glasa(2 l) 

Colourl151.1161 
Coollng system(l41.(191 
Comfortl6J .Il 4l.12 ll 
Communicatlon(19J 
Communicatlon mdl!tlesll31 
Constructlon llmltstlonsll3J 
Constructlon stsge layootl 13) 
Construetlonl2 ll 
Constructlon woi:ksll 61 
Control(llght.apparat.etc.)(191 
Conveyance systemsJlftsll3I 
Corridor breadlh(2l1 

Costsl4J 
Datanetl15( 
Denslty of office bu!ldlngsll8J 
Desk llghtll 91 
Dlstance between stalrsf211 

Dlstance between 11fts)2 l) 

Dwelllngl 1 71 
Eronomlcal atructuref 18) 
Eleetrlcal lnstaDattonall GJ 
Eleclrldty supply/Ughtll3l 
Eleetrlcttyt 191 
Endosure type wood/stone.etc.1211 
Envlronment(131 
Envlronmental Equlpmentfl 41 
Equlpments 1141 
Ergonomlcsl211 
Explottatlon(6J 
Exterior detalls(l31 
Fadl!tiesl 181 
Flnlshlng materlalll91 

F1nlshlngl21.1161 
Flre alarm(l 51.ll81.12ll 
Floor depth)211 
Forml2(, ( I OJ.1131.1151.1161,(l 71 
Functtonal usel91 
Functlonality[GJ 
Future valuell 61 
Oarden)2) 

Oas supplyl13l 
Gas lnstallatlons(l 6( 

Geographlcal locatlonll8J,(2ll 
Olass%1211 
Oreen areas(2).(2ll 
Gross area/user(21 I 
Gross area!2 ll 
Health w.r.t well·be!ng191 
Healthl41 
Health w.r.t safetyU91 
Healing lnstallatlons(2ll 
Healing systems[13),IJ5( 

Heatlngll5IJ191 
Hlerarchy status(l 4) 

Humldltyt2 ll 
ldentlty(2 ll 
Image to outslde(l 4) 
lmage(21.141.l141.1171,ll81 
lmpresslon(l31 

lnformal lnteractton posslbllltles( 141 
lnfrastructurell!!I 
lnsulatlon(2l.( 15l 
Interlor detallsll 31 
lnlerlor cllmate141 
Layout1151 
Uftsll51 
1Jght1151.(161.119l 
IJght system(l4J,IJ81.1211 
Locationl 1 OI 
Locatlon(centre.suburblll41 
Maintenance state of surroundlngll81 
Malntenance state( l 81 
Ma!ntenance efficiency( 181 
Malntenancel 19( 
Materlal[l0!,(151 
Matertal,texture.colour Jlghtll 21 
Maximum load/floorl211 
Measurements121 
Mobllltyl 19( 

Module stz.el2ll 
Nearby." 1181 
Nett areal2 ll 
Nett/userl2ll 
No!se)21) 

Office room fumlturel181 
Otllce room portlonlng[18[ 
Ofllce room l!nlshlng[ 181 
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Offices fonnl2 ll 
Open air areas lntegratlonl131 
Orlentatlonl21.113I 
Portlonlng In unitsl181 
Portlonlngl21 
Perceptlonl61 
Personal ldentUlcatlonl191 
Physlcall1 I 
Physlologtcal(ll 
Plan Layout1161 
Power Capaclty(l41 
Power Current Dlstrtbutlonl13( 
Prtce:perfonnance ratio( 1 O( 
Privacy (2(,119(,(211 
Process(Sl,(l ll,(221 
Process:Object(3(,(20I 
Proportlon structure. envlrorunent( 131 
Proportlon or tramc areas( 131 
Protectlon or Hardwarel141 
Psychologtcal( 11 
Ratio ext wall/Ooor12 ll 
Ratio Wlndow/ext wall(211 
Reachablllty(21.114(,(15(,(211 
Reachablllty and connectlonl181 
Recreatlonl211 
Relatlon bulldlng-envlronmentl121 
Rel. ronn-funcllon-constructlonl121 

RepresentatlvltyflBl,(21( 
Roomsl131 
Routlng(211 
Running costs(21.11 BI 
Safetyf61 
Scalel161 
Securtty(41.(211 
Securtty to lnsldefl41 
Securtty/room(211 
Securtty to outsldel 141 
Securtty systeml15l,1181 
Servlcesl91 
Sewage systeml13( 
Shades%(2ll 
Slmpllclty(l9I 
Soclal structurel21.11BI 
Soll Analyslsl131 
Sound lnsulatlonl151.11B(.l19l.(211 
Spattal requlrementsl151 
Spatlal:texture:colour:llght( 121 

Stabilltyl191 
Staf!" reallocatlon posslbtlltlesl141 
Stalrsl2ll 
Statusl191 
Storagell91 
Surroundlngsl21.1151.1171.1211 
Telecommunlcatlon systems(l41 

Telephonel151.l191 
Telexll51 
Temperaturel141 
Texturel161 
Thermal(91 
Totlets/employee(211 
Trafllc areasl131 
type wlndow-glassl2 ll 
User lnstructlon manuall191 
Utillsattonl41 
Utlllsed areal161 
Ventllatlon(lSl.1191 
Venttlatton Systems(l31 
Vlewl2l.(211 
Vtslblllty) 191 
Vtsua1(9( 

Water lnstallat1onsl161 
Water supply(l3I 
Wlng breadth(2 l I 
Worklng Station Movablllty) 191 

A first impression conveyed on review of the list is the large number 
of facets apparently necessary. But the number should not be taken 
to mean that all the 179 facets which could be subject to change in 
building use at the same time; in many cases only some of these 
changes take place. But to study acquisition of the knowledge of 
these changes most of these changes should be subject to such 
acquisition. Therefore this list of facets was significant in specifying 
the characteristics of this domain. 

3.1.3 Domain Characterlstics 

The first conclusion to emerge from the survey is that building facets 
which could be subject to change are many. The number of these 
facets 179 facets, is quite high as only 20 publications were 
examined. The survey also indicated that some of theses facets were 
referred to more than others; but as earlier stated the aim of the 
survey was to indicate the scope of these facets. Their ref erences are 
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only indicated to convey an impression of their relevance in existing 
literature. but this relevance is not considered as a characteristic of 
the domain. From the survey the main characteristic of the domain 
of building change may be summarized as follows: 

• The domain of building change is multlfaceted as it includes 
numerous facets that vary in their nature. 

• The deftnition of facets referrtng to requirements and facets 
referring to elements is not always clear. 

In general it may be concluded that the literature survey resulting 
in the list of facets has assisted in providing an insight into the 
scope of this domain. Numerous building facets can be subject to 
change during use. but they are multlfaceted , as they can include 
facets such as well being, building envelope. geographical location, 
air cooling system, finishing, sóund insulation, etc. In addition, in 
examining this list the definition of what is a requirement and what 
is an element was not easy to deduce, as the literature may well 
refer to using different definitions. But, as in the study of change, 
the change of building element due to the change of requirements 
was closer examined, as a precise defmition of requirements and 
elements was necessary. 

In this study a distinction is made between what is to be considered 
a requirement and what an element, although both of them can be 
involved in the same change. A requirement describes a need for 
change, independent of the physical elements needed to fulfll that 
change. A requirement is therefore defined as a statement of 
material independent need to be fulfilled by a building. This 
definitions coincldes with definitions in (7], (8]. A building element 
is defined as a physical set of building components. The distinction 
between requirements and elements was significant for the study of 
their knowledge acquisition. By doing so the knowledge of several 
elements which can fulfll the same requirement change, can be a 
subject for acquisition, and also the knowledge of several 
requirements that can be influenced by the change of one element. 
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The identlftcatlon of the scope and characteristlcs of the domain of 
building change is significant as provide insight in the scope of the 
first module of the presented method. Before introducing the second 
module, the model, a closer examinatlon of these facets is necessary. 
Such examinatlon is necessary as the model is a central module in 
the concept introduced between the domain module and the 
measurement module. A model therefore should enable representlng 
the facets of the domain in a way that their measurement is enabled. 
Therefore prior to the introductlon of this second module of the 
model, a closer examination of measurement was necessary. 

3.2 Measurement Attempts of Building Changes 

The literature suzvey of approaches of requirement measurements 
and element measurements it can be concluded that most of the 
requirement measurement methods are qualitative, while all element 
measurement method were quantitative. Qualitative measurement 
and quantitative measurement of the facets of· the domain of 
building change were examined by examining the measurement of 
two examples of these facets. 

3.2.1 Qualltatlve Measurement 

Qualitatlve measurement is defined in this study as measuring a 
building facet that could be subject to change either by description, 
or by rate. From the 179 building facets included in the domain of 
building change two facets were examined. Two facets were chosen 
as one of them is to represent a requirement facet and the other an 
element facet following the earlier indicated definitlon of them. 
Qualitative measurement methods earlier indicated in chapter 2, the 
descriptive measurement, and rating systems are applied to measure 
these two facets. Each of these two qualitative measurements is 
explained., 
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The descrtptiVe measurement method is explained by assuming that 
a qualitatlve descriptlon can. be attached to each of the previous 
facets deduced from the literature survey. In practtce, however, it is 
not always the case that facets can be described by only one 
attribute: sometlmes paragraphs or pages are used. But the purpose 
of the descrtptlve measurement of building facets was to test the 
adequacy of the descriptlve method to measure building change. 
Therefore an arbitrary descriptlon of a facet was seen as sufilcient. 
An example of the descriptlve measurement shows how the 
measurement result can be obtained. Two building facets. one 
referring to a qualitatlve requirement - wen being - and one referring 
to a quantltatlve element - cooling system - are shown in the 
example below in table 1. This procedure follows the earlier indicated 
definitlon of requirements and elements. Table l shows a possible 
descriptlve measurement of them. 

Facet subject to Change Descriptive Measurement 

Well Being Adequate 

Coollng System Comfortable 

Table 11 Descrlpttve Meuurement 

The examples show how these two facets of building change can be 
· measured using descriptlve terms. For example, to measure the 
change of wen being in a building, we need to measure the change 
of its adequacy. What exactly ' adequate' entails is not clear from 
the descriptlon in this example. The same conclusion may be 
drawn from the example of the cooling system if increased comfort 
is involved in a change. In principle each of the facets that of 
building change can be measured by a certain descriptlon. But to 
determine exactly what 'adequate' or 'comfortable' entails is not an 
easy matter, as the meaning can vacy according to the situatlon. 
the person, etc. 

The second qualitatlve measurement examined is rating methods. 
Although rating methods seem at first quantltatlve as they involve 
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the use of numbers, they are included in the qualitative 
measurements as each rate may be regarded as combining some 
descriptions, and so their significance can be more easily 
indicated. Rating systems vary from those giving rates to indicate 
the significance of a facet on a scale from lto 5, or from 1 to 10. 
Other rating systems indicate levels of importance for example as 
significant or insignificant. An example of rating measurement is 
shown assuming rates are on a scale from 1 to 5, where 5 is 
regarded the more significant. 

Facet subject to Change Rating Measurement 

Well Being 3 

Cooling System 1 

Table 2: Rating Measurement 

Descriptive measurement in table 2, shows how these two facets of 
building change can be measured using both descriptive terms and 
rates. For example measurtng the change of well being in a building, 
is indicated by describing the need to change its adequacy. What 
exactly does adequate entail is not clear by this description. The 
same conclusion may be drawn from the example of the cooling 
system, as its change can be described as allowing a more 
comfortable feeling for example. Rating measurement can indicate 
for example the significance of such change, in this example 
changing the well being was regarded more significant, having a rate 
of 3, compared to the cooling system having a rate of 1. 
Summarizing, descriptive measurement was found able to represent 
all facets, as each facet of 179 can be on described, or rated. But 
their limitation lies in their inability to provide in standard way, 
what a description, or rate entails. 

3.2.3 Quantitative Measurement 

Quantitative measurement is defined in this study as involving 
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standardized unit classes in the measurement. Examination of the 
1 79 facets showed that not all facets can be measured directly using 
standard units such as a facet referring to well being, see table 3. 
Some of these facets were not easily quantiftable such as well being. 

Facet subject to Change QuanUtaUve measurement 

WellBetng -
Cooling System = .•. degrees celsius ·c· 

Table 8: guantftative Measurement 

Quantitative measurements may be viewed as a standard way of 
measurement. that can be directly be applicable to some facets. But 
their limitation lies in their inability to directly measure facets such 
as wen being for example. Also, standardized methods mostly 
include one unit of measurement or two, but in the study of change, 
involving several units seemed necessaryto measure its multifaceted 
nature. Summarizing, quantitative measurements involve 
standardized units, but this. limits the number of facets that could 
be directly measured with them. Their advantage is providing 
systematic and objective measurements for the facets it can 
measure. 

3.2.4 Qualltative-Quantltative Measurement 

Qualltative-Quantitatlve measurement attempt is exa.mined by 
combining advantages of both the qualitative and quantltative 
measurements. Qualitative-quantitative measurement is defined as 
decomposing qualitative · nieasurements into sets of quantitative 
measurements. An immediate quantitative measurement of wen 
being for example. is not a simple matter. as it may be regarded as 

. a facet that its definition can vary from one person to another. 
Therefore. a definitton of wen being is first necessary. One dictionary 
defines well being as 'personal and physical comfort, especially good 
health and happiness' [8] ·inside a building. This definition implies 
that measuring the change of well being involves measuring the 
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change that could influence human well being inside a building. But 
as the well being of human beings inside a building may be 
influenced by a number of quantltatlve variables, it may be 
concluded that the change in the well being may be measured in 
terms of these variables. 

For example, the temperature can be measured quantltatlvely in 
degrees celsius. the sound pressure can be measured quantltatlvely 
in decibels, and the light intensity can be measured in lux: and all 
can influence wen being. The same is also in the case of cooling 
systems, that its change can be measured by the change in degrees 
celsius it provides, or by the square meters of openings its change 
may involve. But by Umitlng the definitlon of well being inside the 
building to health related issues measuring this change would 
involve measuring the change of the qualitatlve facet well being can 
be carried out by quantltatlve measurements. For example, the 
temperature can be measured quantltatlvely in degrees celsius. the 
sound pressure can be measured quantltatlvely in decibels, and the 
light intensity can be measured in lux, and the change of all these 

· can influence the change of well being. The same can also be applied 
in the case of cooling systems, where their change can be measured 
by the change in degrees celsius it provides, or by the square meters 
of openings its change may involve etc. 

Facet subject to Change Qualitative-Quanutative 
Measurement 

WellBeing = .. degrees celslus • 
= ... decibels 

= .. .lux 
.""."." . 
. " ...... 

CooUng System = .. degrees celsius 
-..... 
......... 
... ""."." 

Tab1e 4: QualltaUVe-Qua.ntltattve Measurement 
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Table 4 shows how the measurement of change of the earlier 
indicated facets' examples can be carried out. A main issue in this 
measurement attempt is that the units of measurement can relate 
the change of requirements and elements, such as degrees celsius 
for example that can once measure a change in well being and once 
measure the change due to a cooling system. and that is signiftcant 
for modelling and also the measurement of their change as it will be 
further explained in the coming two chapters. lt must be noted that 
previous example should not imply that the change of well being is 
fully expressible in the change of quantitative measurements such 
as temperature measured in degrees celsius, or the change of 
illumination measured in lux, as other factors may influence it such 
people's professional background for example. 

But in this study we aim towards acquiring the knowledge of 
building change by involving standard measurements of degrees 
celsius, decibel, or lux, and so By doing so qualitative measurements 
can be decomposed into sets of quantitative ones, a matter that is 
significant for their systematic knowledge acquisition. Also, other 
factors influencing well being, such as peoples's professional 
backgrounds can be indirectly identifiable, and can be examined · if 
necessa.ry. Qualitative-quantitative measurement seemed therefore 
adequate measurernent method for knowledge acquisition, but before 
this can be carried out in a systematic way several shortcomings 
needed first to be addressed. 

8.3 Shorteom.ings of Qualitatlve·Quantitative Measurement Attempt 

Qualitative-Quantitative measurements were deemed adequate· for 
the knowledge acquisition of building change, as they display the 
advantage of cornbing requirernent qualitative measurements with 
advantages of element quantitative measurements. By doing so they 
allow a wider scope of the facets to be subject to measurement. But 
there are still some shortcomings which must be taken into account 
before this rneasurernent method can be used for systematic 
knowledge acquisition of building change. 
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3.3.1 No merarchical Representation of Requirement-Element Change 

Examining the facets of the domain of building change showed that 
they are numerous and multlfaceted. Therefore to measure their 
change systematlcally, a hierarchy in these facets was necessary to 
allow its examinatlon on varying levels of details. Thls examinatlon 
showed the difficulty of tracing a change on vruying levels of details. 
A hierarchical representatlon of the change paths proved necessary. 

3.3.2 No Indication of Change Action 

Examinatlon of measurement methods showed their inability to 
express a change actlon. A change action indicatlon is next to the 
change path indication, significant in a complete representation of 
building change. An action of change describes the activity of 
change. For example adding a cooling system is a description of the 
change action' to add' of the element 'cooling system'. Change actlon 
indications are significant for the study of change, and its hence its 
knowledge acquisition. 

3.3.3 No Indication of Change Unit Class 

Qualitative-quantitative measurement is found adequate to be used 
for knowledge acquisition, but to do so units of measurements 
relating the change of requirements to the change of elements need 
to be systematically represented. Also other units that can be 
involved in change measurement needed to be represented. 

3.4 Summary 
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In this chapter the first module of 'Building Change Kn.owledge 
Acquisition by Measurement' method namely, the domain is 
explored. From a literature survey the nature and the main 
characteristics of the domain of building change could be indicated. 
Qualitative and quantitative measurement attempts were both found 
inadequate to measure its facets in a way that allows its knowledge 
acquisition. But by using a qualitative-quantitative measurement, 
the change of qualitative facets can be partially determined by the 
change of related quantitative measurements. Therefore such 
measurement wil1 be considered for knowledge acquisition after 
taking into consideration the characteristics of the domain of 
building change, and overcoming its shortcomings. 
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Chapter 4 

MODEL of Building Change . 

A model is central tn the knowledge acquisition of building change. 

Examining the domain of building change in the previous chapter 
showed how multifaceted it is. A systematic acquisition of the 
knowledge of its facets and thereby involving qualitative-quantitative 
measurement appeared difflcult without a model. In this chapter, the 
centra! module of the 'Knowledge Acquisition by Measurement' 
method, namelythe model is explored. In this thesis the model is the 
centra! module of the concept of the method presented, as it has to 
represent the facets of the domain of building change adequately. 
and also enable their measurement. 

4.1 Model Framework 

Finding an adequate model to represent the facets of the domain of 
building change started initlally by examining some modelling 
attempts. Product modelling was researched by modelling the facets 
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of the domain of building change to functional units and technica! 
solutions to a tree-structure [l]. Product modelling was found 
adequate in the representation of some facets, but less adequate in 
representing their change path, action, and unit class. Furthermore, 
requirement-element modelling was not directly addressed in this 
model in a way that allows qualitative-quantitative measurement, 
and fulfils the definitions of requirements and elements earlier 
stated in chapter 3. Other modelling attempts failed also, such as 
modelling the facets to spatlal units and material units; modelling 
them according to building phases: initia!, usability. and demolition 
phase: modelling them to process model and product model. All 
these models were found inadequate to represent the facets of the 
domain of building of building change as for example spatial units 
were difflcult to represent in relation to material units as the same 
wall can be part of two rooms and it is difficult to indicate to what 
room such wall belongs. and that would limit a systematic 
representation. 

4.1.1 Model Concept 

The concept of the model of building change is formulated by taking 
into consideration the inadequacy of previous modelling attempts to 
represent the facets of the domain of building change, and to 
overcome the shortcomings of its measurement attempts. This model 
concept is based on the representatlon of requirement-element 
changes and herby overcoming the lack of a hierarchial 
representation of them, and one representing their change actlon 
and unit class. 

Change is examined closer in this study. Therefore a model concept 
was chosen, that is composed of more than one segment to allow a 
modular, transparent, and yet systematic, representation of change. 
The model concept is therefore composed of three segments: the 
change levels. the change action, and the change unit class. and is 
illustrated in figure 1. 
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Flgure 1: Model Concept 

In this concept. change levels are significant to allow the hierarchical 
representatlon of the facets of the domain of building change. Thls 
hierarchy is significant to allow a systematlc representatlon of these 
facets where the varlous paths of change can be identifted. Also 
significant is differentlating between the path of change and the act 
of change. The path conceptualizes the hierarchial decompositlon of 
the facets. while the actlon conceptualizes how 1t took place. The 
third segment, namely the change unit class, is significant for 
relatlng requirement change to element change and hence 
measurement, as it represents the unit class of change 
measurement to be made. Unit classes include standard units such 
as square meters, degrees Celsius. etc. 

4.1.2 Model 

A model to represent the facets of the domain of building change was 
investlgated. The conclusion from the examinatlon of the long list of 
179 facets subject to change, was that these facets needed to be 
ordered first in hierarchical levels before their change could be 
examined. Studying change by first studying order was significant 
as earlier research indicated. For example. in the 'Theory of Levels", 
Habraken introduced the ordering of building elements in levels 
according to their capacity to change [2). Ordering the facets in 
levels was the startlng point of ftnding a model to represent them. 
Moreover, this ordering had to allow facets to be represented so their 
change path. change action, and unit class could be identifted. This 
model is illustrated in :figure 2. 
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UnitClaSI 

Change Level(•) Aclion(s) 

---Change Palh 

..••. "" ........•..... Possible llllllleru:e of Change Patb 

Flgure 2: Model 

The model in figure 2 shows how the previously lndicated segments 
of the model concept were worked out. First the change levels 
segment is represented by representing three levels. A facet that is 
subject to change is presented by one entity per level: a group level 
entity, a cluster level entity, and an item level entity, all three 
forming part of the change path. Each level is composed of a set on 
entities. Following the change path, the change action and the 
change unit class are lndicated. The llnes endlng with arrows show 
the change path to be examined, and the other lines show possible 
lnfluences of a change. A change lnfluence is deflned as a change 
that was not lntended but accompanies the change action. It must 
be noted that one change path can be examined per time to provide 
a systematic and clear representation of a change event. It must be 
also noted that in this study the literature survey of facets subject 
to change was considered as a theoretica! approach to identify the 
scope of change events that can take place. 

Before explalning further how the model can be used to represent 
requirement-element change, its components change levels and their 
decompositlon of entitles, change action. and change unit class are 
brief ed. 
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• Change Levels 

Change levels are defined as a hierarchial representatlon of the 
facets. events, that are subjected of change. The use of hierarchial 
levels was essentlal for a systematlc representatlon of the facts of 
the domain of building change. These facets were therefore 
modelled on three hierarchical levels startlng with group level, the 
most global level: cluster level, the intermediate and more detailed 
level: and ending with item level, that is the most detailed level in 
this study. A change path is therefore defined as the trace of a 
facet in the hierarchy from group level entity. via cluster level 
entlty, to item level entlty. Indicating the path this way is also 
significant for future automatlon of the model. Having distlnct 
paths in the modelling of the requirement-element change would 
allow fora better and more efficient automation possibility. 

•• Group Level 

The group level is defined as the highest change level of the 
hierarchical decompositlon and its entities are decomposed to 
cluster entities. Several group entities can be distinguished in 
the group level. In the representation of facets of the domain of 
building change to requirement-element changes, this level will 
model the facets to requirement groups and element groups. 
Each group entity can be decomposed to cluster entltles. 

•• Cluster Level 

The cluster level is defined as the intennediate change level in 
the hierarchial change levels and its entitles are thus 
hierarchically lower than the group level and higher then an 
item level. Requirement and element cluster entitles will also be 
modelled as groups to requirement clusters and element items. 
A cluster entlty is a lower decompositlon of the group entlty, 
which means that a group level entity includes cluster level 
en tl ties. 
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••Item Level 

The item level is defined as the lowest change level in the 
hierarchical change levels and represents entitles that can be 
linked to change actions and unit classes. Item entities are also, 
like groups and clusters entities, to be modelled to requirements 
and elements so that a requirement-element change path can 
be fully represented. There are however other considerations in 
respect of item entities modelling. An item entity has to allow 
the representation of the change action and unit class following 
it. That means that an item entity should represent the facet in 
such a way that the act of change can be attached to it, and it 
should also be able to be quantitatively measured using a unit 
class. How this takes place will be explained in more detail in 
the remainder of this chapter. 

• Change Action 

Change action is defined as the representation of the act of 
change. Change action is modelled to two basic actions. Limiting 
change actions to these two actions is done intentionally, to 
abstract change to two opposite changes, on the one hand for 
example, increase or add and, on the other, for example, decrease 
or remove. This choice is generally influenced by the review of the 
notion of change earlier discussed in chapter 2. But more 
specifically it is explained by the fact that most of the other change 
actions may then be composed from these two basic actlons. For 
example 'replacement' of an element is a removal followed by an 
addition: or 'painting' is an addition of paint. It must be noted that 
changes such as change of place are only considered by 
considering how it is added or removed to its new place. This 
abstraction is relevant for both the conceptualizing of change and 
also for further automatlon of the model. 

• Change Unit Class 
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Change unit class is defined as the standard class of the unit of 
measurement that will relate a requirement change to an element 
change. In this thesis unit classes are used to enable objective 
change measurement to be distinguished such as square meters 
(m2), or degrees Celsius (C), and wi1l be considered in more detail 
in chapter 5. 

The model presented is primarily chosen to represent the facets of 
the doma.in of building change taking into consideration their 
characteristics. These facets represent a wide scope of change events 
that could take place in practlce. Therefore the model aimed to 
represent as many of these facets as possible. But examining these 
facets showed that they are multifaced. Therefore not only one level 
was chosen to represent them but three. Tuis choice of these specific 
levels was influenced by the apparent lack of existing approaches, 
that represents building change information between requirement 
descriptive approaches, and element specific quantitative 
approaches. 

The choice of three levels resulted after the attempts of modelling the 
facets of the domain of building change as it wi1l be explained in 
section 4.3. On principle the number oflevels can be extended either 
by adding new levels between the existing ones, or before them or 
after them as long the last level can represent change action and 
unit class. Also the number of entities can be altered as long as the 
following is noticed: entities need to be as building independent as 
possible, and need to be as independent from each other as possible. 

The aim of this model is to represent requirement-element changes, 
i.e the domain facets. to allow their qualitative-quantitative 
measurement. Such a representation would take place by using the 
model separate~y. once to model requirement facets subject to 
change, and once to model element facets subject to change. By 
doing so a differentiation between reasons of change, and results of 
change is achieved and that is regarded significant fora transparent 
and systematic knowledge acquisition. Using the same model is 
clarified by the need in a study of change to focus on what is 
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changing in a requirement-element change path. rather than the 
difference between models. 

4.1.3 The Change Statement 

Before explalnlng how the model was applied to represent 
requirement changes and element changes, the 'change statement' 
is introduced, as this statement will play an important role in the 
measurement. 

The modelling procedure of the domain building change can be 
briefed in the so called statement. This statement is of sigruficance 
as it briefs the facets in a systematic way by representing their 
hierarchical path, action, and unit class. and thus permitting its 
later measurement. A change statement is indicated as follows: 

{group:cluster:item. change actton. unit class). 

A change statement is defined as a briefing of the entities of a 
change path. actlon, and unit class. This statement will not only 
brief one facet change by briefing its hierarchical levels, action, and 
unit class. but it is supposed to brief most all the facets represented 
by the model. A statement of requirement-element (r,e} wi1l result 
from the requirement-element change model and will be explained 
in sectlon 4.3.4, as it wi1l play an important role in the 
measurement. 

4.2 Requirement·Element Change Model 

The model introduced in sectlon 4.1.2 was used once to represent 
requirement facets and element facets of the domain. Finally an bath 
models are combined to represent the requirement-element change 
model. 
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4.2.1 Requlrement Change Model 

An examinatlon of the domain of building facets subject to change 
showed that the distlnctlon between requirements and elements is 
not always clear. A requirement was defined as a statement of need 
to be fu.lfilled by a building. Requirements may be regarded as 
human wishes or expectations from a building. From the survey of 
requirement methods 1t appeared that they are inconsistently 
defi.ned and therefore their systematic association with element is 
diffi.cult. Therefore a requirement definitlon was designed to limit 
requirements as much as possible to rnaterial independent entitles, 
such as 'well-being', or 'safety requirement' with the specific 
intentlon of enabling later a more comprehensive study of the 
elements involved in change. 

A requirement model represents the requirement change path, 
requirement change actlon, and unit class and is illustrated in figure 
3. 

Chang• LeV<>I(•) Ac!ion(s) Unit Class 

---Change Palh 

"" .... "" .. " .. " ... Posslble lnfluenca of Change Path 

F"iau"' 3: Requlrcment Change Model 

The figure above shows that requirement facets can be modelled to 
groups. clusters, and items, so that it is possible to indicate 
requirement change path and its influences. One change path, the 
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one with arrows. indicates the facet entities that changed. As earlier 
mentioned the model will always represent one requirement change 
at a time. If another requirement is to change another representation 
is necessary. Change action of requirements is modelled to two main 
actions 'decrease· and 'increase'; and takes into account that the 
modelling of item entities must enable the link to the change action 
and the unit class to be made, such as when using item entities like 
'temperature', or 'area'. The unit class is the unit with which the 
increase or decrease of the item level entities can be measured. such 
as degrees Celsius (C) or square meters (m2). Briefing the 
requirement change path, action. and unit class in a statement, a 
requirement statement {r). may be indicated as follows: 

(R.group:R.cluster:R.item. tncrease / decrease, unit class) 

Requirement representatlon in groups. clusters, items. actions and 
unit class is shown, and so is their briefing in the requirement 
statement (r). Requirement modelling forms only part of the 
requirement-element change model. The other part the element 
change model is explained below. 

4.2.2 Element Change Model 

The model applied to modelling requirements is also applicable to 
building elements. A building object is composed of sets of physical 
elements and elements are defmed as physical component sets. for 
example cooling systems or services. Tuis definitlon of elements is in 
a sense slightly different from current usage. In this study 'services' 
is an element. compared to 'electrical installatlons' that is an 
example of an element in the 'Element method'. The 'Element 
method [4]' is significant. but it starts in amore detailed way which 
could be limitlng in the modelling of the first level, i.e the group 
level, of a requirement-element change model. Therefore element 
modelling can start by element groups such as 'services' which 
would include 'electrical installatlons' in its more detailed levels. 
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Elements are like requirements modelled to three levels: element 
group level, element cluster level and element item level. Each level 
is modelled to entities such as those mentioned earlier. For example 
an element group entity is composed of element cluster entities, and 
an element cluster entity is composed of element item entities. Item 
level entities also have to allow for the indication of an element 
change action and the unit class. Figure 4 illustrates the element 
change model. 

... (;:::::····; 
·· .................... ··· 

Change Level(s) Action(s) UnkClass 

---Change Path 

· Possible lnHuence ol Change Path 

Figure 4: Element Change Model 

Figure 4 shows how element groups are modelled to groups, 
clusters, and items, so that it is possible to indicate the element 
change path and its possible influences. One change path, the one 
with arrows, indicates the facet subject to change representation. 
That shows that the model will always represent one element change 
at a time. If another element is to change another representation is 
necessary. In the modelling of the change action, element change 
actlon is modelled to two main actions 'add' and 'remove', as 
elements are physical elements. The unit class is the unit class 
measuring what would be the result of the adding or removing of 
element entities, such as degrees Celsius (C), or square meters (m2). 

The difference between the requirement change model and the 
element change model is primarily in the difference between the 
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requirement entitles and the element entitles. Also. in the case of the 
requirement model change actions are modelled to increase and 
decrease as they should represent the qualitative actlon of change 
of requirements. In the element change model change actlons are 
modelled to add and remove to represent the two basic quantitative 
changes of elements. Briefing the element change path, action and 
unit class in the element statement (e) may be indicated as follows: 

(E.group:E.cluster:E.item, adel/ remove, unit class) 

Element modelling to groups. clusters, and items is shown, and so 
is their briefing in the element statement (e). Element modelling 
forms the second part of the requirement-element change modelling. 

4.2.3 Requirement-Element Change Model 

Both previous models. the requirement change model and the 
element change model, are used to represent the requirement
element change model. Before illustrating this model in figure 5, it 
is important to make the following points. 

First, we discuss in more detail the significance of including 
requirement modelling in the requirement-element change 
modelling. It is possible to indicate most requirements before a 
change takes place, and most elements after the change is planned 
or realized. To study change, especially in a knowledge acquisition 
approach, tt seemed limiting to focus only on requtrement change or 
element change, as both can be involved in a change. 

A second point. which may be constdered on the boundaries of this 
study but which is nonetheless related to it. is the study of building 
change historically. Since the origins of the building profession, 
requirements such as 'well-being', or must have existed. For 
example, when people were searching for shelters to protect them 
from weather conditions like rain they were seeking their well-being. 
What has changed today is probably our deftnitlon of well-being, 
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influenced as it is by the new physical elements and technologies 
which can satisfy this requirement, such as adding a cooling system 
for example. That to my mind has to do with the fact that 
requirements are mostly related to human beings' wishes, and 
human beings will continuously be in need for buildings in which 
requirements such as theirwell-being is satisfied. Limiting the model 
only to possible materialization, such as the addition of a cooling 
system seemed therefore restrictive. 

Third it must be noted that the model should not imply that the 
change of one requirement causes the change of only one element, 
as for example more than one element could be changed due to the 
change of one requirement. It should also not imply that their 
change influences are not modelled, as the modelling of change 
involves both the main change required and also possible influences. 

··-·············· 11tt..i11glltrpmnlfClm!tt 

Flgu"' 5: Requirement·Element Change Model 

In the requirement-element change model presented in ftgure 5 both 
models - the requirement change model and the element change 
model - are combined to express the requirement-element change. 
The figure shows the change paths from group via cluster to item for 
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both requirements and elements. In the figure the change actions of 
requirements (that is, 'increase' and 'decrease'), and that of elements 
(that is, 'add' and 'remove'} are shown. The unit class which 
identifies the unit of measurement is also indicated and shows how 
it relates the requirement change to element change. 

4.2.4 Requirement-Element Statement (r,e) of the Domain 

The requtrement-element change statement (r,e) briefs a change 
facet, event, and is fundamental to its measurement. This statement 
will play an important role in the measurement of change: that is, in 
identifying the 'measurand' of building change as wil1 be more fully 
explained in chapter 5. The requirement-element statement (r,e) is 
expressed as follows. 

(R.group:R.cluster:R.ttem.lncrease/decrease;E.group:E.cluster:E.ltem.add./remove,unlt class) 

To brief a requirement-element change, a requirement change is 
stated using the so called requirement change statement (r), and 
element change statement {e). The requirement-element change 
statement (r,e) briefs a change event, and thus the linking of a 
rational number to it would be facilitated. This w1l1 be explained in 
more detail in the next sectlon. 

4.3 Model of the Facets of the Domain of Building Change 

Facets of the domain of building change were modelled using the 
previous requtrement-element change model. The model of 
requirement-element change previously described was applied to the 
179 facets of the domain of building change introduced in chapter 
3. As earlier indicated in chapter 3, a main characteristic of these 
facets was that the differentiatlon between requirements and 
elements need first to be clear. 
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Each of the facets was checked to detennine if it was a requirement 
or an element. Requirements found in the list. for example climate, 
were regarded as a requirement as its descriptlon is material 
independent; while heatlng system was not regarded as a 
requirement, but as an element fulfilling a requirement. 
Distlnguishing between a descriptlon which is material dependent, 
i.e. elements, and a one that is material independent, i.e. 
requirement, was after some trials possible for most of the facets. 

Ordering the facets in the hierarchical levels was not trivial as 
checking for example whether facets such as climate was in a higher 
level than well being or not, needed a close examinatlon. The choice 
of including climate in a lower level compared to well being was 
made, by focusing on the definitlon of requirements as human 
statements of needs. In this case a humans well being can be 
influenced by more than one facets including the climate facet such 
as hygiene for example. 

Some of the facets were of a more complex nature. To determine 
whether they were a requirement or an element was not an easy 
exercise. Facets such as clarity of architectural concept or form were 
omitted as they were held to be on a higher level by comparison with 
the startlng group level examined. The group level considered facets 
which could be identlfied inside a building. therefore facets 
describing the building as a whole such as form, or those which 
could not be defined in a ratlonal way. such as clarity of 
architectural concept. could not modelled. 

Other obstacles such as trying to keep entltles as independent as 
possible from each other was also faced. Building independent 
entltles are for example. 'well-being' or 'services', as it may be 
assumed that each building has a specific definition of 'well-being, 
or 'services'. It is acknowledged that entitles could influence each 
other, as for example 'well-being' in some cases may influence 
'mobility', or the choice of 'services' could be influenced by the 
'structure'. But as indicated in the model, a distlnctlon was made 
between a change path and its possible influences. Finally, some 
new facets that were missing in the list of facets were added to 
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provide a comprehensive representation. For example the element 
group entity 'structure· was added to the element group level· 
entltles. 

The procedure of modelling the facets is explained by first showing 
an example of requirement facets modelling, followed by elements 
facets modelling and finally combining both examples to represent 
an example of the requirement-element change model. 

4.3.1 Requirement Change Model of Domain Facets 

Requirement model adequacy was examined by trying to model the 
requirements of the facets of the domain of building change. Detailed 
modelling of the facets to requirements and elements is shown in 
Appendix A, and the results of the modelling is brief ed. 

Requirements were modelled to 7 group entities as follows: FacUity 
requirement group including building facilities such as storage, 
gross area, net area; Mobility requirements group including motion 
related requirements such as circulation, reachability, accessibility 
: Perception requirement group including impression, identity, ratio 
clusters such as, scale; Safety requirement group including clusters 
such as for example stability or securtty. Utility requirement group 
including clusters such as cleaning, communication: and Privacy 
group was only referred to once, but it was included in a separate 
group as it represents a different entity from the rest of the 
requirement groups; and finally Well Being group including health 
related requirement clusters such as climate. These requirement 
groups are tabulated in Table 1. 
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Requlrement Groups 

Facil!ty 
Moblllty 
Perception 
Safety 
Well·Belng 
Utility 
Privacy 

Table 1: Requl.rement Groups 

Although not all facets could be classifted to requirement groups, 
most of them were. The next step was to model the group entitles 
in to cluster entitles. An example of how the well-being' group entity 
was modelled into clusters is shown. 

The well-being requirement group entity was modelled into 5 cluster 
entities determining the well being of humans beings: (weU
being:sound). (weU-being:climate). (well-being:hygiene), (weU
being:tactile) and (well-being:illwnination) cluster entities. Some 
facets such as 'comfort' were not modelled and were referred to as 
'all' as comfort would be influenced by all the other .5 clusters. (Well
being:sound) cluster entity includes hearing requirements, for 
example, noise. (Well-being:cUmate} requirement entity includes 
requirements related to building climate, such as air temperature or 
humidity. (Well-being:hygiene) requirements cluster entity are 
requirements related to hygiene including items related to water and 
sewage needs. (WeU-being:tactile) requirement cluster is related to 
touching, for example, texture. (Well-being:illwnination} requirement 
cluster is related, for example, to view. Requirement cluster entities 
of the group well-being group entity to the 5 requirement cluster 
entities is shown in table 2. 
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Requlrement Group EnUty Requ!rement Cluster Ent!ty 

Sound 
Cllmate 

Well Betng Hyg!ene 
Tactlle 
Illumlnatlon 

Table 2: {Well Be!ng) clusters 

An example of how the (WeU-being:climate) cluster entlty is modelled 
to item entltles is shown. The item entities modelling procedure has 
an extra condition to fulfil, an item entlty should allow for the link 
to change actlon, and unit class. (WeU-being:climate) requirement 
cluster entlty is rnodelled to 3 item entlties, (Well
belng:climate:temperature}, (Well-being:climate:humfdity). and (Well
betng:climate:ventilation) item entmes. All these three could enable 
the change action i.e decrease or increase and also unit classes such 
as degrees Celsius for temperature. The table below tabulates the 
results. 

Requlrement Group Requlrement Cluster Requlrement Item 
Entlty Ent1ty EnUty 

Temperature 

Well Bctng Cllmate 
Humldlty 
Ventllatlon 

Table 3: {Well Belng:Cllmate) Items 

One item entity is used to indicate the change action. The 
temperature requirement item entity is used as an example. Change 
action may be either increase or decrease of the temperature. An 
example of total change path and action indicating temperature 
decrease is tabulated. 

Requlrement Group Requlrement Cluster Requlrement Item Change Unit 
Entlty Entlty Enttty Actlon Class 

Well Betng 
Clfmate Temperature Decrease/ Degrees 

lncrease CelslusC 

Table 4: {Well Belng:Cllmate:Temperature, tncrease/decrease,C) 
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The 'well being' requirement group modelling ex:ample to change 
path and actlon, and unit class are introduced. The requirement 
group entlty, 'well being', the cluster level entlty, 'climate', and the 
item level entlty, for example, temperature. were determined. Item 
level entltles are not only a modelled decompositlon of the cluster 
entltles, as item entltles have to allow for the indicatlon of the 
change actlon:increase or decrease. and its unit class in this case 
degrees celsius. As indicated, in the modelling of the requirement 
facets it was taken into consideratlon that levels are hierarchical and 
that entltles of a level are as independent from each other as 
possible. Figure 6 illustrates the previous requirement modelling 
example. 

CNrog.P ... 

. "".". Poat.ff lnlutnot of Changt Pllh 

Figure 6: Example of Requirement Change Model 

Change path defines exactly what is the requirement which iS 

changing, and the change actlon describes how it is changing, and 
the unit class identifles the unit of measurement. Change path is 
specified on three levels: first, the overall requirement group entlty 
change is pointed out, well-being; then one cluster entlty change is 
pointed out namely, the climate cluster entlty; and finally one item 
of the cluster entity, the temperature change, may be identlfied. If 
another change takes place a different path can be expressed using 
the previous procedure. A requirement statement (r) states this 
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procedure as follows: 

( WeU belng : Clûnate: Temperature, decrease/lncrease, degrees celstus J 

The requirement statement wil! be part of the requirement-element 
change statement as earlier indicated. Herewith an example of the 
requirement modelling of the facets of the domain of building change 
is shown, and so is its statement. It must, however, be again noted 
that model operation implies that one change path and action are 
indicated per time and that a change path could affect other 
requirement group, cluster or item entitles. Change effects may also 
be indicated using the model. 

In general the model was found adequate to model the requirement 
facets. However requirement modelling is only the frrst part of the 
requirement-element model. The model bas also to be examined for 
its adequacy to model building elements, so that their change path 
and actlon, and unit class may be indicated. Element change model 
is lntroduced. 

4.3.2 Element Change Model of Domain Facets 

Building elements identlftable from the list of facets represented 
elements in a more specific way than we were looking for. and so 
were other standardized methods describing elements such as the 
element method mentioned earlier. Another difftculty was that 
although they were material components, elements had to be 
described as independent as far as possible to allow for a more 
transparent representation of change without limiting the change 
scenario to one or two. Also missing elements such as structure 
needed to be added to the list for a comprehensive representation of 
the elements. 

Elements were earlier defined as physical component sets and were 
modelled to 5 element groups: locatlon, model, envelope. interior and 
services. The Location element group entity is defmed as the plot or 
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site area proposed for the building. The importance of including the 
site as a building component lies in the importance of the site in 
determining the type of other building elements such as the 
structure or the services. The Structure element group entity is 
defined as 'any assemblage of materials which is intended to sustain 
loads'. The structure is responsible for the equilibrium necessary to 
allow a building not to fall. The Envelope element group entity is 
deftned as the exterior enclosure that separates the interior 
environment from the exterior environment. The Serof.ces element 
group entity is defined as the systems providing services to the 
building and its occupants, for example electrical, water, 
environmental, and security systems. The Interior group entity is 
defined as the non-structural and non-mechanica! material 
components used for space dividing and/ or decorative purposes: for 
example partitions, applied ftnishes and furniture. Element groups 
are tabulated. 

Element Group Ent!Ues 

Locatlon 
Structure 
Envelope 
Servfces 
lnterlor 

Table Il: Element Oroups 

The model was applicable to model building elements to 5 group 
level entities: location, model, envelope, intertor and services in the 
entities as shown in Appendix A. It must be indicated that these 5 
element group entities are not independent in the sense that they do 
not affect each other. On the contrary. elements affect each other, 
but as mentioned earlier, my aim was to separate as much as 
possible a change path from its influence. Furthermore, in the case 
of element groups I tried to model them so that they would represent 
as many buildings as possible. The next step is modelling one 
element group entity, namely services as an example of showing how 
this takes place. 

The services element group entlty was modelled as in example. It 
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was deftned as the set of systems providing services to the building 
and its occupants, for example electricity, water, environmental, and 
security systems. Services group entity was found to be composed 
of various cluster entities describing those systems, such as example 
(services:conveyance system) or (services:air regulating system). 
Table 6 represents the result of the modelling procedure example. 

Element Oroup Entlty Element Cluster Enttty 

Conveyance System 
Energy' System 
UghtSystem 

Services Communtcatlon System 
Securtty System 
Water System 
Sewage System 
Air Regulatlng System 

Table S: (Servtces) Clusters 

The services group entity was decomposed to 8 cluster entities: 
conveyance, energy. light. communication, security. water. sewage, 
and air regulating systems. lt must be noted that in the case of 
'services' element cluster entities are machine based. But sometimes 
an air regulating system can also be part of the wtndows of an 
envelope, i.e non-machine based. In that case it can be referred to 
in the (Envelope:Opentngs) cluster. (Services:Air Regulating System) 
cluster entity was decomposed into element items entities such as 
heating systems, cooling systems, and ventilation systems and 
modelling result to items is tabulated in table 7. 
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Services 

Element Cluster 
Entlty 

Alr Regulatlng 
Systems 

Element Item 
Entlty 

Heatlng Systems 
Cooling Systems 
Ventllatlon 
$ystems 
Humldlty 
Systems 

Table 6: (Services: Air Rcgulat!ng Systems) Clusters 



Item levels entities are not only a modelled decompositlon of cluster 
entities. as an item entity allows the indication of a spectfic change 
action: add or remove, and also the unit class. In principle all 
elements are subject to addition or removal; however, the item entity 
description had to clarify exactly what was added. For example, an 
item entity may be 'air cooling system', which permits the indication 
of element change action 'adding' or 'removing'. An example of 
indicating change action by adding a 'cooling system' is shown in 
table 7. 

Element Oroup Element Cluster Element Item Change Unit 
Entlty Entlty Ent!ty Actlon Class 

Setvices Air Regulatlng Cooling remove Degrees 
Systems Celsius 

Table 71 (Servlces:Alr Regulatlng Systems:Cool!ng System. add/remove,C) 

So far an example of services element change path has been 
identifled. The element group entity services, the cluster entity, air 
regulating systems, and the item entity cooling system are 
determined. It is also possible to indicate change action as adding. 
The services element change path and action are illustrated in flgure 
7. 

. . 
' ... "" 

El<mon1Chang&Pa11t 
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f'laure 7: Example or Elemmt Chanp Model 
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The element change path is illustrated on three levels. First the 
element group entity. services. is singled out. One cluster entity of 
the services group entity, the air regulating system. is selected, and 
one item entity of the air regulating system, the coollng system, is 
chosen. The complete change path is determined, and so is the 
change action 'add' and unit class degrees celsius. 

Element change statement is expressed by determining the change 
path and the change action. Services element change path and 
change action example are expressed in the following {e) statement: 

(Sen.iices:Atr Regulating system:Alr Coollng system.add/remove,degrees celslus} 

An example of one element change path, action. and unit class of the 
services element group were introduced. It must be noted that the 
element model represents only one element change path per time. It 
must also be stated that it may well be possible to indicate the 
effects of one element on other elements, by indicating element 
change influences. 

4.3.3 Requirement-Element Change Model of the Domaln 

Previous examples of requirement change modelllng and the element 
change modelling example are linked in an example of a 
requirement-element change model. Examples were chosen so that 
their link can be represented. Figure 8 shows the requirement
element change model. 
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Ffaure B:ExlOlpl• of Requimnent·Blcmenl Change Model 

Figure 8 represents only an example of modelling the facets of the 
domain of building change. Other facet changes could also be 
represented by following the previous procedure. Furtherrnore. a 
systematic comparison between the changes is possible. This model 
therefore plays a central role in knowledge acquisition as knowledge 
acquisition of many facets could be systematically perforrned using 
this model. 

4.3.4 Requirement-Element Statement (r,e) of the Domain 

A main issue in this model is one referred to in the qualitative
quantitative measurement indicated in chapter 3. The model starts 
by qualitative entities such as well being and ends with quantitative 
ones such as 'temperature• in the case of requirements. Also. in the 
case of elements the model starts by a more global composition of 
quantitative element sets such as 'services' and ends with more 
specific one such as 'cooling systems'. This qualitative-quantitative 
distinction is reflected in the statement ofrequirement-element (r,e). 
The statement briefs the change paths, action, and unit class of the 
requirement-element change, in one line. This statement can 
represent all modelled changes in a systematic manner. The 
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statement of the previous example is as follows: 

(Well befng:Climate:Temperature,decreose/fncrease:Servlces: Air Regu.lattng system:A!r Coollng system,add/remtJVe, degrees celslus) 

This statement will play a major role in working out the third module 
of the concept of the 'Knowledge Acquisition by Measurement' 
method, as will be explained in more detail in the following chapter. 

4.4 Summary 

In this chapter a model of building change is represented which can 
model both the requirements and the elements. The adequacy of this 
model to represent building change was examined by modelling the 
facets of this domain deduced earlier, and presented in chapter 3. 
The model appeared adequate to model these facets in a way that 
takes the domain characteristics into consideration and overcomes 
the shortcomings of using the qualitative-quantitative measurement 
for its knowledge acquisition. Modelling these facets seemed 
significant as they may regarded as examples of the empirical events 
of change to be measured. 
The introduced example represents only one requirement-element 
change, but other groups. clusters, and items can be systematically 
represented too. Therefore the role of the model is central in 
knowledge acquisition as the knowledge of these facets can be 
herewith systematlcally acquired. Model adequacy to represent the 
domain facets was also examined and found adequate to brief 
(requirement-element) statements (r,e), a matter that was necessary 
before examining measurement. 
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Chapter 5 

MEASUREMENT of Building Change 

I often say that when you can measure what you are speak1.ng about. 
and express tt in numbers, you know somethlng about tt: 

but when you cannot measure lt. when you cannot express tt in numbers. your knowledge 
is of a meagre and unsatisfactory kind 1 

Measurement is a common everyday activity. although we may not 
be always consciously aware of that. When we are compare two 
situations ·a· and 'b'. and favour situation b, we probably assign a 
value to situation •a•. and a value to situation 'b'. In favouring 
situation 'b'. we show that we value it more than 'a'. When we 
indicate that we wish to arrive at a specific place at a certain hour, 
or when we buy an amount of sugar or milk, measurement is aften 
involved. In a building. measurements are frequently involved if we 
say we do not feel well inside one of its rooms; or if we say that the 
floor area of a room is so many square meters. In genera!, we can 
distinguish between measurements when observing and subjectively 
qualifying, and observing and objectively quantifying. 

1Lord Kelvin 
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5.1 Measurement Foundation 

Building change can sometimes be descrtbed qualitatively, for 
example in terms of kind; and in other instances it can be 
detennined quantitatively, in terms of amount or degree. Acquiring 
the knowledge of building change by measurement involves 
increasing our knowledge of it, and hence acquiring the knowledge 
of both: its qualitative descriptions, and lts quantitative 
detennination. But as building change is a multifaceted domain, 
acquiring its knowledge involves multiple qualitative descrlptions, 
and also multiple quantitative determinations. Therefore. a 
measurement concept is necessruy; one which pennits qualitative
quantitative measurement in a manner permitting the measurement 
of its multifaceted varlables. 

5.1.1 Measurement Concept 

In general, measurement starts with the formulation of the variable 
to be measured, also known as the measurand. A measurand is 
defined as a particular quantity subject to measurement which can 
be distinguished qualitatively. and determined quantitatively [7]. In 
this thesis, measurement of building change is not limited to the 
deftnition of one measurand of building change, but on the modelling 
of building change so that multiple measurands may measure 
multiple building changes in a systematlc manner. Measurement 
concept is therefore. based on how these measurands can be 
formulated, starting with their qualitative distlnctlon of building 
aspects subject to change, and their quantltatlve detenninatlons 
following that. 
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--1/nil(o) 
Ftgure 1: Example or Measumnent Concept 

Figure 1 shows how a qualitative distinction, for example of an 
individual's well-being inside aroom. can be changed. Change may 
vary from one person to another according to their definition of well
being. and involves multiple variables which are not always 
quantitative •. like their environment or background. Quantitative 
variables like temperature, illumination or sound pressure can 
influence the change of well-being inside a room by changing the 
necessary elements. By doing so. part of the change of qualitative 
descriptions can · be determined quantitatively; that is. the 
measurands of building change can be formulated. 

One measurand of building change, in this case the group level 
change of (well-being:services,C). can be determined by the change 
in temperature measured in degrees Celsius on the item level. 
Another measurand of (well-being,services,lux} can determine the 
change ofillumination measured in lux. A third measurand of(well
being:services.db} change can determine the change of sound 
pressure measured in decibels. Previous examples show only some 
of the possible measurands of (well-being:services). 

The previous examples of measurands present multiple variables 
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which can measure quantltatlvely the change of (well-being:services) 
in a systernatlc way and using multiple unit classes. For the change. 
involving (well-being:structure} change measurement for exarnple, 
other measurands can be deterrnined in the same way, such as 
(well-being,envelope, m2). These could refer to the addition of 
window openings in the envelope to improve well-being, if explored 
at the item level. Also. for the change of (facility:interior) change 
measurement, other measurands rnay be involved, (faclllty,interior, 
m2) which, if explored at the item level, may measure the square 
meters of paint to improve one of the facilitles. From exarnining the 
previous examples, a main concluslon can be deduced and that is 
the signtllcance of the measurement units. 

Measurement units such as degrees celsius or lux are examples of 
standard units of measurement. Each of these units can represent 
the 'change unit class' that relates in the requirement-element 
model, the change of requtrement to the change of elements. Such 
units wil1 be referred to in the rest of this units vl,v2,v3," included 
in a unit system that we will be referred to as 'Unit System II'. 
However, in decisions concernlng building changes during use, not 
only units of system Il are significant. Measurement of the cost of a 
change event. or the measurement of lts occurrences are as 
important. 'As costs and occurrence are units that are of different 
nature they will be referred to in the rest of this thesis as units 
ul,u2, .. included in the unit system that wil1 be referred to as 'Unit 
System I'. The choice behind referring to the unit system the 
includes units such as cost by Unit System I, lies in its ablllty to 
measure all changes using the same unit, a matter that is significant 
to identify the impact of some change events compared to others. 
Furtherrnore. in decisions concernlng change the cost unit and the 
. occurrence unit are of significance. 

It must be noted that units measuring the cost of change cannot be 
separatedfrom units measuring the temperature change, as the cost 
measurement can only be regarded as another measurement unit for 
the required change in temperature. In this thesis we take the view 
that to meet future challenges regarding building changes during 
use, such as improving building quality and optlmizing resources, 
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both unit systems are equally important in decision maklng. 

5.1.2 The Role of Requlrement-Element Statement in Measurement 

The ability to presentmultiple measurands of building change farms 
the foundation of the use of this qualitative-quantitative 
measurement concept in developing a basis for knowledge 
acquisition. This is possible. primarily because of the use made of 
the requtrement-element statement (r,e) deduced from the modelling 
of building change. In this statement the varlation of requlrements, 
elements, and unit classes can be indicated systematically. The 
modelling of building change, (the requtrement-element), can be 
briefed in the so called requirement-element statement (r,e) as 
indicated essentially in chapter 4. The (r,e) statement starts by a 
qualitative determination and shows how this can be determined 
quantltatively using a unit class to measure change, and be 
measure.d by other units, is shown briefly in the measurement 
concept. The role of this statement in the formulation of the 
measurand and in the measurement of building change in general 
is explalned. 

Requtrement-element statements brief requtrement-element change 
paths for example at the group level (Well-Being:Services,C). This 
statement can be expressed both at the cluster and item level. What 
this statement actually represents is the relationship between a 
requtrement group and an element group using in this case the unit 
class degrees Celsius C. Measurement of the change of (Well
Being:Services,C) would then assign a rational number for example 
10 to this statement, which means that change is measured in terms 
of degrees Celsius and has a value of 10. In other words the 
statement is a statie modelling of a possible requirement-element 
relation; its change can be assigned to a ratlonal number, i.e 
measured. In genera!, the essential role of the statement is explained 
by sowing its ability in the systematic representation of the 
measurands of building change. 
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One advantage of the applicatlon of this statement is its modularity: 
it can be tailored to measure different qualitative descrlptions and 
quantitatlve detenninatlons of building change. For example. the 
statement does not provide for just one quantitatlve detennination, 
but permits a qualitatlve descrlptlon such as well-being, for example, 
to be tailored using multiple quantltatlve determinatlons such as 
degrees Celsius. decibels, and lux. Furthermore, it can represent 
several elements that can fu1fil one change of requirement such as 
cooling systems and windows which may both influence the change 
of temperature. This modularity ability wil1 be referred to in the rest 
of the thesis as the yardstick ability. 

Another advantage of the statement lies in its ability to express not · 
only the main requirement-element (r,e) change, but also change 
influences. Arequirement-element statement states the main change 
necessary. For example the (Well Being. Services.Cl states on the 
group level that services changed by the additlon of a cooling system 
to change the temperature. so that well being can be improved. But 
in some cases such change involves other changes. These other 
changes were referred to in the. modelling of building change as 
change influences, and they can also be determined using other unit 
classes. 

An example of a change influence can be referred to the example of 
the measurement concept earlier illustrated in figure 1. In that 
example main change illustrated is the (Well Being, Services.Cl 
change. But such change can influence other changes that can be 
brlefed as (Well-Being: Structure, ('C', m2)). The units of this 
statement indicate that the main targeted change unit of 
measurement was degrees Celsius ·c·. It also shows that the change 
influence can be measured using · m2 representing for example 
necessary openings·in the structure. Tuis will be further explained 
in the next sectlon, but In genera! 1t simply means that a targeted 
change as well as lts influences can be represented by the statement 
and hence measured . 

. The role of the statement in the measurement is explained by 
showing in what way it is significant in formulating the measurands; 
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that is, in its ability to be tailored according to different deftnitlons 
and descriptlons of building change. A change in the statement, i.e 
a change of requirement-element (r,e) statement can be assigned to 
a ratlonal number, i.e measured. Measurement deals therefore with 
the mapping of these requirement-element (r,e) statements to 
rational numbers. 

5.1.3 Mapplng ofRequirement-Element Statements to Rational Numbers 

Measurement involves the study of relating empirica! events to 
ratlonal numbers: that is, the mapping of these events to ratlonal 
numbers. The measurand of building change, the Change Indicator 
'Cl' that is based on the requirement-element statement (r,e), can be 
mapped to the set of ratlonal numbers Ra, and that can be 
expressed as follows: 

. Cl : {r,e) ~ Ra 

Hence, for example the mapping CI(r1,ei) can be seen as assigning 
to the change CI1(r1,e1). the ratlonal numbers ral, and a mapping 
CI(r2,aj can be seen as assigning the change CI(r2,eJ the rational 
numbers ra2, and so forth. As earlier indicated the measurand. It 
must be noted that this mapping can be carried out by following 
conditions that will be addressed in section 5.4.2. These conditions 
will be therefore indicated in the next mapping. 

Involvement in a change action can be represented by such mapping. 
The model of building change conceptualized the act of change, as 
discussed earlier in chapter 4. Mapping this would then entail 
assigning an ral value of 'l' toa requirement-element statement if 
it is involved an action, and in a case where this statement is not 
involved in a change action ral = 0. Then the mapping may be 
indicated as follows: 
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Ral =O, where CI(r,e) is not tnvolved in change action 
CI(r,e) = { 

Ral=l, where CI(r,e) is tnvolved tn change actton 

Change action specljkation can be spectfled further by determining 
the type of change action: that is, increase/decrease of a 
requirement change action, add/remove of an element change action 
modelled earller in chapter 4. Change actlon such as increase or 
addition may be assigned with (+) r, while the action of 
decrease/remove may be assigned with a '(-)r'. The mapping may 
then be expressed as follows: 

Ral = 0, where CI(r,e) is not lnvolved in change actton 
CI(r,e) = ( 

Ral=++ 1, where CI{r,e) is involved tn an tncrease and add 
Ral =--1, where CI(r,e) is tnvolved tn a decrease and remove 
Ral=-+ 1, where CI(r,e) is tnvolved in a decrease and additton 
Ral =+-1, where CI(r,e) is tnvolved tn increase and a removal 

Involvement in change actlon and also specifying these actlons 
further are first steps towards measurement. But amore precise 
determination of how much change is involved is essential to the 
measurement of building change, and achieved by assigning a value 
to Ra. Assigning a value to Ra necessitates the inclusion of 
measurement units in the mapptng. 

Measurement units involvement in the mapping is carried by first 
distinguishing between these units. As earlier indicated units can be 
classified to unit systems I involvtng units which can in principle 
measure all changes; and system II involving units which can 
measure the spectflc changes. It must be noted that the 
measurement unit representing the 'unit class' in the (r.e) statement 
is a measurement unit of unit system II. On principle measurement 
can start by measurement the spectflc changes and then the global 
one, or by the other way around. 
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But as in this thesis we aim to measure empirica! building changes, 
the representatlon of such measurements starts by unit system I. 
This should only imply that the measurement of cost change is more 
important than the measurement of temperature change, as both are 
equally significant in its conceming decisions. It only tries to start 
by global measurement such as costs and then more specific 
measurements next to the temperature measurement, can be further 
subject for measurement. 

Unit systems I is introduced and can include cost units, frequency 
units such as occurrences, etc. These will be referred to as units 
(ul.u2, .... ). Their mapping involving these units is represented as 
follows: 

Ral=O. where CI(r,e(u1,u2."J are not involved in change actü>n 
Cl{r,e(u1, u2"")) = { 

Rai{u1,u2.",} where Cl(r,e.(u1,u2,.) are involved in a change action 

CI(r,e(u1)) for example means that the measurement of requirement
element change can be measured using unit u 1 and may be assigned 
the rational numbers ra1(u1) if involved in a change actlon. An 
example would be the CI(well-being:services,dfl.J that use unit dutch 
florins (dtl) to measure change value ra1(u1), for example 10 000 dil 
fulftlllng the conditlons of measurement. 

System H units incorporates different specific standardized unit 
systems, such as for example the International System of Units 
(81)(7], or the american unit system. Specific unit systems such as 
the CIE chromaticity system [2), are also possible to use to measure 
for example colour intensity. Other units such as lux, decibel, etc 
are also included. In each case, the unit system used is to be 
indicated. Standardized measurement units including the SI system 
wil1 be referred to as unit system II composed of units (v1, v2, v3,.") 

such as (m2, C, kg, .. ). A mapping of building change Cl when using 
these unit system can be expressed as follows: 
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ra=O, where CI(r,e('v1 •• v2.v3 , •• } not fnvolved tn change action 
Cl(r,e(v1, v2, v3, .. )J = ( 

ra1(v1,v2 •• } where CI(r,e(vl,v2.".}}are involved in a change action 

Cll(r,e(vl)) for example means that the measurement of 
requirement-element change can be measured using unit vl and 
may be assigned the rational numbers ral(vl) if involved in a change 
action. An example would be the CI(well-being:services, C) that can 
be measured by unit vl, i.e. degrees celsius, to measure a change 
value ral(vl). for example 10 degrees celsius. It must be noted that 
the first unit vl always is to represent the unit class measurement 
unit in the (r,e) statement. If more detailed measurement is 
necessary for example to measure change infl.uences, other units 
such as v2, v3 for example can be involved to measure influences 
such as for example opentngs stze in square meters 'm2', or sound 
insulation in decibels 'db'. 

It is also possible to include different types of measurements using 
the same unit as for example paint can be measured also in square 
meters. In this case an extra denotation is necessary to differentiate 
between these opentngs measured in square meters and paint 
measured in square meters. Finally, if it is necessary to include the 
change action, that can be carrled out by for example in the case of 
a temperature increase, that involved an addition of a heating 
system, 10 degrees can be also written as ++10 degrees. followtng 
the earlier mapping of the change action. 

Unlt systems I and unit system Il are related, as a cost of change 
measured for example by unit ul, dutch florins tl, can be due to the 
change in temperature measured by unit vl, degrees celsius. This 
significant as it allows representing one in terms of the other; The 
relation between those two unit systems and can be expressed as 
follows: 
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Ral =O, where CI(r 1,e l {ul (vl}, Cl(r l ,el(ul{v2JJ •.• are not involved 
in change action 

Cl(r,e{ul,vl},(ul,v2}, ••• }) = { 
Ral(ul(v1J,Ra2(ul(v2}), where CI(rl,el(ul(vl), CI{rl,el(ul(v2JJ, 
are involved in a change action 

From the previous mapp1ng it is clear tb.at unit system I is on a 
higher level compared to unit system II. Tuis can be explained be a 
simple example saying tb.at we in reality can measure change by 
measuring the change of ul(vl}. i.e the 'cost change· due to the 
'temperature change', and tb.at the opposite, i.e. the 'temperature 
change· of 'cost change', tb.at may be relevant in other studies. is not 
regarded relevant in tb.is study of building change measurement. The 
order in units systems I and II is herewith conflrmed, so is the ability 
to represent their relatlon. This relatlon is significant as in reality 
units are mostly related. The distlnctlon between the unit systems 
however orders such relatlon by startlng with the determinatlon of 
for example change cost or occurrence and following tb.at the spectfic 
measurement units such as decibels or lux can be determined. It 
must be noted that the unit class of measurement always is a 
system II unit tb.at can be represented by units of system I, and its 
change can be spectfied more by involving other measurement units 
of system II. 

Measurement, that is, assigning a ratlonal numbers to the 
measurand CI(r,e) is herewith explained. by showing how the change 
of a requirement-element statement CI(r.e) can be mapped to 
ratlonal numbers. In other words previous mapping shows how the 
vartables of building change CI(r.e) can be determined. Tuis variable 
of building change will be referred to in the rest of the thesis as the 
change indicator. 

5.1.4 The Change Indicator 

The change indicator ·er is defined as the measurand of building 
change requirement element (r,e) statements. More specifically, it is 
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the quanttftable vartable which can measure empirtcal requirement
element change event(s). The change indicator CI measures building 
changes in requirements, elements. actions, unit classes, as it is 
based on the requfrement-element (r,e) statement. lts operation can 
be explained by showing how lts measurements can be represented. 
Representations include: matrix and barchart representations, that 
can represent measurements of unit system I, and equations that 
can represent both unit systems I and II. 

Matrix representation is significant in representing measurements 
using the unit system I. that would indirectly relate this change to 
changes in system unit Il, but represent them all by using the same 
unit. 

Cl 2,T Cl Z2 Cl Z3 Cl Z• Cl i.m 

Cl ~1 Cl u Cl :1,3 Cl~· Cl 1,m 

Cl ~1 Cl n.a Cl ~s Cl ~· Cl..,,, 

Measurements involving unit system I can be represented by 
matrices on the three levels group level, cluster level, and item, level 
where each matrix entity CI1J represents an equation measuring 
change such as CI1•3 • General change indicator matrix is given by: 

Cl = { Ci}wftere 1"1 ton element change lndfcator, and)= l to m requirement change indicator 

A change indicator (CI1J) measures the change of element 'f due to 
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the change of requirement T. Matrix representation have a main 
advantage and that would be the addltlon of change indicator values 
per level. that can be expressed as follows: 

8... lJ 

E CI=E Ra 
i•IJ•I k•IJ•I 

Also the sum of all rows representtng the change of elements. 
lrrespectlve what requlrements caused that change is also possible 
to represent, so is the sum of all requirement changes lrrespective 
what elements caused that change and both can be expressed as 
follows: 

" E Cl;; = Sum columns]= (Requtrement Change Indicators Surn}level 
i•1 

m 

L Clv = Sum rows i = (Element Change Indicators SurnJ level 
./a'l 

From the matrix representation it is clear that the sum of the 
columns equals the sum of rows and that coincides with the fact 
that change indicators relate the requirements in the columns with 
the elements in the rows. In other words each event is represented 
twice once by representtng its requirement, and lts elements that 
fulfilled such requirement on the three levels. Also in the matrix the 
sum of requirement change indicators equals the. sum of element 
change indicators per level and is indicated as follows: 
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n m 

{ L CIIJ = L CIIJ } level 
1-1 J-1 

Matrtx representatlon confirms herewith that there is only one 
change indicator that both lts reason. requirement change, or lts 
result of change, element change can be represented. The previous 
matrtx features can be used to represent for example cost change 
indicators, or occurrence change indicators on the three levels. 
Matrtx signiflcance lies also in lts ability to represent the relatlon 
between requirement changes and element changes, and also change 
influences. To simplify the usability of the matrtx operatlon matrices 
can be tabulated as shown in figure 2. In this ftgure the matrtx 
operatlon on the three levels is illustrated. 

~ change ••plcled 

Conditions 

Ftpe 2: Matrix of Change Indicators 

Cll 

CB 

cu 

In the figure above · a matrtx represents the measured building 
requirement-element change indicators; the rows represent the 
element change, and the columns represent the requirement change. 
The summatlon feature indicated earlier, and now illustrated above 
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is explained by the arrows showing how that summatlon results. 
They show how a change indicator value of the group level is the 
sum of three change indicators values at the cluster level. They also 
show how one of these cluster change indicators is decomposed to 
two item change indicators. In all cases measurement conditlons 
have to be considered . 

Bar chart representation is in some situatlons, such as a building 
owner needing to make a quick decision is significant. Using a 
barchart regarding some of the requirements that change such as for 
example controlling them more, a graphical illustratlon of changes 
would assist his decision quickly and objectlvely. A bar chart 
representatlon of these measurements seems therefore appropriate 
for that matter. It can illustrate changes, so that maximum and 
minimum changes, for example, are easily traced at the three levels. 
Arrows can also be used to show how this summatlon can take 
place. The maximum group change is decomposed to two cluster 
changes, and consequently, the maximum of the two is decomposed 
to two item changes. That is shown in figure 3. 

Il change explored 

Conditions 

Flgure S:Bar chart of Change Indicators 

Clg 
Clg 

Group Level 

hem level 
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Bar chart representatlon seems viable as it is possible to trace 
measurements quickly and analyze them. But in the case of the 
matrix, the relatlonship between a requirement change and an 
element change is clearer. Change indicator of unit system 1 using 
matrices and barcharts representatlon is herewith explained. lt must 
be noted that these measurements involve representing units of 
system I and herby can involve units of system II indirectly. It must 
be noted that each matrix entlty is a result of a measurement 
equatlon. But as all measurement units are the same such as costs 
they can all be represented in a matrix, and eventually in a barchart. 
But in the case a separate representatlon of measurements involving 
unit system II only, measurement representatlon is limited to 
equation. 

Equation representation is actually in principle possible for both unit 
systems, and can be used for the representatlon of the 
measurements such as: 

Previous equation can represent an example of the measurement of 
the change of the requirement-element statement CI{r1,e1) using 
degrees celsius and resultlng in the ratlonal number Ral measured 
for example by unit vl. Equations are signiftcant as all 
measurements can be represented by them involving any units. 

Three representatlons of measurements are herewith indicated 
namely the matrix, the barchart, and the equation representation. 
As matrix and barchart involve unit system I directly. and unit 
system II indirectly, their operatlon is further explained. Equatlon 
representatlon involving units of unit system II only. is spated in this 
study. 
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5.2 Matrix Operation of Change Indicators 

To measure empirical building changes and to represent these 
measurements in a matrix a more explicit explanation of this 
representation is necessa:ry. The representation of requirement
element changes on the three levels is therefore explained. 

5.2.1 Requirement-Element Change Matrlx:Group ·Level 

The group level is the highest level of requirement-element change 
measurement representation. Figure 4 shows how change indicators 
such as CIRot.Eo1)can represent the measured change ofrequirement 
group RG 1 and element group EG 1 in such a matrix. 

RequiremenlJ 

Group 6- Group Group 
°"""' 

Grcup 
R(l1 RG2 AG3 llg4 --

°""PEG! Ct 1.t Clt.t 
Cl "' 

Cl~· Cl1.1 

GroupEG2 Cl,, Cl u Clu Cl•i Clu 

Eiementa 
Groupl!G3 Cl,, 

Flgure 41 Matrix OperatiOn:Group Level 

Each entity of the matrix in the ftgure above represents the change 
indicator at group level measuring the change of an element group 
due to the change of a requirement group, taking into consideration 
measurement conditions. Matrix representation can support various 
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decisions as it allows various analysis of measurements such as 
analyzing requirement change only, or element change only. The 
sums of the rows would indicate the sum of element groups change 
indicators irrespective of the requirement caustrig that change such 
and are referred to as EG 1; and the sum of a column would indicate 
the sum of requirement groups change indicators such as RG l, 
irrespective of the element causing that change. One group change 
indicator (CI1.J is hatched to explore its decomposition and 
representation at the cluster level. 

5.2.2 Requirement-Element Change Matrlx:Cluster Level 

Cluster change indicator CI(requtrement path:element pathl shows requirement 
change path and element change path, in this case CI (RG:Rc.EG:ECJ· For 
example cluster change indicators Clu:i.2:1 ), shows Requirement 
group (RG 1), requirement cluster (RCl), and Element group (EG2), 
and element cluster (ECl). These are represented in tl.gure 5. 
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Previously hatched group entlty change CI1,4 can be traced by 
examining the six change indicators CI11 :t.4:J ), CI11:2•4:1 ), Clu:a.4:1 ). of 
element cluster EC4,1• and Clu:i.4:2 ). CI11:2•4:2 ). and Clu:a.4:2) of element 
cluster EC4,2• One these six indicators namely CI11 :2.4:2 ) is hatched to 
be ex.plored on the item level. 

5.2 .. 3 Requlrement-Element Change Matrlx:Item Level 

Change indicators at the item level follow the same way of indicatlng 
the path as mentloned earlier. CI1requ1rement path:element path shows the 
requirement change path and the element change path. in this case 
Cl !RO:RC:RI.EO:Ec:En· For example, the item change indicator Ciu:2:1•1,3:1:1 

) indicates requirement group RG l, requirement cluster RG2, and 
requirement item Ril; and element group EG3, element cluster EC l, 
and element item Ell. This path indication shows in a briefway the 
requirement element change path, figure 6. 

Requitttments 

• Chano• &xptored 

Ftgure 6: Matrix Operatlon:ltem Level 

The previously hatched cluster entity Clu:2,4:2 ) can be traced by 
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examining the two change indicators CI11:2:i.4:2:I ), and CI11:2:2,4,2, 1 ) at 
the item level. The matrix can also represent change influences. That 
can be indicated using {} as shown in figure 6 in indicating the item 
entlty CI11:2:2•5,1, 1 ) where {1:2:2,4:2:1} is indicated beneath it. That 
means the value of CI11:2,2•5,1, 1 ) is influenced by the change in item 
{l :2:2,4:2: l}. In this study, change influences are represented only 
on the item level to avoid mixing up the target change with its 
influences. In the case that this distinctlon is not possible and the 
units involved are all equally targeted, one of these units is arbitrary 
selected to start as the target change. This is regarded significant to 
maintain a systematlc and user friendly operatlon of the matrix 
representatlon. 

The matrix operatlon on the three levels is herewith explained, by 
indicating the change path for each matrix entity, which appears to 
be significant as it allows different levels of details to be represented. 
Furthermore, it shows how a matrix can represent the sum of a 
requirement change irrespective of the elements fulfilling it, and also 
the sum of element changes irrespectlve of the requirements causing 
it. It also shows how the influence of requirement-element change 
may be represented. A graphical representation of the change 
indicators indicated earlier when using the matrix can be illustrated 
in a bar chart. 

5.3 Bar Chart Operation of Change Indicators 

Bar charts are significant as they graphically represent change, so 
that a maximum change indicator should be quicker observable 
when compared with numbers written in a matrix. Bar charts can 
also represent requirement-element change indicators at the three 
levels as will be shown. They can also illustrate requirement changes 
only. or element changes, if representing them separately is 
necessary. All three bar chart operations of requirement-element. 
requirement, and element bar charts are explained. 
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5.3. l Requirement-Element Change Bar chart 

Requirement-Element bar charts illustrate the change indicator 
entities of the matrix shown earlier. Each change indicator entity. for 
example Ciu.1}, is represented by a barwhich on the x-axis shows its 
level entities and on the y-axis shows the amount of its change 
indicator value. That representation can be illustrated at the group 
level as shown in ftgure 7. 

Change lndlcalor 
(Cl) 

fm Chan9e Exp!ored 

Conditions 

Flgure 7:Bar chart Operatlon:Oroup Level 

Ch,4 

Ch.s 

Change Level 
Group 

Provided that measurement conditions are met all change indicators 
can be illustrated using a bar chart. It must be noted that the 
sequence of representing the bar charts can take place either row 
after row, or column after column. To follow the same example of the 
matrix, CI1.4 is hatched to explore its decomposition and 
representation at the cluster level. 

Figure 8 shows a bar chart representation of change indicators at 
the cluster level. The group change indicator, CI1•4" exploring to the 
cluster level resulted in 6 clusters as earlier indicated in its matrix 
representation. They were CI0 ,1,4,1 ), CI11 :2•4:1 ), CiiJ,3•4, 1 ), of element 
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cluster EC4,1• and Clo:i.4:2 ). CI,i:2•4:2 ). and CI0 :3,4::J of element cluster 
EC4.2. 

Change Indicator 
(Cl) 

liim Change Explored 

Conditions 

Cl1:1,4,1 

Cl1:1:4:2 Cl1:2,4:1 

1 Figure 8: Bar chart Operatlon:Cluster Level 

C11:2,4:2 

Cl1:3,4:2 
Cl1,3:4,1 

Change Level 
Cluster 

The bar chart shown does not illustrate all 6 change indicators. but 
illustrates the second column of the matrix, where two of them, 
CI1:2.4:t• CI1:3.4:2• are illustrated. This is done only for slmpliflcatlon. 
On of the two indicators, CI1:2•4,2 is hatched to be explored on the 
item level. 

Figure 9 shows the bar chart representatlon indicatlng the change 
indicators at item level. For simplificatlon, only the second column 
of the matrix represented in sectlon 5.2.3 is illustrated. The 
previously hatched cluster entlty CI(1:2.4:2 ) can be traced by 
examining one change indicator namely, CI0 :2:2•4:2:1 ). The change 
influence of thls change indicator is included in the change indicator 
value assigned to CI0 :2:2.s:i:i ). but is for simplificatlon not indicated 
separately as in the matrix. 
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Change lndicalor 
{Cl) 

~ Change Explored 

Conditions 

Cl 1 :2:2,4:2:1 

Cl1:2:1,4:2:1 

Figure 9: Bar chart Operatlon:ltem Level 

Cl1 :2:2,5:1 :1 
{Cl1 :2:2,4:2:1} 

Change Level 
Item 

Operation of the bar charts' representation of change indicators in 
each of the three levels: group, cluster and item level is shown. It 
must be noted that to illustrate the bar charts numbers were 
arbitrarily asslgned to these indicators. That is a1so to take place in 
the following bar chart operations. Unlike the case of the matrix 
operatlon, where using numbers seemed less important, reference 
to the change indicators themselves by indicating their path was 
regarded sufficient. 

ö.3.2 Requlrement Change Bar chart 

Bar charts can also represent requirement change indicators 
irrespective of the elements causing that change. For example it may 
be necessaiy to knowhow much the well-being requirement changed 
in a speciflc period, by measuring. for example. how much that 
change occurred using an occurrence change indicator; or how 
much it cost using a cost change indicator. Figure 10 illustrates how 
requirement group changes can be represented. 
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Change Indicator 
(Cl) 

ilim Change Explored 

Conditions 

tCIRGI 

Flgure 10: Requlrement Change:Oroup Level 

ICIRG• 

ICl!los tell!G& 

Change Level 
Group 

The bar charts drawn are the sums each of each matrix column 
indicating the sum of change indicators per requirement group. 
Hence, the sum of change indicators of all requirement groups 
!.CIROl• !.CIR02• !.CIR03• :ECIR04• and !.CIRG5 are illustrated: in this case 
the sum of the change indicators of requirement group RG 1, !. CIRoi · 
Requirement change representatlon focuses on requirement change 
representation, regardless of which elements implemented that 
change. Cluster representatlon of the explored requirement group. 
The sum of change indicators of all requirement clusters indicated 
in the matrix in sectlon 5.2.2 that is, !.CIRGl:RCl' !.CIRGl:RC2• !.CIRGl:RC3• 
:ECIRG2:RC1. !.CIR06:RC1 and !.CIRG6:RC2 are illustrated in figure 11. 
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Change 1 ndicator 
(Cl) 

~ Change Explored 

Condilions 

l:CIRG1:RC2 

:tel RG1 :RC1 

F:lgure 11: Requlrement Change:Cluster Level 

Change Level 
Cluster 

The exploring of one of the clusters I:CIRai:Rc2 on item level is 
illustrated in ftgure 12. 

Change lndicatorî 
(Cl) 

m Change Explored 

Conditlons 

:tclRG1 :RC2:Rl2 

I:CI RG1:RC2:Rl1 

F:lgure 11: Requ!rement Change:Jtem Level 

Change Level 
Cluster 
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The sum of requirement items indicated earlier in the matrix in 
section 5.2.3, is illustrated in figure 13. The sum of change 
indicators of all requirement items that is, I:CIRoi:RCl:Rn• I:CIRG1:RC2:Rn• 
I:CIRG2:RCl:Rll • I:CIRG2:RCl:RI2• and I:CIRG6:RCl:Rll are illustrated. I:CIRGl:RC2:Rl2 
was the requirement change explored at the three levels. 

Requirement bar chart operation is herewith ex:plained by showing 
that the bar charts illustrate the sums of the change indicators of 
the columns representing the requtrements. The same is also 
possible in the case of elements. 

5.3.3 Element Change Bar chart 

Element change indicators can be represented using bar charts on 
the three levels. In some cases. it is necessary to represent only the 
element changes irrespective of the requirements causing them. In 
some situations, it may be necessary to trace the change in elements 
such as services in a specifie period, irrespective of the reason for 
change. 

The bar charts are the sums each of each matrix row indicating the 
sum of change indicators per element group. Hence, the sum of 
change indicators of all element groups I:CIRE1• I:CIRE2• I:CIRE3. l:CIRE4• 
and I:CIRE5 are illustrated. In this case the sum of the change 
indicators of element group EG4, namely I:CIREG4 is ex:plored at the 
cluster level. It must be noted this bar chart ex:plores the value of 
the element group by the sum of element cluster barcharts. Element 
group change can be illustrated by representing the sum of rows, 
and that is shown in ftgure 13. 
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Change Indicator 
(Cl) 
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Conditions 

Flpre 13: Element Change:Oroup Level 

ICIEG4 

ICIEGS 

Change Level 
Group 

Sum of change indicators of all element clusters in section 5.2.2: 
that is, l:CIEG2:ECI• I.CIEG3:EC1• I.CIE04:EC1• :ECIE04:EC2• and :ECIEG5:EC1" 

Change Indicator 
(Cl) 

lliiiD Change Explored 

Conditions 

ICIEG4:EC1 

Fipre 14:Element Change:Cluster Level 

ICIEG4:EC2 

Change Level 
Cluster 
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As shown in the ftgure :ECIE04:Ec2 is explored. Bar charts can also 
represent the sum of element items as shown in figure 15. 

Change Indicator 
(Cl) 

a Change Explored 

Conditions 

tCIEG4:EC2:E11 

ICIEG5:EC1:Elt 

F:lgure 15:Element Change:ltem Level 

Change Level 
Item 

The sum of requirement items indicated earlier in the matriX in 
section 5.2.3 is illustrated in figure 16. The sum of change indicators 
of all requirement items: that is. :ECIEo2:Eci:EI1' :ECIEo3:EC1:E12• 

:ECIEo3:EC2:El3• :ECIEG4:EC2:Ell• and :ECIEoS:ECl:Ell 

are illustrated. :ECIEo4:Ec2:m was the element change that was 
explored at the three levels. 

Element bar chart operation is herewith explained by showing how 
the bar charts illustrate the sums of the change indicators of the 
rows representing the elements. Operation of their change indicators 
is explained on the three levels: group. cluster and item level. The 
representation of change indicator using bar cbarts is explained. 
Three bar chart operations are explained; requirement-element 
change indicator. requirement change indicator. and element change 
indicator bar chart. 
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5.4 Measurement Framework 

The alm of a measurement framework is to explain in detail how the 
measurement procedure of building change is to take place, so that 
empirical building change events can be measured following it. Also, 
conditions and the criteria of the measurement method are 
explained thereafter. 

5.4.1 Measurement Procedure 

Measurement procedure is explained by outlining the steps to be 
taken in each of the three modules of the 'Knowledge Acquisition by 
Measurement' method introduced in this thesis. As measurement 
steps are only possible after indicating the modelling steps and the 
domain speciflcation steps, the whole procedure is indicated. 
Domain steps. model steps, and measurement steps are listed. 
These steps are necessary to describe how empirica! building change 
events can be measured, and will be shown in more detail in the 
case study in chapter 6. The 12 step procedure starts as follows: 

DOMAJN identiftcation of empirica! building change events. To do so 
we start by checking whether change events were included in the 
domain facets earlier modelled in chapter 4. In the case thát the 
change event is not included in the modelled facets it is added. This 
module is worked out in four steps: 

a) Identifying change events which implies indicating change 
events in a specific change period. 

b) Identlfying requirement-element change events taking into 
consideration the scope of this study. 

c} Indicating the source of requirement changes, 1.e whether they 
are observed, or copied from existing information. 

d) Indicati.ng the source of element changes, i.e whether they are 
observed, or copied from existing information. 

MODEL of these empirica! change events using the requirement-
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element model and briefmg change events in requirement-element 
statement (r,e). Each change event is modelled to the three levels: 
group. cluster and item level are represented. It must be noted that 
modelling is a preparation for the yardstick of measurement. Tuis 
module is worked out in five steps: 

e) Choosing modelling direction. Modelling can be carrled out top
down, starting by the group level; or bottom up starting by the 
item level. 

f) Group level modelling of the change events takes place if top
down modelling is chosen. Events are modelled to requirement 
groups and element groups. It is possible either to make use of 
the requirement and element groups indicated earlier or to add 
new ones. Addition of new clusters has to follow the same 
modelling concept. 

g) Cluster level modelling of the groups indicated earlier to 
requirement clusters and element clusters is carried out. In 
this step it is also possible to make use of the requirement and 
element clusters indicated earlier or to add new ones. Addition 
of new clusters has to follow the same modelling concept. 

h) Item level modelling of the clusters indicated earlier to 
requirement items and element items, and their unit class is 
carried out. It is also possible in this step to make use of the 
requirement and element items indicated earlier or to add new 
ones if necessary and follow the modelling concept. 

i) Requirement-Element statement {r,e) statements need to be 
represented so that these events can be measured. 

MEASUREMENTtakes place by choosing a rational number to assign 
to the (r,e) statements of the event. This implies choosing the 
measurement unit of the change indicator as one event may have 
more than one change indicator. When a cost change indicator is 
used, for example, representation of the measurements on the three 
levels can take place using a matrix or a bar chart by measurement 
matrix. Measurement steps can be briefed to the following three 
steps: 

k) Formulating the measurand; that is, the change indicator and 
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choosing the measurement unit( es) of the indicators to be used 
to measure change starting by unit system I and its indirect 
representation of unit system II. 

l} Formulati.ng the measurement equa.tions of the change events. 
where the change indicator of a speci:ftc (r,e} statement is 
assigned to a certain rational number. 

m) Measurement representation should be chosen: a matrix or.a 
bar chart depends mainly on the type of decisions it . wil1 
support. 

Measurement procedure is briefed by stating the steps of each of the 
three modules of the method introduced. However this procedure 
has to be carried out under certain measurement conditions. In 
other words when working out these steps these conditions need to 
be taken into consideration. It must be noted, however. that 
addressing measurement procedures entails mentioning the matter 
of error and uncertainty. In general the result of a measurement is 
only an approximation or an estimate of the value of the measurand, 
and thus is complete when accompanied by a statement of 
uncertainty (7J. Stating the measurement conditions explicitly 
assists in decreasing the error and uncertainty margin. 

5.4.2 Measurement Conditlons 

Measurement conditlons explain the context of the measurements. 
That context is significant. as the measurement procedure is 
herewith better explained. Conditions of building change 
measurements are classifled into measurements performed in a 
single building. and also in several buildings. Measurement 
conditions for a single building include: 

i) The Measurement Procedure must in general follow the steps 
indicated earlier. However the following specific conditlons 
need to be taken into consideration. 

ii) Change Period indicates the period of the representation of 
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building change representation. whether change events in 
one year, 5 years, or 10 years. 

iii) Change Event Observers need to be ldentified in cases where 
more than one person observes or ex.tracts measurements: 
that has to be separately mentioned. 

iv) Change Incident indicates the moment in time that change 
took place, in some cases it refers to building physical 
change, 1.e the adding and removing of elements to fulfll a 
speciftc requirement. In other cases it may be the initiation 
of the requirement to change. In measurements where it is 
not to analyze incidents, they could be spared. 

v) The Reference Standard of change must be indicated. In some 
cases the reference standard can be the delivery of the 
building. which means that any changes during use are 
included. Furthermore, if the circumstances surrounding one 
change vary from another this has to included in the 
reference standard. 

vi) Measurement Instrumentation should be indicated if used 
while observing the change, for example equipment 
measuring the change in temperature, like a thermometer 
type for example. 

Next to the conditions of single building measurements the following 
criteria need to be stated if measurement is to take place for several 
buildings. A major issue is that terms and their classiftcation used 
in the same model of the facets should be central to a comparison. 
For example temperature requirement item change could be for some 
an item necessarily included in the safety requirement group. The 
method allows that, but which items and clusters are included in 
which group must be indicated. Using the same entities facilitates 
comparison. Another point is that the method presented can 
measure change in more than one building systematically, as it can 
measure for each building how much (well-being:services) for 
example, changed in a specific period. Tuis should not imply that the 
method permits generalizations about these measurements, as this 
would necessitate a separate study which would examine whether, 
for example, specific change measured is continuous. In general to 
use measurement for several buildings the following conditions need 
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to be included: 

vil) BuUding Environment in which the measurement takes place 
must be stated if for each building measurements in. 
different environments are to be compared; for example two 
buildings in different cities. 

vil) BuUding Parameters such as building size. type, 
construction date, must be stated if measurements are to 
compare these characteristics. For example, comparing 
measurements of two buildings which are not of the same 
size or type, or llfe time, must be indicated. 

viii) BuUding Organization characteristics such as owner of the 
building, nature of their activity, must be mentioned, if 
measurements of two buildings with two different 
organizations are to be compared. For example, if a 
comparison is to be made between measurements of 
different owner characteristics such as public with private 
organizations, this has to stated. 

The measurement conditions mentioned above assist in following the 
suggested measurement procedure, and hence should assist the 
decrease of error and uncertainty accompanying measurement 
procedures in genera!. The intention of the indication of the 
measurement procedure and conditions is to detlne the necessary 
operations to measure empirica! building changes. GhiseU1 et al 1980 
point out that this definition can only be regarded as a blueprtnt, 
which may or may not be exactly followed in developing the 
operations of measurement[6). Thus before a measurement 
procedure is accepted, it is necessary to obtain some criteria to 
ensure that it measures what it is intended. 

5.4.3 Measurement Criteria 

Measurement procedures are examined primarily against two major 
criteria the reliability, and the validity of the measurement (Cook and 
CampbeU 1979, GhiseUletal. 1980, Sander 1989). Precise detlnition 
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of each of these criteria or its decomposition to sub-criteria is 
necessary to provide complete understanding of what is entailed. 

Reliability is defmed as the ability of measurement to provide the 
same values within acceptable margins of error when the same 
conditions are repeated. For example, if the measurement of a 
certain change of temperature is repeated by two persons the same 
temperature change indicator value within an acceptable error 
margin should result. · In the measurement method presented 
reliability can be influenced, for example, by the use of different 
pieces of measurement equipment. Reliability can also be influenced 
if change is not directly observed but deduced from documented 
change information, as this may lead, for example, to information 
transfer errors. However the use of standardized unit classes in the 
measurement is expected to decrease the error margin in general. 

Validity of measurements means different things to different 
people[6]. Unlike reliability a standard definition ofvalidity is nota 
simple matter. Historically the most common definition was the 
extent to which a set of operatlons measures what it is supposed to 
measure [6]. Cook and Campbell refer to validity as the best 
available approximation to the truth or falsity of propositlons, 
including propositions about cause. Campbell and Stanely (1963) 
invoked two, which they called external and internal validity. GhiseUi 
and al (1980) refer to the validity types as that which concerns the 
validity of our understanding of what a partlcular set measures: that 
is, construct validity and content validity. The other is the validity of 
a predictor: that is, criteria related validity. In this study validity is 
examined by examining construct, content and predictive validity. 
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• Construct Validity is a term invented by Cronbach and Meehl 
(1954) to explain the ability of a measurement to measure a 
characteristlc of interest, in this study to measure building 
change. Establishment of this validity is influenced by the 
theoretlcal definition of the construct. Construct validity is in 
this study therefore defined as the ability of the model to 
represent empirical building changes. 



• Content Validity refers to the degree to which a set of 
measurement operations measures the characteristic we wish 
to measure, as judged by the appropriateness of the content of 
those operations. Two judgements are involved: the extent to 
which each change event pertains to the change to be 
measured. and the extent the entire set of elements represents 
all aspects of the domain of building change. 

• Predk:tive Validity describes the accuracy with which we can 
estimate the extent to which some individual characteristic will 
be manifested in the future from the extent to which the 
individual currently manifests. To do so in the study of change, 
a) an appropriate sample of requirement-element changes 
should take place: followed by b) measuring them on the 
predictor; c) waiting fora necessary period of weeks, months or 
years depending on the situation; d) obtaining the so called 
criterion score; e) computing the correlation between the 
predictor score and the criterion score. The higher the 
correlation the greater the predictive validity. 

Reliability and validity are the main criteria of measurement. but in 
the study of building change measurement some specific criteria 
needed to be addressed separately. Osgood (1967) adds to reliability 
and validity the criteria objectivity, sensitivity, comparability. and 
usability2. 

Objectivity is deftned as the ability of the measurement to provide 
verifiable, reproducible data independent of the investigator. 
Expressing qualitative changes in their quantitative components 
which use for example standardized and unit classes enhance the 
quantitative value of the measurement. 

Sensitivity is deftned as the ability of the measurement to reflect 
distinctions in meaning. For example if an adequate temperature can 
be for some 15 degrees Celsius and for others 24 degrees Celsius. it 

2 usability replaces !he original tenn utility to avoid confusion wil.h requirement group 
utility 
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is possible to represent both in the measurement method. 

Comparabllity is defined as the ability of the method to be applicable 
to a wide range of building change phenomena, making it possible 
for comparisons to be made between different individuals. In the 
model of building change this was taken into consideratlon mainly 
by choosing as much as possible building independent requirements 
and element entltles at the three levels. Thls is to allow for 
comparability between, for example, two services changes. 

UsabUity is deflned as the ability of the method to be user-friendly: 
not complicated to use in an effi.cient manner, so that its 
applicability may be enhanced. 

The adequacy of the measurement method to measure empirical 
building change events should be examined against the previous 6 
criteria, a matter that will be examined in the next chapter. 

5.5 Summary 

Measurements help in gaining knowledge. and knowledge in return 
assists new forms of measurements to be conducted. In general 
measurement can be regarded as relatlng the two knowledge 
disciplines: empirical knowledge and ratlonal knowledge. Swanbom 
(1973) states that when we discuss measurement, this implies 
relating empirical observations to ratlonal numbers [4]. Thls view is 
also supported by Sander (1989) who refers to studies on 
measurement as studies associatlng theory with practice [3]. Hence, 
it may be concluded that by studying measurement, both our 
rational and empirica! knowledge can be subjects for acquisition. 
Moreover, it can also be concluded that both qualitatlve and 
quantltative measurements can be complementaryin the acquisition 
of such knowledge. In this chapter the foundation, operatlon, and 
framework of the method of knowledge acquisitlon is presented; how 
by ustng measurement the knowledge of building change can be 
systematically and objectlvely acquired. 
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Chapter 6 

Empirical Measurement of Building 
Change: Two Case Studies 

Man is the measure of all things, of things that are, that they are, 
of things that are not, that they are not1. 

This chapter examines the adequacy of the knowledge acquisitlon by 
measurement method presented here in this thesis, in measuring 
empirica! building changes. This is done by measuring empirica! 
changes in the 'Bestuursgebouw' building of Eindhoven University 
of Technology. Changes of building elements resultlng from the 
changes of the requirements in the 'Bestuursgebouw' were subjected 
to measurement. 

6.1 Measurement of the Changes of the 'Bestuursgebouw• 

1Protagoras 
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Before embarking on the measurement of empirica! change, a choice 
had to be made between observing change events, or making use of 
documented information. The latter option was chosen, as the main 
objective of the case study was to examine the adequacy of the 
method to represent and measure as many changes as possible. This 
choice was supported by the fact that tracing change from the time 
it is required until the time it is fulfilled can take months. Therefore, 
rather than focus on observation and so only measuring one or two 
change events, a search for documented information regarding 
empirical building changes was undertaken. 

6.1.1 Searchlng Information of Empirical Building Changes 

An organization storing information related to events of empirical 
building changes was sought. Organizations documenting building 
information were approached, such as, in the United Kingdom, the 
British Institute of Charter Surveyors (BICS). They replied that they 
do not keep information about building changes during use, and 
suggested contactlng statistical institutes. The Dutch Central 
Institute of Statistics (CBS) was approached. They indicated that hey 
have information regarding change, but not for changes durtng use. 
They retain information in the change in number of building projects 
newly built, and undergoing renovation. Although this information 
can be significant in displaying the current building market 
situation, it does not provide information about the requirement that 
changed or the elements fulfilling these changes. An approach was 
made to the Dutch Economie Institute (EIB) which also documented 
general changes of the building industry. such as for example 
change in the number and size of projects per year. But they did not 
keep any records for building changes during use either. It was 
concluded that whatever information that might be available would 
probably be kept by individual owners. or facility managers of 
buildings as it is they who are directly involved with these changes. 

As a second step private and govemmental organizations managing 
building complex:es in the Netherlands were approached. Some 
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organizations did not document changes during use at all, while 
other organizations were just startlng to do so. Some organizations. 
retained such information, but then the problem of information 
authorization arose. For example, accessing information from the 
'Rabo Bank', one of the main banks operatlng in the Netherlands 
with many branches was not possible. Their facility management 
organization explained that their building change information was 
regarded as confidential. Another organization, the 
'Rijksgebouwendienst' which owns most Dutch governmental 
buildings, first agreed to provide access to their building change 
information, but later withdrew. 

Finally, the organization running the Eindhoven University. the 
'Bouwtechnische Dienst' was approach ed. The organization runs the 
46 buildings of the Eindhoven University complex. They were asked 
whether they documented building changes during use. and whether 
access to that information was possible. They indicated that they 
retain vartous documents of change in some of the university 
building, and allowed authorization to these documentation. The 
choice was then made to select one of these buildings. namely the 
'Bestuursgebouw'. 

6.1.2 Empirical Changes of the Bestuursgebouw 

The 'Bestuursgebouw' building is a three storey office building of 
rectangular form. Built on an area of 2090 m2

• it has a gross area of 
6554 m2

, a net area of 3972 m2
, and a volume of 20918 m3• In the 

l 970's plans for this building were initiated, to centralize managerial 
and administrative activities of the Eindhoven University. In May 
1977 a checklist of spatial requirements was drawn up, and in 
February 1983 the building licence was obtained. In May 1985 the 
building was offlcially delivered, with a guarantee period. from May 
1985 till November 1985. The building has been in continuous use 
since December 1985. 

Information related to the changes during use of the 
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'Bestuursgebouw' was investigated. The archlve storing such 
information and several other departments who kept other speciflc 
documents of the "Bestuursgebouw" information were approached. 
After several visits, the amount of information collected was huge. 
Even after focusing only on information related to building 
requirement changes during use, the quantity of detalled 
information was overwhelming. Various documents revealed 
information about the change events. Tens of dossiers, drawings, 
checklists, databases, and speciflcation reports were available, each 
covering some parts of the information related to these change 
events. Investigatlng an event of change required relatlng 
information elements from all the documents. A complete overview 
of an event would necessitated, for example. checking the related 
correspondence, reviewing the specification reports and drawings. In 
some cases, involved partlcipants needed to be interviewed. The 
search would have to start all over again for another change event. 
I t was therefore decided that first change events should be indicated. 
Following that the more detailed information related to each change 
event could be searched for. 

Events of change could be traced in a cost database referring to 
these changes. There is a speciftc budget for changes during use, so 
a database held the information of these change events. Searching 
for detalled information involved both:tracing requirement change 
information, and tracing element change information, as they were 
kept separately. Tracing element change information was possible by 
investigatlng its related speciftcation reports and drawings. It was 
more difftcult to fmd information about requirements that led to a 
change. In some cases. letters were found referring toa requirement, 
and in other cases, partlcipants and users of the building were 
interviewed. Where no information was available, requirements had 
to be deduced from the element change information available. After 
collectlng this change information covering empirica! changes in the 
'Bestuursgebouw' during its use, the change measurement 
procedure started. 
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6.1.3 Change Measurement in the 'Bestuursgebouw• 

The measurement procedure of empirica! building changes of the 
'Bestuursgebouw' was initiated when the necessary information had 
been collected. The steps explaining the procedure and the 
measurement conditions are detailed in Appendix B. A summary of 
the measurement procedure is given here followed by the results of 
the measurements of the two cases of building change examined in 
section 6.2, and 6.3. 

The measurement procedure commenced with the steps specifying 
the domain of change. In its first 6 years, the 'Bestuursgebouw' 
building was subject to 334 change events of which 191 resulted 
from change of requirements. The model of the domain facets 
introduced in chapter 4 of this thesis was applied then applied to 
model these change events. Both the requirements and the elements 
of these events were modelled to groups. Modelling resulted in the 
formation of 5 requirement groups subject to change, namely: 
Facility, Mobility, Safety, Utility, and WeU Being. Comparing these 
groups with those resulting from the modelled facets concluded from 
the literature survey indicates that not all the requirement groups 
changes were subject to change. Two groups which were not were 
Privacy and Perception. 

In the case of building elements modelling, three of the five element 
Location. Structure, Envewpe, Services, and Interior groups earlier 
indicated were subject to change, namely Envewpe, Services. and 
Interior. 

Measurement of change was based on the results of the modelling 
of change to groups, clusters and items and the (r,e) statements. 
With reference to limitation of available information two change 
indicators were chosen to measure change: the cost change 
indicator, and the occurrence change indicator. Tb.is decision follows 
also that indicated in chapter 5 regarding starting with unit system 
I in the measurement of change in order to provide a global overview 
of change and one that can be later worked out in lower levels of · 
details. In other words, a temperature change indicator was not 
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posslble to represent as lts information was not available. 

Two group changes in case I (well being. services) and in case II ( 
facility. services) were then explored. Matrices and bar charts 
representing their measured changes are discussed below. 

6.2 Case I, Measurement of (Well-Belng, Services) Change 

The group change, (Well-Being. Services) has been selected as 
representative Matrices and bar charts are used to indicate the 
measured changes of the requirement-element at each change level. 
This has been done for each of the change indicators used for the 
measurement. The cost change indicator matrices and then the 
occurrence change indicator matrices are presented. 

6.2.1 Matrix Representation of Changes 

Matrix representation facilitates the representation of all change 
measurements per level. Requirement changes are represented in 
the columns of the matrix, and element changes in the rows. 
Requirement-element change measurements are thereby represented 
by the entities of the matrix. Furthermore, irrespectlve of the 
elements causing a requirement change, it can be measured by 
adding all the related element change entities. Also. element changes 
can be measured irrespective of the requirements causing it, by 
adding all related requirement change entities. The previous matrix 
operatlons are shown using bath the cost change indicator and the 
occurrence change indicator for the (Well-Being, Services) change. 

• Matrices of Cost Change Indicator 

The group level is the highest level of requirement-element change 
measurement representatlon. Changes of the 'Bestuursgebouw' are 
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grouped and measured using the cost change indicator. In flgure 1 
the measured changes of the 'Bestuursgebouw' are represented. 

-
-lllwtlopt -
klupl 1---1-~--1~~---~-+-~ 

1'•20 -- ..... ..., -

The matrix above in figure 1 shows the change of the (Facility. 
Interl.orJ measurèd to be 22340 dfl, and the change of (Safety. 
Services) was measured to be 19420 dfl. Requirement changes 
irrespectlve the elements is also represented, such as changes in the 
(Facility) that were 80393 dil, and in the (Well Being) that were 
552526 dfl. Also in the case of the element changes the total 
changes of the (Services) group for example were measured to be 
501042 dil, irrespectlve the requirements. The group (Wellwbeing, 
Services) measured change namely the 501042 dfl is explored 
further. 

The choice of this group is ref erenced to a signiftcance of startlng by 
units such as costs or occurrence, i.e. System Unit I. in an analysis 
of building change. As it is shown in figure 1 (Well Being. Services) 
had the highest cost change indicator a matter that may entail 
knowing more about this change. Figure 2 shows how the change 
(Well Being, Services) is explored on cluster level. 
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Figure 2: Cos! Chango Indicator.Well Being, Services Ctusuor 

(Well Being, Services) group are modelled to clusters. As shown in 
the matrix Well Being group is modelled to (Well being: Ulumination), 
(Well being:Climate), (Well being:Hygiene), and (Well being:Sou.nd). 
Services were modelled to (Services:Power Systems), (Services:Air 
Regulating Systems), (Services:Sanitary Systems), (Services:Bell 
Systems}, (Services:Ught Systems), (Services:Security Systems}, and 
(Services:Presentation Systems). Some of these clusters were earlier 
indicated in sectlon 3 in the element modelling of the facets, such as 
(Services:Air Regulating Systems). but others necessary clusters were 
added such as (Services:BeU Systems). lt is interesttng to mentlon 
that (Well being:Illumination} change influenced the envelope as in 
this event of change, openings were made in ceiling to allow daylight 
in, therefore there is no cost change indicator assigned to it to relate 
1t to (Services:Light System). 

From the matrix it is obvlous that only two entities of change are 
represented namely (Well Being:Climate, Services:Air Regulating 
Systems} which is measured to be 496759 dfl, and (Well Being: 
Climate, Services: Sanitary Systems} which is measured to 4283 dfl. 
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These two numbers are only indicated as they are the only ones that 
involve the change of (WeU being. Services). Other clusters changes 
of the services element group, or the well being requirement group 
are only mentioned. The highest cost change indicator (WeU 
Being:CUma.te. Seroices:Air Regulating Systems) which is measured 
to be 496759 dfl is explored on item level. 

Requlreme!s 

Well Bein :Climate llems 

Cooi'IV 
ervk:ts: 

1
_SysttmS_+---+---

Elemenls lr ~•gulatln Venllalllon 4875 4875 

::,:m• ,_s..:..ys1_em1-+---+-+---+----+--'I 

01491885 4875 11496759 1 

Fl&•re 31 Cos! Change lndicalor Well Belng:Climate,Services:Alr Regullli11& Systan 

(Well being:CUmate,Services:Air Regulating Systems) is modelled to 
items (Well Being:Climate:Temperatu.re, Services:Air. Regulating 
Systems, Ventllation Systems) measured to cost 4875 dfl and (Well 
Bei.ng: CUmate: Temperatu.re, Services:Air Regulating System:CooUng 
System). measured to cost. the highest cost, 491 885 dfl and is 
explored. 

From the prevlous . matrix the cost of the change of (Well 
Being:Climate:Temperatu.re. Services:Air Regulating System:Cooling 
System), measured to be -+491,885 dfl. The signs indicate that it 
was decrease in temperature (-), that entailed the addition of a 
cooling system (+).Matrix also represents change influencing the 
(Structu.re:Superstructu.re:Openings) and lts cost change indicator is 
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18564 dfl. In this case openings had to made in the structure to 
allow the additlon of the cooling system. but this value is already 
included in the 491885 dfl value. 

Exploring change on the item level means showing lts unit class and 
other measurement units involved. Therefore the targeted change is 
measured by the unit class degrees Celsius, and the change 
influence - the openings - are measured in square meters. However, 
they are both indicated in the matrix as dfl(C,M2) since cost is used 
to measure them indirectly. Therefore. the change unit class, here 
degrees celsius is mentioned first and followed by one of its 
influences namely a change measured in square meters . Other 
measurements of other influences are spared in this study, but they 
could be indicated in the same way. 

Tracing building change using the cost change indicator was carrted 
out for the change of (Well Being:Services). By using these matrices 
we know in minutes what where the requirements that changed. 
what were the elements that changed, and what were the related 
cost change indicators. Therefore such a matrix representation is 
regarded significant especially if compared with the current state of 
retaining such information earlier discussed in the beginning of this 
chapter. But to use such matrices to support decisions during 
building use not only the cost change indicator is significant. It as 
sometimes a change that occurs frequently, even ifits cost is not so 
high, is significant to control for example. Matrices representing 
these occurrence change measurements are also given. 

• Matrices of Occurrence Change Indicator 

Building change occurrences are indicated in matrices representing 
the three change levels. An occurrence change indicator is used to 
measure the number of changes per change level, for the 
requirement change and for the element change. The same change 
path examined in the case of the cost change indicator has been 
followed to show the related change occurrences. 
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Fiavre 4i:Occurrence Change Indicator: Group Level 

The matrix in ftgure 4 shows the requirement-element measured 
change occurrences at the group level. For example, there was one 
change event involving (Facllity, Interior} change. while (Safety, 
Seroices} group change occurred 4 times. These measured 
occurrences were obtained by modelling all the events of change and 
adding the occurrence change indicators of the same requirement
element change. The matrix shows also the total change occurrences 
in the (Facility} change requirement group ( in this case 2 
occurrences) and in the case of {Well Being} change (16 occurrences). 
The total number of changes of the (Interior) element group was· 172 
occurrences. 

{Well Being, Seroices} measured change was found to have occurred 
8 times: these were explored to the cluster level.· Figure 5 shows the 
decompositlon of the occurrence change indicator of (Well-being. 
Services), indicatlng changes on 8 occasions, into 5 occurrences of 
{Well Being:Clim.ate, Seroices:Air Regulating Systems) change and 3 
occurrences of (Well Being:Climate,Seroices:Sanitary Systems} 
change. 
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Figuno 5t0C<Vrrence Change indicator o( Well Belng:S.,,,ices Cluster 

These two cluster measurements are only indicated for the reasons 
given earller in the case of the matrix representation. The same 
cluster explored earlier, using the cost change indicator, namely the 
(Well Belng:Climate, Seroices:Air Regulating Systems), is measured 
to have occurred 5 times. Tuis cluster change is explored to the item 
level. 

The matrix in figure 6 represents the occurrence change indicator for 
the items in the (Well Being:Climate) cluster. {Well being: Climate, 
Services: Air Regulating Systems) cluster modelled to {Well 
Being:Climate:Temperature, Services: Air Regulating Systems, Cooling 
Systems) measured in this case to have occurred 4 times. and (Well 
Being:Climate:Temperature, Services:Air Regulating 
System:Ventilation System}, measured to have occurred once. The 
matrix also shows the change influence of the item explored, as for 
the cost change indicator. Therefore change influence shows one 
occurrence of (Structure: Superstructure: Openings). 
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In the ftgure above the change influence is as in the case of the cost 
change indicator counted only once. Therefore in the 4 events of 
change of (Well Being:Climate:Temperature, Services: Air Regulating 
Systems, Cooling Systems) that influenced one change in (Well 
Being:Climate:Temperature, Structure: Superstru.cture: Openings) 
change influence is not counted ion this case as a separate event of 
change. To maintain a systematlc representation change events are 
only mentioned once in the matrix. In the case for example an 
analysis is necessary to examine. how many times the structure 
change irrespective the events that can always take place. 

The previous 6 matrices represent the cost change indicators and 
the occurrence change indicators measuring the empirica! building 
changes of the 'Bestuursgebouw'. The high est cost change indicator 
change path was traced once by tracing the cost change indicator on 
the three levels of group, cluster and item, and once by tracing their 
occurrence change indicators. The same procedure can be repeated 
to acquire knowledge from other change events in a systematic way. 
In additlon to the matrix representatlon, a graphical representation 
of change is sometimes informative. A graphical representatlon such 
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as a bar chart provldes a quicker overvlew of changes, so they have 
been used here to illustrate previously measured changes again. 

6.2.2 Bar chart Representation 

A bar chart representation of the measurements of building change 
is presented. Entities of the (requirement-element) change levels are 
indicated on the x-axis. The y-axis shows the values of the change 
indicator assigned to the (requirement-element) changes. As for the 
matrix., this takes place on three levels: group. cluster, and item. The 
bar charts of cost change indicator are represented below. 

• Bar charts of Cost Change Indicator 

The same values for the change measurements indicated in figure 1 
are represented graphically in figure 7. 
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The first advantage of the bar chart is evident in figure 7. It is 
obvious that the change of (Well Being) has registered the highest 
cost. A closer look at the bar chart representing this group reveals 
the elements fulftlling the (Well Being) requirement change. Tuis 
makes it clear that the cost of changing the (WeU Being:Services) was 
the highest. Tuis is further examined in clusters, as in the case of 
the matrix, in figure 8. 

- serv. :Alr s.- serv. :senlt.s. 

Flgure 8: Element Oroup Level 

FigUre 8 illustrates the cluster change of the explored group (Well 
Being, Services). Only related requirement-element changes are 
illustrated, unlike the matrix where all their clusters are mentioned. 
(Well being:Climate) and (Well being:Hygiene) are the requirement 
clusters represented since changes there involved the (Services) 
group change. It is evident that the costs related to the (Well 
being:Climate, Services:Air Regulating Systems) measured to be the 
highest. Tuis is discussed further at the item level. 

Figure 9 shows the investigation of the change of the cluster (Well 
being: climate, Services:Air Regulating Systems) to (Well 
Being:Climate:Temperature, Services: Air Regulating Systems, 
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Ventilation Systems) measured to cost 4875 dfl and (Well 
Being:Clim.ate:Temperature, Services:Air Regulating System: Cooling 
System), measured cost 491,885 dfl. Exploring the item level entails 
showing the change influences and the actual unit classes causing 
the change. The change influence of the (Well Belng:Clim.ate: Cooling 
Systems, Structure: Superstructure: Openlngs) is represented in the 
bar chart value with the cost at 491,885 dfl. 
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Flgure 9: Cost Change lndlcator:ltem Level 

Tracing the change path at the. three levels can be illustrated by 
means of the bar charts. Simple and accurate as they are, one can 
trace many change paths this way. Occurrence change indicators 
can also be fruitfully represented in bar chart form. 

• Bar charts of Occurrence Change Indicator 

Here, building change occurrences of the 'Bestuursgebouw' are 
indicated with bar charts. Occurrence change indicators included in 
the matrtces are now illustrated in the figures below. 
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In ftgure 10, the occurrences of changes are illustrated; the 
occurrence of the (Well Belng, Seroices), (Well Being, Interlor) and also 
the (Well Being, Envelope) are represented in the bar chart of well 
being. The advantage of the bar charts is evident, since they 
illustrate the requirement-element change. The highest change of 
occurrence is also evident, namely the change in utility, measured 
to have occurred 158 times in the change period examined. 
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The (Well Being, Seroices) measured change was found to have 
occurred on 8 occasion, and these are explored at the cluster level. 
Figure 11 illustrates how the 8 occurrence changes for the 
occurrence change indicator of (Well Being. Services) are decomposed 
into the 5 occurrences of (Well Being:Climate. Services:Air Regulating 
Systems} change and 3 occurrences of (Well Being: Climate, Services: 
Sanitary Systems} change .. 
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Flgure ll:Occurrence Change Indicator Cluster Level 

The same cluster explored earller using the cost change indicator, 
namely the (Well Being:Climate, Services:Air Regulatlng Systems}, 5 
time occurrence , is explored at the item level in ftgure 12. 
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Flgure 12: Occurrence Change Indicator Item Level 
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The bar chart illustrates the occurrence change indicator of the 
items of the (Well Being:Climate} cluster. (Well Being: Climate. 
Services: Air Regulating Systems} cluster modelled to (Well Being: 
Cltmate: Temperature. Services: Air Regulating Systems. Coollng 
Systems} was in this case measured as occurrtng 4 times. (Well 
Being: Cltmate: Temperature. Services:Air Regulating System: 
Ventilation System), was measured as occurrtng once. The matnx 
also shows the change influence of the item explored. as in the case 
of the cost change indicator. The change influence shows, one 
occurrence - (Structure: Superstructure: Openings} - included in the 
four occurrences of change. In other words, one occurrence of these 
changes also involved a change in the structure. 

The previous 6 ftgures illustrate building change measured by the 
occurrence change indictor, occurrence change indicator of {Well 
being, Services} is explored at the cluster and item level. Change 
influence is also indicated at the item level. However. for 
simplification, signs representing change action are omitted as they 
are sufftciently well indicated in the matrix. Bar chart representatlon 
was used to illustrate the cost change indicator and the occurrence 
change indicator of the measured (Well being. Services} change 
representatlon. Tracing the change using bar charts seemed easier, 
because maxi:mum and minimum change values are easy to indicate. 

6.2.3 Case I Analysis 

Changes in the 'Bestuursgebouw' are determined at group level, 
using the cost change indicator and the occurrence change 
indicator. One of the group changes, the (Well being,Services} 
change. was explored at cluster and item levels. This case and its 
measurement results is analysed below. 

It is important to point out first that the measurement method was 
capable of representtng the empirica! building changes and 
measuring the empirica! building changes of the 'Bestuursgebouw' 
in this case. The two change indicators could measure these changes 
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at three levels. Both the matrtx and the bar chart could also 
represent the measurements , numerically and graphically 
respectively. 

With regard to the results of the measurements, it was considered 
important to have two change indicators as they show different 
perspectives of change. For example, the most frequent change 
(Utility. Interi.or) had an occurrence change indicator with the value 
of 158; its cost change indicator was 355 040 dfl. In contrast, the 
highest cost change indicator (Well Being, Services) had a cost 
change indicator of 501.042 dfl and an occurrence change indicator 
of 8. Knowing that services are expensive, or that utility is changing 
frequently, is not regarded as the result of this casestudy. 

From this case study we know exactly how expensively and how 
often the building changed. what the requirements were, and what 
the elements were that fulfilled that change. We know that for all the 
changes, so that a basis for knowledge acquisition using 
measurement would seem therefore to be available. However, before 
drawing this conclusion, further details concerning another case of 
building change of the 'Bestuursgebouw' are first examined. 

6.3 Case II, Measurement of (Facility, Services) Change 

The change of (Facility, Services) in the Bestuursgebouw is traced at 
all three levels. The choice of this case study was arbitrary to 
demonstrate how can other changes be traced. As in case I the cost 
change indicator and occurrence change indicator are represented 
by matrices and bar charts. 

6.3.1 Matrix Representation 

Matrtx representatlon, as indicated, permits the representation of all 
change measurements per level. Requirement changes are 
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represented in the columns of the matrix. while element changes are 
represented in the rows. Matrices are shown using both the cost 
change indicator and the occurrence change indicator for the 
(Facllity, Services} change. 

• Matrices of Cost Change Indicator 

A matrix of group changes for the 'Bestuursgebouw· is shown in 
figure 13. The difference between this matrix and that shown in 
figure 1 is the change explored which, in this case, is the (Facility, 
Serviees} change. 

Requlrement Group Chllnoe 
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Fipre 13: Coat Change Indicator: Group Level 

The cost change indicator of (Well Being, Serviees) is measured to be 
58,053 dfl and is explored at the cluster level in ftgure 14. 
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Figure 14: Requtrement·Element Cluster Change Matrix 

Figure 14 shows (Facility} change modelled to two clusters, namely 
(Facility:Kitchen) and (FacUity:Storage). It is may be necessary to 
indicate that kitchen should be regarded as a material independent 
description of a type of facility, so is storage. The seIVices group 
change is modelled for the same groups indicated earlier. One value 
measures the (Facility:Kitchen, Services:Sanitary Systems) at 58,053. 
Other clusters are not indicated. In other words (FacUity:Storage} is 
measured by the change in (Interior) that bas not been explored. as 
only (Services} group changes have been explored. (Facility:Kitchen, 
Services:Sanitary Systems} are explored at item level in ftgure 15. 
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Figure 15 shows the matrix representation at item level. 
(FacUity:Kitchen, Seroices:Sanitary Systems} is modelled as 
(FacUity:Kitchen:Washing Area.Seroices:Sanitary Systems:Water 
Systems, add} and its cost change indicator is 58,053. A change 
influence could be indicated in this case in the (FacUity: Kitchen: 
Washing Area, InteriDr:WaUs:Flnishing} and its cost change indicator 
was 6,381; that is included in the 58,053 dfl value. Another change 
influencing not another element, but another requirement in this 
case, is the (Well Being} requirement group. No extra cost is involved 
since no elements changed, so a (+) sign suffices to indicate that 
there has been an increase in the (WeU Being:Hygiene:Washing Area} 
item. The same item name, washing area, is also indicated in the 
case of the (Well Being), to avoid confusion. 

• Matrices of Occurrence Change Indicator 

A matrix representation shows the occurrence change indicator of 
case II. Tuis figure is the same as that shown in flgure 4 with the 
exception that {FacUity, Services) change is explored here. 
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F:lpre 16:Requlrement-Element Group Change Occurrence 

(FacUlty:Services} change occurred once and its change is explored. 
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F1pre 17: Occurrence Change Indicator Cluster 
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Figure 17 shows that (FacUity:Servtces) was modelled to 
· (Facll.ity:Kttchen, Servtces:Sanitary System). Figure 18 shows the 
matrix representation at item level. 
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Figure 18:Requ1rement Element Item Change Occurrence 

Figure 18 shows the matrix representatlon at item level. 
(Facility:Kit.chen, Services:Sanitary Systems) is modelled as 
(Facility:Kitchen:Washing Area,Services:Sanitary Systems:Water 
Systems) and it occurred once. The change influence could be 
indicated in this case in the (Facatty:Kitchen:Washing Area, 
Interlor:Walls:Fi.nishing) and its occurrence change indicatorwas also 
'l'. resulting from the change of (FacUity: Kitchen: Washing Area, 
Services:Sanitary systems:Water Systems}. A (+) sign is also 
indicated here to show that there has been an occurrence of increase 
in the (Well Being:Hygiene:Washing Area} item. 

The occurrence change indicator now represented. in matrix form, 
the change of the facillty requirement at the three levels: group. 
cluster, and item. The occurrence change indicator gives another 
dimension to the measured building change. It describes how aften 
a change took place. It also indicates how one change influenced 
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other changes. 

In short, the previous 6 matrices represent the cost change indicator 
and the occurrence change indicator measuring another case of the 
empirica! building changes of the 'Bestuursgebouw', the (Facility. 
Services) change. These changes were discussed at the three levels 
group, cluster and item. At item level, change action influence was 
also represented. As in the earlier case, in addition to the matrix 
representation, a graphical representation of change was found to be 
informative. Graphical representation in the form of a bar chart 
provides a rapid overview of changes. 

6.3.2 Bar chart Representation 

The 'Bestuursgebouw' had only one occurrence of facility change; 
facility is one of the requirement groups discussed in chapter 4. The 
change of the facility requirement group of the · Bestuursgebouw' 
was examined for the 6 year change period from 1986 to 1991. The 
same change indicator types - the cost change indicator and the 
occurrence change indicator - are used to represent measured 
building change. Building change bar charts represent measured 
building change at the three levels using the two change indicators. 

• Bar charts of Cost Change Indicator 

At the group level, the bar chart representation of all the changes in 
the 'Bestuursgebouw' is the same as that in figure, except that in 
this case the (facility, services) is further explored at the cluster level 
and item level. 
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Flgure 19: Cost Change Indicator Group Change 

(FacUtty, Services} cost change indicator value of 58,053 dfl value on 
the cluster level is shown in figure 20. Only one cluster changed . 
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The figure above shows the cluster (Facility: Kitchen. Services: 
Sanitary System); its cost change indicator is also 58,053 dfl. That 
suggests that only one cluster changed in the (Facility, Services) 
group, since it has the identical cost change indicator. That cluster 
is explored at item level. 
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Ftgure 20:Cost Change Indicator Item Level 

Figure 21 shows that the cluster change indicator value of the bar 
chart value 58,053 dfl includes the change influence of the 
ffnterior:Walls:Finishing) having a cost change indicator of 6381 dfl. 

The previous three figures show the bar chart representation 
exploring the (Facllity, Services) change. The cost change indicator 
at the three levels is given for that change. Bar charts of the 
occurrence change indicator follow. 

• Bar charts of Occurrence Change Indicator 

In figure 22, the total occurrences of change of the 'bestuursgebouw' 
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are shown. On the x-axis the requirement group (FacUtty) is 
indicated, and the hatching indicates that the change of the (Facility. 
Services) influenced the (services) element group in one occurrence 
and the (Facility. Interl.or) element group in the other. 
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P'lgure 22:0ccurrence Change Indicator Grou p Level 

. Bar chart representation exploring the one occurrence of the 
(Facility. Services) to clusters is illustrated. 

Figure 23 confirms the earlier assertion in the case of the cost 
change indicator at the cluster level. where the costs remained the 
same from the group level and the cluster level, implying that only 
one cluster change had occurred. 
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Flgure 23:0ccurrence Change Indicator Cluster Level 

This cluster (Facllity: Kitchen,Seroices: Sanitary System) occurrence 
is explored at the item level in figure 24. 
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In the fi.gure above. the occurrence change indicator shows that 
there was one occurrence of change - (Fá.cUtty:Kitchen:Washing Area. 
Services:Santta.ry Systems:Water Systems)- and thatit had a change 
influence occurring in anteri.or:WaUs:Ftnishing, Services:Santtary 
Systems:Water Systems). 

Bar chart representatlon is used here to represent the 
measurements of the second examined, namely the (FacUtty, 
Services) group change of the 'Bestuursgebouw'. The two change 
indicators - the cost change indicator and the occurrence change 
indicator - were used and measurements were illustrated at the 
three levels, group, ·cluster. and item. In genera!, and as found 
earlier in case I. bar charts provide a quick indicatlon of the change 
when explored. 

6.3.3 Case II Analysis 

In this second case the change of the (FacUity, Services) group was 
subject to measurement. At the group level flgures similar to those 
in case I were drawn with one difference; in case I (Well 
Being:Services) and in Case II (Facility, Services). Clusters and items 
of the (FacUity, Services) was explored, using the matrix and the bar 
chart representatlon and using the cost change indicator and the 
occurrence change indicator in each case. 

In genera! terms, it can also be said for this case that the 
measurement method was capable of representlng and measuring 
the empirica! building changes of the 'Bestuursgebouw'. The two 
change indicators could measure these changes at three levels. The 
matrix and the bar chart could also represent the measurements 
numerically .and graphically respectlvely. 

Regarding the results of the measurements in this case, the main 
difference here is in showing a different change influence than that 
indicated in case I, namely how the element change not only brings 
about change in another element but it can also influence another 
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requirement to change. The change of (Facllity:Kitchen:Washing Area, 
Services:Sanitary System.s:Water System.s} had a change influence 
on the (Well Being:Hygiene:Washing Area) requirement. It is 
important to indicate this difference as it shows the capability of the 
method of detennining both requirement and element change 
influences. 

Two cases of changes in the 'bestuursgebouw' have been discussed, 
namely the (Well being. Services) change and the (Facility, Services) 
change. Both cases confirm that the measurement method presented 
was capable of representlng the empirica! building changes in the 
'Bestuursgebouw'. Furthermore, the method seemed capable of 
providing a basis for the systematlc knowledge acquisitlon of 
building change. as it allows the requirements of change, the 
elements of change, and the indicators of change to be 
systematlcally represented. But to confirm such statement, a more 
detailed examinatlon of the adequacy of the method is carried out by 
examining the measurement criteria earlier indicated in chapter 5. 

6.4 Examination of Measurement Criteria 

The six criteria of measurement listed in chapter 5, namely: 
Reliability. Validity, Objectlvity, Sensitlvity, Comparability and 
Usability, are examined with reference to the results of the 
measurements carried out for the two previous cases. Each of the 
criteria is discussed in turn. 

Reliability was earlier defmed as the ability of measurement to 
provide the same values within acceptable margins of errorwhen the 
same measurement conditlons are repeated. In this case, the 
reliability of the measurement is examined from two perspectlves: a) 
source of measurement observatlon: b) the yardstlck ability of the 
measurement; 

The two cases of building change examined suggest that the 
reliability of the measurement is positlvely influenced by the use of 
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standardized unit systems of measurement. Possible errors 
occurring when the same measurement is repeated. may be errors 
related to the source of observation, in this case the documented 
information. For example, it was concluded from the measurement 
that there were 4 events of change of (Well Being: Clûnate: 
Temperature, Services:Air Regulati.ng Systems:Cooling Systems). 
Should the number documented not be correct then there would be 
an error in the measurement. 

The other aspect that may influence the reliability of measurement 
and so lead to errors if left. unaccounted for is the yardstick facility 
of the measurement. An advantage of using the method is the ability 
to define the measurement yardstick, that is to say. the group, 
clusters. units, etc. For example, for some observers the change of 
(Well Being) could be measured by the change in temperature using 
only one unit, such as degrees celsius. For others. the change of 
(Well Being). may include other measurements, such as the change 
in illumination, or sound pressure. This yardstick facility allows for 
a systematic relationship between the qualitative description and 
quantitative determination of change and so for the systematic 
knowledge acquisition of building change. But, the reliability of the 
measurement is. influenced by the definition of this yardstick. To 
arrive at the same measurement result, either the same yardstick, 
or a translation of it. has to be used. OtheIWise errors in the 
measurements mat occur. It is considered that, in the cases 
examined, the reliability criteria is met. 

Validity is the second criterion to be examined. As indicated earlier, 
various definitions of validity exist. In this study we follow the 
deftnition thatclassifles validity into three types. namely. construct 
validity, content validity and predictive validity. These are explained 
in the context of the measurements performed. 

Construct Validity is here the ability of the measurement method to 
measure building change during use. Measurement of changes of the 
Bestuursgebouw was possible at different levels and using two 
change indicators - the cost change indicator and the occurrence 
change indicator. Representation of the measurements using 
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matrices and bar charts make that clear. Also, change influence 
could be measured and represented. The influence of the model in 
defining the (requirement.element) statement and its role in the 
formulation of the change indicator is evident. It can be therefore be 
concluded that the method presented appears capable of 
representing empirica! changes. Hence, it can be suggested that the 
construct validity criteria were met. 

Content Validity refers to the degree to which a set of measurement 
operations measures the characteristic we wish to measure, as 
judged from the appropriateness of the content of those operations. 
This is exarn.ined from two perspectives, namely: the extent to which 
each change event pertains to the change to be measured; and 
relates to how far the entire set of measurements measures all 
aspects of the domain of building change. Examining the first 
perspective criteria involves the qualitative-quantitative distinction. 
For example, when we wish to measure the change of the well being 
in a building, this method measures the change of the well being 
adequacy, which is considered as a qualltative description. in terms 
of lts quantitative variables such as illumination, temperature, and 
so forth. By doing so, valid measurements can be obtained and part 
of the qualitative description of well being may be quantitatively 
measured. The other part is also indirectly measured, and so can be 
subjected to analysls, should that be necessary. 

The second perspective relates to the extent to which the 
measurement method measures the entire domain of building 
change. From the examination of this domain in chapter 2, it was 
clear that it was multifaceted. that is to say the measurement of its 
facets would involve multiple units. That is adequately represented 
in the method. 

Also. examination of the domain showed that its aspects are 
numerous. there may be different requirements of change, and also 
different elements fulfilling a change. That was also taken into 
consideration in the modelling of building change to requirement
element changes. By so doing, most building aspects subject to 
change could be subjected to measurement. Also, in the modelling, 
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an attempt was made to select entities representlng as many 
changes as possible. such as well being group entity, for example. 
Every building may have its own deflnition of well being, and 
different elements fulfilling that, which means that two buildings 
may not for example have the same description of well being, or the 
same elements determining each description. However, including 
them all under the same group entity Well Being allows all changes 
to be grouped and measured. The content validity criteria can be 
considered to have been met regarding the two perspectives 
examined. 

Predictive Validity describes the accuracy with which we can 
estimate the extent to which some individual characteristic wil1 be 
manifested in the future from the extent to which the individual 
currently manifests. In this study it was not possible to examine this 
criterion. a) Finding data concerning change was difftcult and 
choosing an appropriate sample of requirement-element changes 
seemed even more difftcult. Prior to examining this criterion, the 
method should be used first for a period for the accumulation of 
measurements; b) as there was an appropriate set of data, 
measuring them on the predictor was not examined. However, 
identifying a predictor necessitates identifying the characteristics we 
want to predict and representlng them in, for example, a · 
mathematica! model; c) waiting for a necessary period, for example 
weeks, months or years depending on the change characteristic 
examined; d) obtaining the 'criterton score'; and flnally e) computing 
the correlation between the predlctor score and the criterion score. 
The higher the correlation the greater the predictive validity. 
Summartzing, was not possible to examine the predictive validity in 
this study. 

Reliability and validity are the main criteria of measurement, but in 
the study of building change measurement, some specific criteria 
needed to be addressed separately. 

Objectivity is the abllity of the measurement to provide verifiable, 
reproducible data. That is guaranteed by the use of standardized 
units. Expressing qualitative changes in their quantitative 
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components using standardized and unit classes enhances the 
quantitatlve nature of the measurement. The measurement method 
seems to have met the objectivity criterion. 

Sensitlvity is defined as the ability of the measurement to reflect fine 
distlnctions in meaning. The criterion can be examined from two 
perspectives. The method is, for example, sensitive to measurements 
of various well being entlties allowing for several quantitatlve 
compositions, and so it can be considered to be sensitive in that 
respect. For example, an adequate well being descriptlon may 
includes determining that the temperature value is 15 degrees 
celsius. For another person an adequate well being descriptlon 
includes another value, say, 24 degrees celsius. Both examples are 
capable of representatlon in the measurement method. The method 
can therefore be said to have met the sensitlvity criterion to the 
extent that distinctions in meanings can be quantitatively expressed. 

Comparability is defined as the ability of the method to be applicable 
to a wide range of building change phenomena, enabling 
comparisons between different individuals. This crite:rion can be 
viewed as were the reliability and validity criteria. It is indicated 
again here only to portray a specific feature of the method. For 
example, in the case of two changes of (Well Being. Services) taking 
place, the method can trace and so compare measurements at the 
three levels, and also measure with different change indicators. It 
may be necessary to compare (Well Being) changes in two buildings. 
This can take place as long as the conditlons of measurement are 
taken into consideration. 

For example, it is possible to compare the occurrence change 
indicator in the (Well Being:Services) of a hospita! with the 
occurrence change indicator of (Well Being:Services) changes in a 
dwelling, by comparing the occurrences of change in each case. It 
must be noted however that comparability does not imply 
generalizatlon concerning these measurements and results are 
limited to the two specific cases. Generalization would necessitate 
meeting the predictive validity criterion. The comparability criterion 
can be considered to have been met. on condition that the 
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. precautions earlier mentioned are taken into consideration. 

Usability was defined as the ability of the method to be user-friendly, 
that is to say precise and an efilcient, not complicated. so that its 
applicability may be enhanced. In the case study it has proven 
possible to describe the change events in a simple systematic 
manner. While modelling building change, the criterion of usability 
was considered not only in the statement. but also in defining the 
change path into levels and the change action modelling. The 
usability criteria appears to have been met, as is further explained 
in Appendix D, while presenting the tool. 

6.5 Summary 

In this chapter the adequacy of the measurement method in 
measuring empirica! building changes was examined. Empirica! 
change information of the 'Bestuursgebouw· was subjected to 
measurement, using two change indicators: cost change and 
occurrence change. Criteria of the measurement were also examined 
to test the measurement results. 

It may be concluded from the two cases measured (Well Being, 
Services} change and (FacUity, Services) change that the method 
represented the changes and measured them adequately. That is 
clarified by the results of examining the measurement criteria that 
concluded that for this casestudy all of them were met excluding the 
predictive validity criteria. Also examining the adequacy of the 
measurement method to measure empirica! building changes, it is 
significant to indicate how the (requirement-element) statement 
could be efflciently used in briefing various changes in the text. As 
in many cases 1t is necessary to refer in a text to a change it is the 
case that systematic reference is available that could be also 
associated with a matrix and bar chart representation of 
measurements. That application and other one explaining the 
current application field of the method wil1 be discussed further in 
the next chapter. 
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Chapter 7 

Applicatlon Field of 'Knowledge 
Acquisltion by Measurement' Method 

Dwing as it is to tnvestigate the unknown. 
even more so tt is to questlon the known1

• 

Buildings are subject to change du.ring use. In the literature survey 
presented in chapter 2. no studies were found that acquire the 
knowledge of such changes. although the necessity of such studies 
is notlced. Hen.ket (1992) emphasizes the need to study change as 
influences working upon the building as a whole are not statlc[l]. 
Influences change continuously with time, so the empirical study of 
building changes was considered valuable. This thesis introduces a 
method permittlng the measurement of empirical change, thereby 
facilitatlng such studies. More specifically, the aim is to develop a 
'Knowledge Acquisitlon by Measurement' method to increase our 
knowledge about building change. enhance control of such changes, 
and assist decisions conceming change strategies. 

1 Kasper 
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Previous chapters have reported how the separate modules of this 
method were worked out. The nature of the domain of building 
change was explored in chapter 3, indicating its multlfaceted nature 
of building change and the necessity of a model. Such a model of 
building change was then introduced in chapter 4, modelling 
requirement-element changes so they can be measured. The 
measurement method for these changes was introduced in chapter 
5, and used to measure empirica! building changes in chapter 6, 
where it was found to be adequate for the task. 

This chapter includes examples showing how the method can be 
applied to assist the analysis of previous changes, the control of 
present changes, and can serve decision making while planning 
strategies for building change. It must be noted that cost and 
occurrence ftgures used in these applicattons are chosen arbitrarily 
to explain such applications. Six applicattons are used to 
demonstrate the method's usability. An automated tool prototype is 
included in Appendix D. showing how such a method can be 
implemented as a software tool, thereby further enhancing the 
usability of the method. 

7 .1 Analysls of Emplrlcal Building Changes 

Although buildings during use are a rtch source of knowledge, this 
knowledge resource has rarely been explored. Research shows how 
instructtve the observatton of empirica! events may be, but that 
matter seems not to have been sufficiently examined [4),[5]. The 
method presented allows a continuous study and herby facilitating 
a systematic analysis that can support a systematic increase of 
knowledge. In other disciplines, such as climate changes, that has . 
been the case as there the measurement of change initiated a 
continuing field of study leading to a systematic increase of 
knowledge. 

Questtons of required changes, the building elements fulfilling such 
changes, the frequency of change and the related casts have 
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traditionally failed to receive systematic, objective answers. An 
analysis of these changes based on answering such questions can 
be answered using this method. Two applications are exempli.fted. 
The first demonstrates how the method can improve the statement 
of empirical change events: the second shows how a building change 
biography can be presented. 

7.1.1 Appllcation l:Statement of Building Change 

Stating what is changing in buildings during use proved difficult 
using current type of documentation. Requirements causing change 
were often not specifled. Information about the elements fulfilling 
change were stored in archives containing detailed speciflcation 
reports and drawings of each change event. A statement of change 
comprising a systematic statement of the requirement and brief 
element information was an important first step. A requirement
element statement was deemed useful in the case study presented 
in chapter 6. 

In chapter 4, the requirement-element change statement (r,e) that 
briefs change events was introduced. This statement is composed of 
two parts: one states the requirements that · changed 'r'; the other 
states the elements 'e' that changed in the same change event. An 
example is the following statement:(WeUBefng: Climate: Temperature; 
decrease, Seroices:Air Regul.ating System: Cooling System;add: CJ • 

. Stating a change event in this way briefs it systematically and 
explicitly as it includes the requirement and element changes. In 
this statement change action, such as 'ad ding', and their unit class. 
such as degrees celsius 'C' are included. This way of stating changes 
provides a systematic way of representing change events and their 
corresponding measurements. Such representation allows for a 
standard report of these changes that could be referred to as the 
'Building Change Report'. 

The 'Building Change Report' can be regarded as a ·document 
systematically stating changes during use. It can assist the stating 
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and compartng of two change events. For example, if two changes 
are to be compared, such as the (Well Being: Climate: Temperature; 
decrease, Seroices:Air Regulating System: Cooling System;add; C) 
change, and the (Well Belng: Climate: Temperature: decrease, 
Envelope: Opentngs: Windows: add: C) change, they can be so stated. 
This statement briefs in the three levels of details the requirement 
information and the element information. Another advantage of 
using such statements is that the level of details can be chosen. In 
some cases the group level detail level may be suftlcient, as for 
example, in indicatlng that (Well Being,Seroices) has changed. 

Documentation of changes can be improved substantially by using 
such systematic statement. This statement would not only enhance 
the documentation. but also allow relating this documentation with 
for example matrices representing such changes. This is regarded as 
an advantage of the presented method, as one of the current 
problems noticeable in practice is the difficulty of relating different 
types of documents, a matter limiting a systematic analysis. 

7.1.2 Applicatlon 2:Biography of Building Change 

The statement of change may be regarded as a way of statlng change 
events which facilltates understanding about the elements that 
changed and the requirements that caused the change. The main 
signiftcance of the statement derives from its role in the formulation 
of the measurand of building change; the change indicator. Change 
indicators, (such as the cost change indicator, or the occurrence 
change indicator) can measure various building changes, thereby 
enabling a biography of building change through several change 
periods. 

Measurements of change events can be represented in a matrix 
representlng the change indicators of requirement-element change 
events. These can be presented in the matrices on the three levels of 
details group level, cluster level and item level, depending on the 
details to be exaniined. As indicated, the matrix rows represent the 
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element change statement, and the columns represent the 
requirement change statement. The entities of the matrix are the 
values assigned to the change indicators. for example, the cost 
change indicator. or the occurrence change indicator of a speciftc 
requirement-element (r,e) change event. 

A biography of change can be represented by a) first representing a 
speciflc change, such as the change in (Well being, Services) in a 
specific change period in a matrix, then b) representing its change 
(Well Being, Services) in a following period. and so on. In this way a 
biography of the change of (Well Being, Services) is built up. 
Additionally the matrix allows. for example. the cost change 
indicators to be added in a central matrix. In the example in ftgure 
1. 6 change periods were examined, the (Well Being, Services) 
changed, and their cost change indicator was 110,000 dil. 

Change Period 5 Chan!!G Period 6 

gure 1: Blography of Building Change 

This matrix representation can be used by facility managers to 
measure building changes objectively and systematically. In the 
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'Building Change Report' document this matrix also facilitates the 
comparison of changes. A further advantage of this matrix is the 
systematic accumulation of the measurements, useful in the long 
term in finding the appropriate sample of requirement element 
changes, so their predictive validity criteria can be exarnined. 

A main advantage of accumulating building change measurements 
is the systematic knowledge thereby acquired. We know exactlywhat 
changed and how often it changed. These changes may be 
continuously monitored to upgrade the related knowledge thereby 
providing a basis for systematic knowledge acquisitlon. 

7 .2 Con trol of Building Changes 

During building use it may be necessa:ry to monitor, say, the quality 
of building change management, or the costs related to this change, 
a matter that can be enhanced by applying the method presented in 
this thesis. The quality of building change management can be 
checked by matching the required change occurrences against the 
registered change occurrences. Cost control of the change can take 
place through comparing registered change cost with the original 
foreseen change budget. Both applications are introduced. 

7 .2.1 Applicatlon 3:Quality Control of Building Change 

Users of a building may have many requirements, many of which 
may not be capable of realizatlon. The satlsfactlon of a building's 
users is a qualitative measurement usually assessed via 
questionnaires and rating systems registering satisfactlon regarding 
the fulfilment of their requirements. Some qualitative measurements 
can be decomposed into quantitative measurable variables. 
Satisfactlon can be measured, for example, by the occurrence 
change indicator. 
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m Aequired Change 

- Registered Change 

gun 2: Quallty Control of Building Change 

Utility Well Being Requlrement 
Groupa 

Quality control measurement start by measuring required change 
occurrences. and following that change occurrences during use are 
registered. Figure 2 shows an example where (Faciltty} change 
occurrences registered were 4 occurrences. that are less than the 10 
occurrences required, and that (UtUity} change occurrences required 
were 2, hut the ones registered were 4. In this case 2 other change 
occurrences that were not earller required, took place. Required 
changes in the (Well Being) were found to be equal to the registered 
ones. 

In all the three cases a more detailed examinatlon is necessary on 
lower levels of details to conflrm the relation between required and 
registered change, nevertheless this comparison seems as an 
efficient and simple way to assist decisions related to the controlling 
of these changes. Decisions can be supported by objectlve, and 
systematlc data determining the margins of either the efficiency or 
the deftciency of the quality provided. Furthermore, the necessity of 
these changes can also be closely monitored. 
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7 .2.2 Application 4: Cost Control of Building Change 

An annual budget is frequently set for building changes, such as for 
change of requirements. This budget may not be completely 
exhausted. or alternatively it may be exceeded. Controlling building 
change cost to permit a systematic requirement-element change cost 
control seems to be indicated. Management decisions, in particular 
facility management, can be usefully served by systematic control of 
registered requirement-element change. with the change budget at 
different levels of details and with different change indicators. Costs 
are controlled by comparing the change budgets with the registered 
change in the matrix. Figure 3 shows how change foreseen budgets 
can be compared with the registered change per matrix entity. 

!.IJcallon 

Element 
Grou ps EIW!llope 

F F ...... Cllangt Budgll 

R Ra;illlrad Cltango Cotl 

Aequirement Grou51s 

Well-Bain Safety Moblllty Fadli 

gure S:Cost Control oC Building Change 

In figure 3, an ex:ample shows that a total budget was set at 59,000 
dfl for changes in requirements in a specific change pertod. This 
amount is mostly only a cost figure related to preliminary cost 
estimates of these changes. Also, their is no systematic way of 
compartng them. By using a matrix, the registered cost change 
indicator of (Well Belng, Serotces) was 20,000 dfl; 30,000 dfl less 
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than was foreseen. (Facility,Interlor) change showed a cost change 
indicator of 15.000 dfl. exceeding the budget by 9.000 dfl. The main 
· advantage of the use of the matrix ln this case is that exploring the 
change at cluster and item levels can be signlficant in showing the 
whole (requirement, element) change path exactly. That can a1so be 
done for other changes such as the (Seroices, Utility) change where 
the registered cost change indicator of 9,000 dfl exceeded the budget 
by 4,000 dfl. The matrix provides a simple and accurate way of 
monitoring change costs. 

To face challenges such as improving building quality and optimizing 
resources, here for building change. the previous two appllcations of 
control are potential. However. the examples introduced in them 
should not be regarded as the only possible applications to control 
quality or cost. By using other change indicators such as 
temperature change indicator for example, the change of required 
temperature can be systematically compared with the registered 
change in temperature. The same is possible. using other change 
indicators such as the area change indicator for example. The 
advantage of using the method presented in this thesis is lts 
'yardstick ability' that allows. on principle controlling different 
qualities in a systematic way. This matter is signlficant in meeting 
the growing recognition for better assessment of building quality, 
and also the decrease of ftnancial resources noticeable in the 
building market. In this thesis we take that facing challenges 
concerning building change is more difilcult without a basis for 
knowledge acquisition. 

7.3 Assistlng Planning Strategies of Building Change 

During its utilization period, a building is subjected to change due 
to changes of requirements. For some of these a budget can be set, 
but for other changes a more comprehensive examination is 
necessary to assist the decisions involved. 1\vo appllcations show 
how this can take place. The first shows how the method can assist 
decisions in adapting to new situations, and the second, shows the 
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ability of the method to serve decisions comparing the consequences 
of each strategy. It must be noted bath these applicatlons are not 
involving empirically measured changes, as the predictlve validity 
was not possible to examine as earlier indicated in chapter 6. 
Nevertheless. and tlll the necessary measurements can be collected. 
the presented application can assist planning decisions, by providing 
a better representatlon and comparison of these strategies. 

7.3.l Application !S:Adapting to New Circumstances 

A new owner is to occupy a building and has new reqtûrements that 
need to be worked out quickly. A new norm is to be operatlonal 
within some few months, such as accessibility for handicapped 
people, or new fire safety regulatlons. Decisions planning for these 
changes can be supported by the systematic and objectlve 
representatlon of the consequences of choosing one alternatlve or 
another. 

Accessibility may be modelled as a requirement item of the 
reachability cluster in the mobillty requirement group. It can be 
stated as follows (Mobility:ReachabiUty:Accessibility). Decisions 
involved in choosing the strategy of such change can be assisted by 
the cost change indicators involved in choosing the elements 
necessary to fulfil such requirement. By using the cost change 
indicator the changing of (Mobility: Reachabllity: Accessibüity) can be 
systematically examined by checking the necessary changes 
necessary in the elements, such as the locatlon. the structure. the 
envelope, the services, and the interior. 

Changing the (Accessibility} of the (Location) includes providing 
passages from the entrance to the main building; their change may 
cost 15, 000 dfl. (Accessibility) of the (Structure) may include having 
to replace columns impeding the movement of a wheelchair, casting, 
for example, 10 ,000 dtl (Accessibility) of the (Envelope) might include 
changing the dimensions of the door openings to allow wheelchairs 
through, casting. for example, 20.000 dfl. For the accessibility of 
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(Services), adding new lifts and replacing buttons in extstlng lifts 
may cost 80,000 dil, and in the (Interior) changing the fittings so they 
are accessible to the handicapped inay cost 5,000 dil. Flgure 4 
comprises a matrix representlng the situation. 

Reciulremenl Groups 

Mobillly:ReachabUltyAcessibilily 

Location 15000 

Structuie 10000 

Elêment 
1 Groups Envelope 20000 

i 

Services 80000 

lnterlor sooo 

130000 

&me 4: Cost Change Indicators of (Mobllity: Reachabfltty: Accessibllity) 

Using the matrix facilitates checking element change groups in a 
way tb.at ensures that the whole building is examined, without the 
risk ofoverlooking some necessary facets. Furthermore, the checking 
can be worked out at more detailed and systematic levels. The 
(Mobtltty: Reachability: Accesstbility) for the (Services) element group 
for the handicapped can be checked on the cluster level for (Services: 
Conveyance Systems), and on the item level in (Services: Conveyance 
Systems:ButtonHeightJ for example. The matrix is also significant for 
the study of the influences on other elements, for example, whether 
increasing the accessibility of the (Services}, requires changes in 
elements such as the (Structure) for example. 

Another advantage tb.at is not represented in tb.is application is the 
ability of a matrix to represent when requirements are conflicting in 
a strategy. For example to increase (Mobility: Reachability: 
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AccessibUity), exa:m:infng such change should not only examine all 
element groups that could be involved, but for a comprehenslve 
examination all requirement groups need to be examined too. Such 
examination may result in showing for example that increasing 
(MobUity: ReachabUity: Accessiblllty)would entail decreasing (Safety) 
for example due to the addition of new doors for example. 

7 .3.2 Appllcatlon 6:Comparlson between Strategies of Building Change 

Sometimes a long term planning strategy concerning building 
change needs to be examined. Decisions can involve then the choice 
between change strategies such as for example, overcapactty. zontng, 
or demountability of the elements to meet this change of 
requirement, or even a combination of these strategies. The matrix: 
presented in this study and earlier proven useful in analyzing and 
in controlling change, can be used to assist planning decisions by 
allowing a systematic compartson between different strategies, 
irrespective the reasons of the choice of the strategy itself. 

For example in the case a planning strategy for the change (Utility, 
Services) is necessary for example to increase interaction between 
employees by adding a computer network. One can in this case 
example examine gradual change such as a plan to overslze ( 
overcapacity) the services now. i.e. add a communication network to 
the whole building, so if such a change is necessary it would be 
already taken care of. One can another strategy by examining a plan 
for change gradually and herby using demountable services system 
that would enable adding new network installations if necessary. 
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gure Il: Comparlson of (Well Betng. Services) Indicators 

In figure 5. an example of matrices comparing the cost change 
indicator of the a) overcapacity strategy of (Utility, Services) with. the 
case of b) demountability strategy of (Utility, Services) is 
represented.For example the total cost change indicator in the case 
of strategy a) was 140 000 dfl. where it is 42 000 dfl in the case of 
strategy b). The matrix shows on group level groups that did not 
change. but the groups that change their whole path is indicated. 
The change of in utility may be represented by (Utility: 
Communication: Interaction) that causes a change of (Services: 

· Communication Systems: Computer Networks). Change influences in 
the (Structure:Superstructure:Openings) and (Interior: 
Walls:Finishing) are also indicated in both cases. 

In the case of strategy a) (Utility:Communication:Interactton. Services: 
Communication Systems: Computer Networks) the cost change 
indicator is 140 000 dfl including the cost of the cost change 
indicator of (Utility:Communication:Interaction, Structure: 
Superstructure: Openi.ngs) change influence with a cost change 
indicator of 30 000 dfl and {Utaity:Communication:Interaction 
.Interior:WaUs:Fi.nishing) change influence of 10 000 dfl~ In the case 
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of strategy b) cost change indicator is 60 000 dfl including the cost 
indicator of the change influences (Utility: Communi.cation: 
Interaction, Structure: Superstructure: Openings) having a value of 11 
000 dfl and (Utllity: Communi.cation: Interaction. Interior: 
Walls:Finishing) influence having a cost indicator of 6 000 dfl 
respectively. 

In this ex:ample the signlftcance of the matrix is not to represent that 
the cost of gradual change is cheaper than completely oversizing the 
building, as thls is probably a known assertion for most buildings. 
The advantage of a matrix lies in clearly representing and how much 
cheaper, by showing how much would change influences such as 
changing the structure cost for ex:ample. Matrix is also signlftcant to 
represent not only two ex:amples but 1t can represent other strategies 
in the same way so compar1son can be extended. Other advantages 
for using a matrix are for ex:ample, in the case of compartng two 
demountable systems that can be carried out, by using the matrices 
to compare their cost change indicator. In genera! such matrix are 
sigruflcant in their systematlc and objectlve way of representing the 
change indicators of each strategy. Dectsions concerntng such 
strategies are herewith with supported by such representatlon. It 
must be noted that matrices allow more strategies to be compared 
in an efftcient manner. 

7.4 Summary 

In thls chapter, ex:amples of possible applicatlons of the 'Knowledge 
Acquisitlon by Measurement' are introduced. The focus is on 
showing how the method can be applled in practlce. Six appllcatlons 
demonstrated how the method increases the analysis of building 
changes through stating them systematlcally and presentlng a 
biography. It a1so showed how to monitor change and how the 
method assists decisions in adaptlng to new situatlons and 
comparing change strategies. 

In general the method of 'Knowledge Acquisitlon by Measurement' 
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can be regarded as being applicable in two main directions. The first 
is the practicability of the method; examples are reviewed. Second. 
studies on measurements, in particular the measurement of building 
change, form · another application directton. where continuous 
upgrading, and the conducting of new measurements can be 
continuously studied. Examples are studies on upgrading the 
acquired knowiedge. examining the predictive criteria, and 
examining other domains. The method presented provides a 
continuous way of initiating and developing such studies. 
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Chapter 8 

Discussion and Conclusions 

It seems we can since youth distinguish. between what is blue, 
and what is black, what changes wtth years is mainly, 

our precisiOn in observing that. 

From our early youth measurement forms a constant part of our 
everyday knowledge acquisition. When a child distinguishes for 
example between two colours such as blue or black, and this can be 
regarded as the first step towards measurement. As we grow older, 
not only our knowledge of the existence of other colours increases, 
such as red or green, but also we leam to distinguish different 
shades of red, or different shades of green. We know that 
combinations of colours result in new colours, for example red and 
white make pink. or black and white make grey. Moreover, we know 
that the contrast between white and black is strenger than the 
contrast between black and grey. Tuis increase of knowledge can be 
clarifted by our ability to measure. whether it is measurement of 
shades, measurement of colour combinations, or measurement of 
contrast. 
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An increasing interest in the importance of initiating and improving 
measurement techniques is evident from the annual research 
spending in the most advanced countries. For example the United 
States measurements research and support budget has almost 
doubled over the last 15 years (4]. In the European Union guide for 
research funds, the importance of researching measurements can be 
observed, as an individual research program deals with the 
development of new measurement methods [5]. Measurements are 
likely to be associated with the platinum-iridium meter bar, and the 
kilogram mass in Paris. In reality the discipline of measurements is 
a sophisticated and dynamic endeavour and one that decisions in 
industries in general, including the building industrywill depend on 
increasingly. 

In this thesis we recognize the importance of measurement in 
improving our acquired knowledge. We therefore introduce a method 
of 'Knowledge Acquisition by Measurement' for the domain of 
building change. More speciflcally we examine how systematic 
measurements ofrequirement-element changes can provide a basis 
for the knowledge acquisltion of these changes to assist in the 
decision making process. 

8.1 Overview of the Results 

The study presented in this thesis has begun with an investigation 
of building change directed towards the discoveiy of what building 
change actually is. a literature survey showed that its experts can 
have contradictory approaches towards change: some promote more 
change, others resist change by promoting continuity. Discussions 
with specialists. examining it domain facets, and the examinatlon of 
empirica! building changes during use. has resulted in one main 
conclusion: building change proves to be multifaceted, and even the 
examination of one of its facets does not seem to provide a unified 
answer. But there are several answers that all could be of equal 
signiflcance in acquiring its knowledge. 
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For example,. the change of the well being requirement inside a 
building may in one situation include the change of temperature 
inside the rooms, and in another situation it can include the change 
of illwninatfon. or the change of sound pressure. Furthermore, the 
change of well being can in some situations involve the change of 
seIVices such as adding a new light system due to a change in the 
illumination requirement. But the illumination requirement may also 
be changed by adding other elements such as windows for example. 
Therefore, an approach to knowledge acquisition by measurement 
was chosen to examine building change in a way that does not 
restrict its relevance to one facet, but rather allows the knowledge 
related to several facets to be systematically represented and hence 
acquired by the use of measurement. 

8.1.1 Systematic Representation of Building Change 

The model introduced enhances the representatlon of change, as it 
is composed of three segments: the change levels, the change action, 
and the change unit class. This modular representation of change 
allowed an independent and yet systematic representation of 
requirement-element changes. Furthermore, this modularity 
increases by the three hierarchical change levels: the group level, 
cluster level and item level that can represent various change paths. 
The modularity of the model allows change to be traced in separate 
modules, yet in a systematic way. This has the advantage of allowing 
a more transparent, flexible, and user friendly representation of the 
facets of the domain of building change and herewith enhance their 
knowledge acquisition. 

Differentiatlng between requirements and elements and yet 
representing them by the same model is regarded as one of the 
model's advantages. The necessity of such differentiation is 
comparable to the necessity to differentlate between mind and 
matter. A simple example beyond the scope of this study can explain 
such necessity: it is the differentiation between the feeling of being 
hungry and food. Feeling hungry may be regarded as a requirement 
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of the mind where food is regarded as the material element that can 
fulfil such a requirement. In this case, vartous elements-different 
types of food-can fulfil the same requirement of hunger. In general 
we can acquire knowledge by focusing on requirement knowledge 
only. or element knowledge only. But acquiring requirement-element 
knowledge appears as amore natural and yet logica! way. 

In the model presented the complexity of knowledge and of 
knowledge acquisition is recognized. We start to acquire what we 
appear to know more about to understand what we know less about. 
That is carried out by acquiring empirica!, syntactic, knowledge of 
the facets of the domain of building change and involving 
measurement. By doing so not only do we improve our knowledge 
about them. but also, the exploring of prescriptive, semantlc, and 
other knowledge domains is possible. 

8.1.2 Indicators of Building Change 

Systematic representation is essentlal for knowledge acquisitlon of 
building change. but as its domain is multlfaceted and its experts 
have contradictory deflnitions of it. measurement involvement was 
necessary. Measurement of building requirement-element changes 
is carried out using the change indicator. 

The purpose of measurement in this study was not to measure one 
facet in more detail but rat.her to acquire as much knowledge as 
possible of building facets subjected to change to support its 
decisions. Therefore the focus was not towards developing one 
change indicator. but rat.her on allowing several change indicators 
to be formulated. By basing the change indicator on the modular 
requirement-element statement (r,e) deduced from the model. this 
was possible. The modularity of thls change indicator allows them 
to measure different requirement-element changes at various levels 
of detail: representing two basic change actions, and· use various 
units of two introduced unit systems. This ability, the yardstick 
abllity, briefs actually the important role of change indicators. 
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Yardsticks of building change are significant as they can measure 
several requirement-element changes using different unit classes. 
Furthermore, like other studies on measurement. yardstlcks of 
building change can narrow the gap between theoretica! studies and 
practical experiences of building change. The necessity of such 
studies is widely recognf.zed, and conftrmed by the literature survey 
of building change approaches. 

8.1.3 A Basis For Knowledge Acqulsition of Building Change 

The study presents a basis for knowledge acquisitlon of building 
change. More speciftcally it presents a method of knowledge 
acquisitlon by measurement for the domain of building change, and 
its concept is composed of three modules the domain, the model, 
and the measurement. 

In many knowledge acquisitlon approaches, the knowledge of the 
decision making process of experts, is acquired. These approaches 
were proved successful in some application fields such as medica! 
applicatlons where experts can have amore unifted answer towards 
what can heal and what cannot. But the complexity of knowledge 
acquisitlon in genera! is recogntzed while acquiring knowledge for 
engineering disciplines. 

In engineering disciplines where creatlvity plays a significant role, 
knowledge acquisition should be carried out in a way enabling the 
knowledge of different experts to be acquired. By starting with 
acquiring knowledge per domain, knowledge of different experts can 
be acquired. Also, knowledge acquisitlon would not be limited to one 
domain, as knowledge of other domains · can also be acquired. 
Furthermore, by involving measurement for knowledge acquisitlon, 
the acquired knowledge can be systematlcally and objectively 
compared, and upgraded a matter that is of significance in 
engineering. Therefore, instead of aiming towards a knowledge 
acquisitlon approach supportlng one decision, this thesis introduces 
a basis for knowledge acquisitlon to support different decisions of 
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building change. 

The usability of such basis is enhanced if it is automated. The tool 
prototype 'KAM' presented in Appendix D indicates briefly howwould 
the method can be automated, a matter that would enhance the 
usability of it and assist in the establishment of a basis for acquired 
knowledge in a user friendly way. Such a basis can be extended to 
include other tools representlng other domains all operatlng in the 
same environment. By doing so, human activitles involving the 
decision of analyzing, choosing, controlling or combining, is left to 
the user of the tool, a matter that is also of signiflcance in building 
engineering. 

8.1.4 Limitation of the Thesis 

The scope of the method of Knowledge Acquisitlon of Measurement 
presented is explained further by discussing its limitatlon. The 
review of these limitation is explained by examining the limits of the 
study presented in this thesis. 

First the model's adequacy to represent the 179 facets that can be 
subject to change durtng use was examined and showed lts 
limitation in representing some profound facets such as 'clarity of 
architectural concept'. These facets were not addressed further. It 
must be noted that 1t is possible to assume that the knowledge of 
such facets may be acquired using other models and involving other 
measurements rather than one examined in this study. 

Secondly, measurement of empirica! building changes is examined 
in a case study of the so called ' Bestuursgebouw' building using a 
cost change indicator and an occurrence change indicator. The lack 
of spectftc information of temperature changes or sound pressure 
changes limited the examination of other change indicators such as 
the temperature change indicator and the sound pressure change 
indicator. It must be noted also that the limited selectlon of one 
building. The examined change over 6 years, is primarily influenced 
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by the limited information available. Furthennore. in this study of 
change, change with time is limited to identifying occurrences in the 
change period only. The focus in this study was towards acquiring 
the knowledge of all domain facets by measurement. rather than the 
measurement of the change of a facet with time. 

Thirdly. the usability of the method showed its adequacy in 
supportlng the decisions concerning the analysis of building changes 
atthe present time and the systematic control of these changes. It 
must be noted, however, that the examination of the usability was 
limited to the study of changes on the three levels presented; the 
group. cluster and item level. If it is necessary to support decisions 
that involve measurement on a higher level of change such as the 
changes of an office building into a hotel. then that change needs 
first to be decomposed to the requirement and element groups as 
presented in this study. Also if the change is to be examined on a 
lower level of detail. as indicated in Chapter 7. the three modules of 
the method have to be examined to determine their adequacy to 
represent these details. 

Finally, the difficulty of generalizing about the measured changes. 
especially if they are to be directly involved in the planning of change 
in the future. was clear from the study presented in this thesis. To 
assist decisions of change planning strategies and thereby including 
results of empirically measured changes. more measurements must 
be perfonned. and their predictive validity examined. But as 
indicated earlier. the limited information available restricted that 
examination. 

8.2 Contrlbution of the Thesis 

Systematic measurement of building change supports decisions of 
building quality improvement without limitlng creativity nor 
promoting repetitiveness. This is regarded as the genera! 
contribution of this study. Measurement can be viewed simply as 
providing a better description of problems concerning improvement 
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of the quality and opttmizing resources regarding building change. 
By improving the representation of problems such as a high cost 
change indicator or occurrence indicator, challenging decisions can 
be objectively and systematically supported. Moreover the method 
presented would not imply a single solution but rather measure the 
problem objectively, facilitate its controlling, and allow the 
comparison of various solutlons to the problem in a systematlc way. 

Specific contributions and results obtained here can be divided into 
two categories: {1) Foundatlonal issues, which involve the domain, 
the conceptual model, and the measurement of building change: and 
{2} Applicatlon oriented issues which deal with the representatlon, 
operation, and usability of the method in practice. Foundational 
contributions are summarized as follows: 

• An integrated study has been carried out to acquire the 
knowledge of the domain of building change. It involved an 
integrated study of three disciplines: building change. 
knowledge acquisitlon and measurement. More speciftcally it 
involved an integrated study of five research fields: building 
integrated behaviour, domain theo:ry, the theo:ry of levels, the 
theo:ry of measurement, and of knowledge. 

• The facets of the domain of building change resultlng from the 
literature survey were of fundamental signiflcance in gelling 
instght into its wide scope and mutifacetted scope. Finding an 
adequate model and an adequate measurement were 
influenced by these facets. 

• The model of building change toa requirement-element change 
is regarded as the main foundational contribution. The model 
plays a central role in the method presented as it has first to 
represent the facets of lts domain and second enable their 
measurement. This model conceptuallzes requirement-element 
changes and the (r,e) statement deduced from it plays a 
significant role in lts measurement. 
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• Qualita.tive-quantftative measurement of building changes based 
on the model allow the acquisitlon of qualitatlve requirements 
such as Well Being to be measured involving the use of a set of 
its quantltatlve measurements like degrees Celsius. decibels or 
lux. By doing so we increase our knowledge of these changes. 
and other factors that cannot easily be quantifted can be made 
a subject for closer examinatlon, for example professional 
background for example. 

• Yard.sticks of Building Change are formed by the use of 
different change indicators as they can measure different 
combinatlons of requirement-element changes, different change 
actions, by using different units. Their measurements can be 
presented using an equatlon, a matrix or a bar chart, where 
change influences can also be determined. 

Applicatlon oriented issues may be summarized as follows: 

• A Biography of Building Change is possible using the method 
presented. Requirement-element empirica! changes can be 
systematlcally accumulated in matrices per change period. 
These matrices can provide a systematic representation of 
these changes in several change periods. Decisions concerning · 
the analysis of building changes can be systematlcally and 
objectively supported using such biography. 

• Quality and Cost Control of Building Change can be carried out 
in a systematic way by monitoring, for example, the margin 
between the required and registered change occurrences; and 
also by controlling the difference between a change budget and 
the empirically measured cost change indicators. 

• Comparabllity of Building Change Planning Strategies can be 
systematically and effectively carried out by, for example, the 
matrix presented. Matrices provide a good representation of the 
measured change indicators which allow for compartson 
between different requirement-element changes. Comparability 
has also the advantage of comparing between different element 
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sets whlch can fulfil the same requirement. 

• The (KAM) tool prototype presented shows how the usability of 
the method may be enhanced if automated. Automation would 
enhance the systematic accumulation of building change 
measurements. a matter significant for the development of a 
knowledge base of building change. 

8.3 Future Research Directions 

The integration of the three research disciplines - building change, 
knowledge acquisition, and measurement - leaves wide scope for 
possible future research. Tuis section outlines only some of the 
possible extensions of the approach proposed in this thesis. First, 
two examples of research activities that were encouraged by this 
study are presented and then followed by some examples of 
suggested studies. 

• Model represented in this thesis and its three hierarchlcal 
levels the group level, the cluster level, and the item level were 
in the earlier phase of this research, being studied at the 
Technical Research Centre of Finland (VTT) in Finland wlthin 
the context of the COMBINE (Computer Models For the 
Building Industry in Europe). The alm of their study is to find 
better methods of monitoring energy consumption in Finland, 
by studying means of controlling the costs of various technical 
solutions of building elements [3]. 

• 'Requirements-+ Speciflcation' is a new study encouraged by 
the results presented in this thesis, and is currently being 
prepared for at the Stichting Bouwresearch (SBR) in the 
Netherlands. The study examines how the method presented in 
this thesis can be further examined to acquire the knowledge 
of buildings starting with their requirements and ending with 
their speciflcation in a systematic marmer. 

• Standardization of this method is regarded as an important 
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research direction. By standardizing the measurement of 
empirlcal building changes during use, a systematic method of 
accumulating these changes enhances their practical usabillty. 
throughout the analysis, and the control. of these changes. A 
basis for knowledge acquisitlon of building change can 
herewith be established. 

• Knowledge acquisttion of other d.omains seems a fruitful future 
research direction. The three modules of the method which 
involve specifying a domain, modelling its facets. and 
measuring these facets, can in principle be applied to other 
domains. The integrated basis involving the acquired 
knowledge of separate domains can be further studied. 

• Development of the (KAM) prototype as a software tool would 
also be a promising area of investigation as the model and the 
method presented have already taken this tool into 
consideration such as the systematlc change path and action 
representation. 
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AppendixA 

Modelling Facets 
Building Change 

of The Do main of 

Element\ 
Requ!rement Group Cluster 

Facet 

l 1 Exter:lor det.allsll 91 Elements Envclope 
22 Glass%127) Elemcnts Envclope 
33 Building cnvclope{l 5) Elements Envelope 

4 4 Envelope type wood/stone.ctc.1271 Elemcnts Envclope 
55 'fypc wlndow·glassl271 Elcments Envclopc 
66 Plan Layoutl22) Elcmcnts lntcrior 
77 Ccil!ng, lntcrior waD conncctlonl271 Elcmcnts lntcrior 
88 Part!onlngl9) Elemcnts lntcrior 
99 Office room par!IOnlngl24) Elemcnts lntcrior 

1010 Shadcs%127J Elements lntertor 
1111 Flnlshlng matcrisll251 Elcments lntertor 

1212 omcc room llnlshlngl24I Elements lntertor 

1313 Tollets/cmployeel271 Elements lntertor 
1414 Parllonlng In unlts(24J Elcments lnterlor 
1515 lntertor deta!lsl 191 Elements !ntertor 

1616 Sound lnsulationl2l),l24!.125).l27J Elemcnts lntertor 
1717 Layoutl2ll Elements lntcrtor 
1818 omcc room li.tmlturel241 Elcmcnts lnterior 
1919 lnsulatlonf91J2ll Elements lntertor 
2020 Locatlon(ccntre·subutbll7J, 1201 Elemcnts Locatlon 
2121 Soli Analysisll 91 Elcmcnts Locatlon 
2222 Locatlon{l 6) Elements Locatlon 
2323 Air cooling system17J, l20IJ25J Elcmcnts Services Air Regulatlng SyslemCooling System 

2424 Heating lnstallatlonsl27J Elements Services Air Regulatlng SystemHeatlng Syatcm 
2525 Heatingsystcmsll9).!2ll Elcments Services Air RegulaUng SystcmHeallng Syatcm 
2626 VenttlaUon Syatcmal191 Elements Services Air Regulaung SyatcmVenttlaUon Syatem 
2727 Environmcntal Equlpmentl7). 1201 Elcments Services All 
2828 Equlpmcnta 111.1201 Elcmcnta Services All 
2929 Servk:eall 51 Elements Services All 
3030 Datanetl2ll Elcmenta Services Communlcatton Systcm 
3131 Telcx(21) Elcmcnta Services Communlcatlon Syatcm 
3232 Tclccommunlcatlon systcms(71, 1201 Elcmcnta Services Communlcatlon Syatcm 
3333 Tclcphonel21),l25) Elements Servlcca Communlcatlon Systcm 
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3434 Conveyancc systems.llftsll91 Elements Se!Vlces Convcyancc System 
S535 Llftsl2ll Elements Services Conveyancc System 
3636 Desk llghl(25J Elements Services Ught5ystem 
3737 Light system17l. 120!.(24).12 71 Elcments Services Light System 
3838 Elcctrtcll;y •upply /Light( 191 Elcments Services Energy System 

3009 Power Capactly)71, 1201 Elements Services Energy System 
4040 Oas lnstallat!onal221 Elements Services Energy System 

4141 Elcctrlcal lnslallatlons(221 Elements Services Energy System 

4242 Pow<:r CUrrenl Olstrlbutlonl 191 Elements Services Energy Systcm 
4343 Oas supplyf 19) Elements Se!Vlces Ene'l!Y Systcm 
4444 Cabllng of clcclrlc networkl251 Elements Services Er>C'l!YSystem 

4545 f'lre atannl21U24l.f27l Elements Services Sccurtty Systcm 

4646 Security aysteml2 ll.124l Elements Services Sccurtty Systcm 

4747 Sewagc systcm(l 9f Elements Services SanllaJy System 
4848 Water lnslallatlonsl221 Elements Services Sanltaiy System 

4949 Stairs[27) Elements Structurc 
5050 Flnlshlngl9J.l22I Element lntertor 
51 1 Malntcnancc 91ate of surroundllllll24l Rcqulremcnt Uttltl;y 
52 2 Malntcnan<:e1251 Requlrcment Utlllty 

53 3 Clcanlng Complexttyf271 Requlremenl Utility 

54 4 Exploltattonl 131 Requlremcnt Utll!ty 

55 5 Malntenancc clllciencyf24) Rcqulremcnt Utlllty 

56 6 Malntenance statef24I Rcqulrement Utility 

57 7 Surroundlngsl9l.l2ll.123IJ271 Reqûlrement Factl!ty 

58 8 Ganlcnf91 Requtrement Faclllty 

59 9 Caterilllll2ll Requlrement FactUty 
6010 Emr!rorunentll9I Rcqulrement Faclllly 

6111 Rccrcatlon)27) Requlrcment Fadllty 
6212 Dwellllllil231 Requlrement Faclllty 
6313 Factllttesl241 Requlrcment Factllty 

6414 Green arcul9(,(271 Rcqulrement Fadllty 

6515 Storagc(251 Rcqulrcment Facll!ty 
6616 lnfrastructurel24l Rcqulrement Fadltty 
6717 Rclatlon bulldlng-envtronmentll8) Rcqulrement Factl!ty 

6818 canteen[271 Requlrement Faclhty 
6919 Floor dcplhl271 Requlrement Mobiltty 
7020 Mobtllty(25I Rcqulrcment Mcblltty 
7121 Wlng breadthl271 Requlremcnt Mobillty 

7222 Rcachabtllty and conncctlonl24) Requlrement Mobiltty 

7323 Acccsslbilltyl211.1251 Requlrement Mobll!ty 
7424 Reachabilltyl9).171.120JJ21J.l271 Rcqutremcnt Moblltty 

7525 Ncari>y .•. 1241 Rcqulrement Moblllty 

7626 Routtlllll271 Requlrement Moblltty 

7727 Tralllc arcasl 191 Requlremcnt Moblllty 

7828 Woddng Statton Movabilttyl25l Requtrement Mobll!ty 
7929 Corridor brcadthl27) Rcqulrement Moblllty 

8000 Dlstancc bctween stalnll271 Requlrement Moblltty 

8131 Dlstance bctween llfts(27I Requlrement , Moblllty 

8232 Area between corcs(271 Requlrement Moblllty 

8333 lnformal lntc:ractton posslbllmesl71. [201 Rcqulremcnt Pcrceptlon 

8434 Aural(l51 Rcqulrcment Perccptton 

8535 Image to outsldef7J. 1201 Requlrcment PcrcepUon 

8636 Colour12Jl.1221 Requlrement Pcrceptton 

8737 Psychologtcall81 Requtrement PerccpUon 

8838 Physiologlcall81 Requlrement Pcrceptlon 

8939 Personal !denUftcatton)251 Requlrcment Pereeptlon 

9040 lmpresslon) 191 Requlrement Pcrceptton 

9141 Statusl251 Rcqutrement Pcrceptlon 

9242 Relatton form·funcUon-constructlon[l 81 Requlrement Perccptton 

9343 Denstty of ofllc:c bulldlngs[24l Rcqulrcment Pcrceptlon 

9444 lmagel9l.(l IIJ7l. [20U23l.l24I Rcqulrcment Perceptlon 

9545 ldcntttyf27) Requlrement Perccptlon 

9646 Representauvttyf24(,[271 Requlrement Perceptlon 
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9747 Perceptionl13l Requlrement Perceptlon 
9848 Colour glass!271 Requlmnent Perceptlon 
9949 Slmplicllyf25) Requlrement Perceptlon 

10050 Building mcf21) Requiremcnt Perceptlon 
10151 Ortcntatlon(91,(191 Requtmnent Perception 
10252 Geographlcal locationl24l,l27) Requirement Perceptlon 
10353 Privacy 191.1251.121) Requiremcnt Privacy 

10454 Sealcl22l Requiremcnt Perceptlon 
10555 Proportlon atruetun. envlromncntll9l Requiremcnt Perceptlon 
10056 Proportion of tramc an:asl 191 Requlmnent Perceptlon 
10757 Ratio window/ext wa1Q21J Requlmnent Perception 

10ll58 Ratio cxt wall/lloorl27J Requlmnent Perception 
10959 Safclyfl3l Requlmnent Safety 
11060 Seeur!ty /rooml271 Requlmnent Safety 

11161 Health w.r.t safelyf251 Requlremcnt Safety 

ll262 Stabllllyf251 Requlremcnt Safety 
11363 Protectlon of Hardwarcl71. l2ol Requirement Safety 
11464 Secwfty to lnsldel71. 120! Requirement Safety 

11565 Secwtty to outaidel 71. 1201 Requlrement Safety 

ll666 Con.structlon llmltaflon.sll91 Rcqulrement Safety 
11767 Sccurityl! Jl.1271 Rcqulrcmcnt Safety 
11868 Roomsl191 Rcqulremcnt Faclllty 

11969 Spat lal rcqulrementsl2l1 Rcqulrement Faclllty 

12070 Gross areal27J Requlrement Facllity 
12171 Nett areal271 Rcqulrement Faclllly 
12272 Nctt/useii271 Rcqulrement Faeillty 
12373 Gross area/userf271 Rcqulrement Faclllty 
124 l Functional uaell 51 Rcqulrement Uflllty 
125 2 Ergonomiesl27J Rcquirement Utility 
126 3 Elcctr1c11yf25l Requlrement Utility 
127 4 Utlllsed areal22l Rcqulremcnt Utility 

128 5 Comtnunleation l'acllltiesll91 Rcqulremcnt Utility 
129 6 Communlcat!onl251 Rcqulrement Utility 
130 7 Maximum load/lloorf27) Rcqulremcnt Utility 
131 8 Utllisatlonllll Rcquirement Utility 

132 9 Functlonallty(131 Rcquiremcnt Utility 
13310 Module alzcl27) Requlrement Utlllly 
13411 No!sel27l Rcqulrement Wdl·Belng Sound 
13512 Acoustlcs[71, l2ol Rcqulremcnt Well·Be!ng Sound 
13613 Comfort[l3l.171. 1201.1211 Rcqulrement Wdl·Be!ng All 
13714 Wcll·belngl15l Rcqulrement Well·Be!ng All 
13815 Hcalth(l ll Rcqulrement Well·Bc!ng All 
13916 Humldltyl271 Rcqulrement Well·Belng Cllmate 
14017 Ventllat!onl2 l l.l251 Rcqulrement Well·Belng Climate 
14118 lnterlor ellmatel J 11 Rcqulrement Wcll·Belng Cllmate 
14219 Air( 151.1271 Requlrement Well·Be!ng Climate 
14320 Hcatlngl2ll.(25l Rcqulrement Well•Be!ng Cllmate'Il::mperature 

14421 Temperaturel71. l2ol Requlrement Wèll·Belng ClimateTemperature 
14522 Thennal(I 51 Rcqulrement Well·Belng CllmatcTemperature 
14623 Water supplyll 91 Requlremcnt Well·Belng Hyglenc 
14724 Texturel221 Rcquiremcnt Well·Bcing Tactlle 
14825 Vlsual(15l Rcqulrement Well·Belng lllumlnatlon 
14926 L!ghtl21 l.1221.f251 Requlrement Wcll·Being lllumlnallon 

. 150'.27 Vlew(91.1271 Rcquirement Wdl-Being lllumlnatlon 
15128 Vlsibllilyf251 Rcqulrement Wcll·Bclng 11lumlnatl0n 
15229 Prlee:perfonnance ratioll 61 Other 
15330 Fonnl91.1161JI91.l2llJ221J231 Other 
!Mill Controllligbt.apparat.ctc.)1251 Other 
15532 Architectural Concept Implementationll 81 Other 
15683 Bchaviourf231 Other 
15134 Clarlty of architectural conccptl 18) Other 
15835 Constnlctlon stage layoutll 91 Other 
15936 Matertall 161.1211 Other 
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16007 eon..ttuctton127I Other 
16138 Proc:ca:Objcct( 101.(26) Other 
16239 Physical(SI Other 
16340 User lnsttuctlon manual(25) Other 
16441 Spat!al:texturc:colour:llghtl l Sl Other 
16542 Proc:cal121Jl 71J281 Other 
16643 Mater!al,tcxturc,colour .light! 181 Other 
16744 omces rorm(27l Other 
16845 Running costs(9IJ24J Other 
16946 Costsl11J Other 
17047 Building l)tpe(271 Other 
17148 Futurc valuef22l Other 
17249 Social structure191.l24l Other 
17350 Open air arcas lntegrattonl 191 Other 
17451 Consl:tuctton '"°rksl221 Other 
17552 Economlcal structuref24l Other 
17653 Mcasurcmentsl91 Other 
17754 H!erarchy status[71. (201 Other 
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Appendix B 

Measurement of Building Change in the 
'Bestuursgebouw' 

The "Bestuursgebouw" is an office building, built mainly to centralize activitles 
related to the management and administratlon of the Eindhoven Unlversity. In 
the 1970's the idea of erectlng the 'Bestuursgebouw' building was proposed, and 
in May 1977 a checklist of spatial requirements was issued. In February 1983 
the building llcence was obtained and in May 1985 the building was ofilcially 
delivered. The perlod from May 1985 tlll November 1985 was a guarantee period, 
and 1n December 1985 the building was actually in use. 

The 'Bestuursgebouw' has a rectangular form. and is composed of three floor 
levels plus a basement level. lts gross area is about 6552 m2. net area about 
3966 m2, and its volume is about 20918 m3. The detailed procedure of applying 
the 'Knowledge Acquisitlon by Measurement' method, 1ntroduced in this thesis, 
to measure its empirtcal changes is ex:plained in this appendix. The steps of the 
measurement procedure that led to the measurement of empirica! building 
changes. and measurement conditions are descrtbed. Building change 
measurement is ex:plained by the 12 steps leading to the measurements are 
brief ed. 

B.1 Steps a to d of the Procedure to identify the Domaln of Change 

The domain of building changes was identlfied by surveying changes of the 
building object, caused by a change of requtrement. Several meetings with the 
facility management team running the · Bestuursgebouw' were held to discuss 
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these changes and means of surveying their related information. 

The domain of building change domain was identlfied by distinguishing 
information regarding building changes during use from other information. 
Building change information necessitated then the followtng steps to be 
performed. Domain identillcatlon is illustrated and the steps showing how, are 
explained thereafter. 

1 Oomain • ~~--E--~ 

143 
Ol'letd'langè$ 

191 
element 
changes due to 
reqt.lrement changes 

Flgure 1: Domaln of Change 

Step a) Identlflcatton of change events of the building object of the 
'Bestuursgebouw'. This information was obtainable from the financlal 
administration as changes were classified according to their budgeting 
procedure. In total 334 change events were identilled in the six years 
period. 

Step b) Requlrement- element change events due to requirement changes 
were found to be 191 change events in these six years of building use. 
These changes are to be further worked out. 

Step c) Requlrement change documentatton of events was searched but 
there were no standardized documentatlon changes of requirernents 
during use. Documented information about requirements was found to 
be poor. In some events, some letters explalning the need for such a 
requirement change were traceable following the process of permittlng 
this change. In other cases gaining insight in such changes was only 
possible by interviewing the persons who were involved in these change 
events. 

Step d) Element change documentation of events was searched by surveying 
standard specification reports. and drawings related to each of the 184 
change events. Searching in the arcbive of the 'Bouwtechnishe Dienst' 
showed tens of rows including dossiers. reports and drawings of these 
events. 
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Summarizing. domain identificatlon was worked out by the previous 4 steps. 
They concluded that 191 change events took place in the first 6 years ofuse [1). 
Their element related documentation was enormous, documented per event. and 
on a very speciftc level of detail. Requirement documentatlon was poor, and not 
related to element information. Surveying for example, all speciftcatlon reports 
of these events, seemed not to be feasible without a model where change events 
could be systematlcally represented. Neglectlng · that would have led to my 
becoming lost in all the small details of each change event. and failing to have a 
complete overview of the overall change pattem. lts elements and lts 
requlrements. Thls concluslon led to emphasis being placed on the need of a 
model to order th1s information. 

B.2 Steps e to l of the Procedure to model Requlrement-Element Change 

The model introduced in chapter 4 of this thesis was applied to the domain of the 
191 change events of the 'Bestuursgebouw'. Modelling procedure started by 
listing change events. Modelling the case of (well belng:services) change is 
illustrated and detailed steps are and are summarized to: 

ure 2:Model of Change 

Step e) Modelling dlrection of a change event. Each change event can be 
modelled elther top down starting from groups. or bottom-up startlng 
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from items. In this case study modelling started by the group level via 
the cluster level to the item level. as examining the adequacy of the 
theoretical method necessitates that it examines its adequacy to 
represent all change events, in this case the 191 events. In cases where 
only one or two change events are to be modelled, the bottom-up 
approach - starting from the items via clusters to groups -can be more 
feasible. The whole modelling procedure is descrtbed, and one example 
of the change event no. 46351 dated 4/7 / 1986 is explained. 

Step f) Group Level modelllng necessitated that both requirements and 
element change was modelled. 

Requirement Groups were identified from requirement change 
infonnation. Modelling procedure took place by assigntnga requlrement 
group term to each change event. and then sorting them. Requlrements 
of the 191 events of change were allocated to 5 groups: Well Being, 
UttUty, Safety, Faciltty, Mobllity requirement groups. The terminology 
used for these groups started with the use of the requirement groups 
indicated in chapter 4, such as the Well Belng group. New terms had 
to be asstgned to new requtrement gro~ps. requlrement group of event 
46351 of change concerning installing a cooling system. was modelled 
to the requirement group 'Well-Being', as a result of dlscusslons held 
with the facllity management department. The requlrement group of 
event 46351 was modelled to Well-Being and is further worked out. 
Change events of the well being group were found to be in total 16 
events from the 191 events. 

Element Groups of Element changes of the 'Bestuursgebouw' were 
modelled to three element groups: Envelope, Services and lnterior. 
Modelling procedure took place by asslgning an element group term to 
change events, and then sortlng them. It must be noted that in the case 
where an event lncluded changes in more than one element group, one 
element group was selected to start the procedure. Event 46351 
element group change due to the change of the Well-Being group 
change was examlned namely the Services. 19 change events in total 
influenced the change of the services element group. 

The first case study explortng the (well belng:services) group change to clusters 
and items is explained. 

Step g} Cluster Level Modelllng Change events of (Well Betng: Services) are 
modelled to clusters. 
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Well Being requirement group were modelled to four clusters (weU 
betng:hyglene}, (weU being:tUu.mtnatton). (weU being:sound) and (weU
betng:cl.imate), and 8 change events were due to (well being: climate) 
cluster change. These were identilled and then worked out into 
requirement items. Change event 46351 was included in lweU
being:cl.imate)based. on the need for cllmate improvement, a conclusion 
drawn from discussions and documentation. 

Services element group was modelled to the following eight element 
clusters: (services:air regulat.ing systems}. (services:beU systems), 
(servlces:conveyance systems). (services:security systems), 
(services:power systems). (services:light systems), (services:sanitary 
systems) and (services:presen.tatt.on system). The element cluster 
(services:air regulating systems} was modelled into items. 

Step h) Item Level modelling is the last and most detailed level in the model. 
Furthermore in that level both unit class and the change action are 
determined. (WeU·betng:cllmate) requirement cluster. and (services-air 
regula.ting systems) element cluster change events were modelled to 
items. Change event 46351 was modelled to (services:air regulating 
systems} as concluded from the specification reports 2380. In total 5 
of these events occurred. 

Requirement Items of the (well·being:cllmate) requirement cluster were 
modelled as (well-being:cli,mate:temperature}, (well
betng:climate:ve.nti.lation), and (well·being:cllmate:shru:l.ing). and (well
being:cl.imate:draping). It was found possible to indicate items of (Well 
Betng:Climate:Temperature) change in 4 events. Unit class was set to be 
degrees Celsius 'C', and change actlon needed was the 'decrease' of 
temperature. Change event 4635 I was modelled to requirement change 
statement as one of the four events of (WeUBeing:Cllmate:Temperature, 
C, decrease). 

Element items of (services-air regulating systems} were modelled to 
(services:air regulating system:cooling system), 4 events and (services:air 
regulating system:venttlation systems). l event. Unit class had to be the 
same as in the requirement items, degrees Celsius 'C'; and the change 
actlon needed was the 'adding' of the (services:air regulating 
system:cooling system). Change event 46351 was modelled to 
(seroices:air regulati.ng system:cooling system. djl[C), ru:l.d). 

The change events modellfng procedure is briefed at the end of this appendix: 
once to the group level, once to the cluster level. and once to the item level. 
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Modelling enables the explicit and systematlc representatlon of these changes. 
which enables tracing change events on the three levels. and indicates their 
requirements and their elements. It also indicates in a systematic and objective 
marmer other similar events. such as everits 49803. 50532, and 52176. 

The modelling of each event results in a statement. the so called requirement
elem~nt statement. This statement enables the measurement of building change, 
i.e its the measurand and is presented in step i as follows: 

Step 1) (R.group:R.cluster:R.ttem, unit class, R. action: E.group:E.cluster:E.ltem,unlt class,E.actfon) 

Modelling of change event of for example event 6351 to may be stated as follows: 

(weU-belng:cli.mate:temperature, C, decrease: services:alr regulatlng system:cooling 

system, C. acid). 

This statement plays the significant role in the measurement of change. 

B.3 Steps k to m of the Procedure to measure Change 

Measurement based on the previously change statement is explained. which 
forms the basis of the measurand. The measurand. the change indicator. is in 
this thesis based on this statement. Measurement is in principle based on the 
requirement-element statement resulting from the model. Once this statement 
is determined, its measurand, namely the change indicator ·er. can be identlfied. 
Two change indicators are introduced, the cost change indicator ·eer. and the 
occurrence change indicator ·oer. Both could measure change events of the 
'Bestuursgebouw'. The measurement equation was found to brief change 
measurement procedure and the matrix representatlon illustrates that 
procedure. Measurement steps are indicated. 

Step f) The Measurand, l.e the change indicator is identlfied in this step. The 
change indicator ·er is the measurand of building change 
measurement. The change indicator is based on the requirement
element statement. The change indicator of the previously indicated 
statement can therefore be written as follows: 

Cl (R.group:R.cluster:R.ttem,untt cfass,R. action: E.group:E.cluster:E.ttem.unit class.E.action). 
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the change of the requirement-element statement. Objectlve 
measurement units are chosen: cost change indicator CCI. and 
occurrence change indicators OCI. Cost change indicator is expressed 
on the as follows: 

CI(R.group:R.cluster:R. Item, untt class, R. actton: E.group:E. cluster: E. Item, unit 

class,E.acttonJ. 

Occurrence change indicator can be expressed as follows: 

C!(R.group:R.cluster:R.ttem.unltclass,R.action; E.group:E.cluster:E.ltem.unUclass,E.actton) 

For change event 46351 the previous example (Well Being: Climate: 
Temperature) and (services: air regulatlng system:cooling system) the 
cost change indicator. in a period. can be expressed as follows: 

CI(Well-Being:CUmate:Temperature,C,decrease;serulces:air regulattng system:cooling 

system.dfllCJ,addJ 

And their occurrence change indicator OCI measuring how orten this 
change occurred, in a period. can be expressed as follows: 

Cl(WeU Being:Cltmate:Temperature,C.decrease;serolces:atr regulating system:cooling 
system. No.{C.). add) 

To those indicators numbers are asstgned so the measurement 
equation can be indicated. 

Step 1) Measurement equations result from the mapping of (r,e) statements 
is indicated by the changé indicator CI(r,e) on one side to the ratlonal 
numbers. 

Cl(R.group:R.duster:R.Uem.unll dass.R. actlon; E.group:E.cluster:E.ltem.unll closs,E.actlon) = Cos!f<!lll 

The measurement equatlon can also be expressed using the occurrence 
change indicator on one slde, and the no of similar occurrences on the 
other hand. 

The cost change indicator for the four events includtng event 46351 of 
the (Well Being: Climate: Temperature) and (services: air regulatlng 
system:cooling system) relationship was found to bef491885.00 in the 
change period of 6 years. lts measurement equatlon on the item level 
is: 
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The occurrence change indicator for in the case of the (Well Being: 
Cllmate: Temperature) and (services: air regulatlng system:coollng 
system) relatlonship was found to be 4 times in the change period of 6 
years. lts measurement equatlon on the item level is: 

The occurrence change indicator 5 means that there were four change 
events changtng the services. One event also infiuenced the structure. 

Step m) Representatlon Measurements may be represented by bar charts or 
by a matrix. Both representatlons show measurements on the three 
levels group. cluster, and item level: but in the matrix representatlon 
it is possible to indicate the relatlonship between requirement and 
element changes on each level. I explain therefore the matrix 
representatlon. Figure 3 shows how the measurements on the three 
levels may be represented in a matrix of the 4 previously mentioned 
events including event No. 6351. 

--i-1 

Figure 8: Matrix Representatlon Example 

Matrix representatlon is significant as it shows the measured change indicators, 
in this case the cost change indicator: and the relatlonship between element 
change and requirement change on the three levels of details. 
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B.4 Measurement Conditions 

Measurement conditions explain the context of the measurement. In the case of 
the measurement in the 'Bestuursgebouw' condiUons for single building 
measurements were applicable. These conditlons are: 

1) Procedure of measurement 
The main condition is to follow closely the procedure of measurement as 
indicated earller in the previous steps. 

ii) Change Perlod 
In this case study. the change perlod examined was all the perlod 
information was available at the time of the study. namely 6 years. 
Available change information from 1985 Ull 1991 was examlned. 

iii) Change Events Observers 
As indicated earlier these events were deduced from the cost data base, 
and then counted durtng the 6 years perlod of change by myself. 

iv) Change Incident 
In this casestudy one requlrement-element change incident was referred 
to per change event. Thls incident was considered the documented date of 
element changes, i.e the additlon or removal of these elements. That was 
due to the fact that this study does not focus on measurlng the difference 
in time between a requirement change incident and an element change 
incident. 

v) Reference Standard 
The reference standard in this case was the first month of building use, 
namely January 1986. All building element change events due to 
requirement changes, startlng that date were included as a whole. 

vi) Measurement Instrumentatlon 
No instrumentatlon was used in thls case study as information was 
deduced from documents. 
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Appendix C 

Element Parameters Which Can Influence 
Change 

The ability of an element to change during use may be defined as the ability to 
add or remove this element. Addition or removal are the two basic element 
changes. Element repla~ement, for ex:ample, is the removal of one or more 
elements followed by the addition of one or more elements. Adding or removing 
an element is influenced by a set of parameters whlch can influence its addition 
and removal. These are classified. to four parameters: element position. element 
dimensions, element weight. and element Joineiy. They are represented in the 
next figure. 

1 Element Posltion 

1 Elem<11t Dlmensioo 

1 Element Whelght 

1 Element loinery 

Figure 1: Element Change Criteria 

The four parameters individually may infiuence the additlon or removal of an 
element, or they may all influence element change together. Element change 
criteria are indicated. 
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change of a more reachable element may be different from a less reachable 
element. 

• Element Dimensions; 
Elements' dimenslons influences their ability to change. For example, the 
change of an element with a bigger volume may be different from an 
element with a smaller volume. 

• Element Weight; 
Elements' wetght influence thetr ability to change. For example, the change 
of a J;ieavier element may be different from a Ughter one. 

• Element Joinery. 
Elements' joinery influence their ability to change. For example, the change 
of a 6xed joint may be different from a demountable one. 

Each of these parameters can influence an element change during use. 
However the total ability of an element to change is determined by its ablltty to 
change during lts llfe cycle, its element phases. These phases are: 

• Element makeability parameters in relatf.on to change are deftned as the 
parameters influencing element change durtng element production. such as 
the production time of prefab units. They give the impression that lt is easy 
to change their place, but not always as easy in changing the position of a 
Ubrary that is 6xed at. In the case of a brick wall changing the positlon of 
the wall maybe more difficult, but changing the position of the hanging 
book shelves may be easier. Therefore it seems useful to compare the total 
elements parameters in the matrix as indicated earlier: for example, place 
of production, factozy prepared elements. or elements. cast in situ, whether 
the element is a modular element. or a non modular element. Element 
makeability parameters in relatlon to joinery are parameters intluencing the 
joining of the element during the making of element: for example, whether 
its joint is fixed or demountable. Element makeability parameters in 
relatlon to weight are parameters influencing the weight of the element 
during its making: for example, the type of material of an element is 
composed of. Uke the choice of steel elements is influenced by their weight 
may. 

• Element buildability parameters in relatf.on to change are defined as the 
parameters influencing element change during building constructlon: for 
example, comparing the change time of a brick wall with the change time 
ofbrick walls can influence the dectsion of change. Thus, amore reachable 
place is easier to change than a less reachable place; changtng an element 
with a bigger volume may require different equipment from changing an 
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element with a smaller volume: a heavier element may be more difficult to 
transport, and hence to add or to remove, compared to lighter elements: a 
fixed steel joint change is different if the joint is bolted, or welded. 

• Element sustainability parameters in relation to change are defined as the 
parameters influencing element change during demolitlon: for example, its 
crushing ability or its reuse or recycling ability. These are the parameters 
which influence the place to which the building elements are removed after 
demolitlon.For example demolishing a wall element composed of smaller 
units, like a brick wall may be different from demollshing a prefab wall; 
crushing reinforced concrete walls different from crushing a cardboard 
partitlon wall: demolishing a syntactic adhesive connection may differ from 
demolishing a connection including an organic adhesive. 

The parameters influencing the element change during use are herewith 
presented. Four parameters in relation to change are identlfied namely: element 
positlon, element weight. element dimensions. and element joinery. To study 
these parameters in detail new research has to performed following the steps 
followed in this thesis i.e their domain has to be identified and modelled so their 
measurement is possible. 
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Appendix D 

A Tool of Knowledge Acquisition by 
Measurement 

A computer fS a btcycle for the mtnd1
• 

In this study knowledge acquisltlon by measurement is introduced. Tuis 
approach models the complex entities of a speciflc domain. in this case building 
change, to a set of measurable vartables. By doing so. systematic acquisition of 
the knowledge of these variables can take place. More speclllcally, we start by 
acquirtng knowledge of what we know more about to understand what we k.now 
less about in a systematlc manner. Also. by involving measurement. these 
variables can be assigned to different values representing a wider range of 
possible entitles, and hence allow a wider basis for knowledge acquisition. An 
advantage of acquiring knowledge by measurement is that systematic knowledge 
acquisition can be supported and enhanced by the use of computers. An example 
of a automated software tool of the 'Knowledge Acquisition by Measurement' 
method. known by lts acronymic as the 'KAM' tool, can show how this can take 
place. 

1 Bill Gates 
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Software tools in some fields of building engineering are gaining more success 
compared with other fields. In some fields where problems to be solved can be 
systematlcally defined, tools are more successful. For example, in some cases of 
civil engineering applications, software tools assist in enhancing the speed of 
solutions to well defined problems by speeding, for example, the calculation time 
of structural analysis. In other engineering fields. where problems to be solved 
are complex. and hence too difllcult to define systematically, computer tools are 
not equally successful in all cases. To approach such fields, we need to know 
more about them. By acquiring their knowledge in a systematic manner. this 
complexl.ty can be approached gradually. In this study that has been the route 
followed to acquire the knowledge of building change. First lts domain was 
identified, then modelled, and finally subjected to measurement. A systematic 
basis of its knowledge acquisition is herewith introduced. and one that can be 
enhanced therefore by a software tool. The model plays the crucial role. 

Domain Significance in the 'KAM' Tool Focusing on the acquisition of domain 
knowledge is supported by research studies ofknowledge acquisition. This is also 
the case in this study where we focus on acquiring the knowledge of the domain 
of building change. However the knowledge acquisition approach by 
measurement seems adequate to acquire the knowledge of other domains. By 
focusing on other specific domains, modelling them and then acquiring their 
knowledge systematlcally, the use of measurement seems possible. An integrat~d 
knowledge base which is composed of separate domains so that each different 
one be fonnulated. The utility of such a knowledge base can be enhanced by 
improving the knowledge of the exl.sting domains or adding new domains if 
necessary. 

Model Slgnlflcance ln the 'KAM' Tool The significance of models for knowledge 
acquisition in general was discussed in detail in chapter 2. In this sectlon an 
explanation is given of how a model also enhanced the automation of the 
knowledge acquisition. While developing the model of building change presented 
in chapter 4, possible future automation of it was taken into consideration. For 
example when defining the change levels. it was possible to represent multiple 
change paths systematically. The same was the case when modelling the change 
actlon. and in allowing different unit classes to be used for measurement. Each 
of the advantages of these features for automatlon is briefly discussed. 

First, the same model is used to conceptualize requirement change and element 
change. a matter that allows both the need of change, and the result of change 
to become subjects for systematic knowledge acquisition. The model therefore 
provides the basis for this knowledge acquisition. Second, the change path 
tracing in levels for (requirement.element) changes is conceptualized. Therefore, 
the automation of this path can enhance. for example, the search actlvities 
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between entmes of one level. It can also enhance the ability to manoeuvre 
systematically between the levels. 

Finally, change actlon is modelled in genera! to positive and negative change 
actlon. Requirement change actlon is modelled to increase and decrease, and 
element change action is modelled to add and remove. In automating these 
actions other actions may be constructed. For example, an element replacement 
actlon can be a result of a removal and an additlon and conceptualizing them 
would allow the automation to be more efllcient. In genera! conceptual modelling 
seems sfgnillcant in the building of software tools especially in complex and 
multifaceted knowledge domains, such as the domain of building change. 

• Measurement Signiftcanee in 'KAM' Tool 

Human beings differ in their nature, and so do the values they assign to events 
in general, and also in the case of building change. Acquiring such knowledge by 
measurement allows these differences to be determined. By decomposing the 
qualitatlve descriptlons into a set of their quantitative entitles knowledge 
acquisition by measurement can take place in a systematic manner which 
permits differences of changes to be systematlcally determined. By using different 
units of measurement that measure the change, the yardstlck of change 
measurement can also be formulated as determined by the situation. The 
measurement tool in this case does not use one unit class but involves several 
units which are all involved in the measurement of the multifaceted domain of 
building change. In general, the computer is not regarded as the actual tool of 
measurement in the classic sense as measurement of change can performed 
using square meters, degrees Celsius or cost. The advantage of the computer is 
the representatlon of different measurements so thefr relatlonships and 
influences can be examined. 

D.2 Prototype of the 'KAM' Tool 

Various implementatlon methods were examined. to find one that was adequate 
to represent the knowledge Acquisitlon by Measurement' method. A choice had 
to be made between developing a software tool. or presenting a prototype of this 
tool. The latter option was chosen as a first step. It seemed that prior to 
developing a software tool. it may be feasible to implement the method first as a 
prototype. Tool prototype will allow the close examination of its operation. 

The survey of prototyplng applieatlons resulted in the conclusion that a 
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hypertext application is the most adequate to implement the Knowledge 
Acquisition by Measurement' method. Two applicatlons were examined 'Guide' 
and 'Toolbook', both running on IBM personal computers. Finally 'Toolbook' was 
chosen due to the ease of its program and its programming language' 
Openscript'. in use. 

Toolbook's special facility is its ability to program a prototype easily. An example 
is being able to switch easily between the so called 'Reader' mode and the 
'Author' mode using a function button. 'Reader' mode refers to the environment 
the user of the prototype will be exposed to, while the 'Author' mode refers to the 
environment that the programmer of the prototype is exposed to. Switching 
facilitates an easy programming of the prototype and following that lts method 
of working. OpenScript is an object-oriented programming language. In 
Openscript and other object-oriented programming languages. an application is 
built by creatlng objects and writlng instructions which alter the default and 
predefined behaviour of the objects. In OpenScript. these instructions are in the 
form of scripts for objects. A script defines how the object should behave in 
addition to or differently from its default and predefined behaviour. 

These advantages of'Toolbook' and its language 'OpenScript' made it the suitable 
implementation tool for the building model prototype. Using Toolbook and 
OpenScript a model prototype is irnplemented. The prototype is implemented to 
demonstrate the measurement method operatlon. Tool menu layout is first 
shown. 

The 'KAM' Menu Layout Tool menu layout is introduced. Each menu entity is 
briefly summarized. Tool starts by File menu entity. where file operatlons such 
as save and retrieve can take place. Following that building change measurement 
is input using the Building Change menu entity. Requirements change and 
element change on the group, cluster, and item. level and change actlon, unit 
class are input. Third menu entity is the Change Indicator entity. In this entlty 
the choice of which indicator is to measure change is made: that is, the unit 
class of change whether it is cost change indicator, occurrence change indicator, 
or temperature change indicator. Measurement representation may be selected 
in the Representation menu, and it is possible to represent the measurements in 
equations, matrices. or bar charts. Measurement analysis can take place in the 
last menu entlty Analysis. In this menu measurement analysis can be performed 
per level. per change indicator, per change actlon. and per change period. 

Prototype examples showing of how the tool operates are introduced. A screen 
dump of the tool implemented using 'Toolbook' and 'Openscript' Is shown. An 
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dump of the tool implemented using 'Toolbook' and 'Openscript' is shown. An 
operatlon example of one of the menus is demonstrated. and the operatlon of the 
BuUd.ing Change menu is shown. The screen dump shows two sub menu en tl ties. 
the requirement entity, and the element entity. 

Figure 1 shows how a requirement change statement implementation operates. 
The change path is indicated in italics font. Previous example of the well being 
requirement change is implemented. Unit class of change is determined as 
degrees Celsius. One oftwo change actlons may be chosen, increase or decrease. 

Bepresentatlon 

Flgure 1: Requlrement Change 

Figure 2 shows how an element change statement implementatlon operates. 
Change pathis indicated in italicsfont. Previous example of the services eiement 
group is implemented. The unit class of the measured change is determined: 
degrees are degrees Celsius. One of the two element change actions may be 
chosen, add or remove. In this case the addition of the cooling system is chosen. 
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,Chan e Indicator Bepreaentallon 

Figure 2:Element Change 

Figures 1 and 2 show how building change measurement can be input using an 
automated tool. They therefore give an idea of how the tmplemented tool can 
operate. Most of the other tool menu entities may be shown using the same 
method. The measurement tool is herewith brtefly introduced. Tool prototype 
implementatlon shows that the tool can be applicable in practlce to enhance the 
utility of the method that is briefly discussed. 

D.3 Enhanclng Utlllty with 'KAM' 

The utility criteria of the method presented in this thesis was dellned as the 
ability of the method to be user frtendly, which would then enhance lts use. The 
method without automation does not encourage use and is very complicated. 
Nevertheless an automated tool can enhance lts utility in two ways: assistance 
in providing a frtendly user interface. and assistance in building a knowledge 
base of building change. 

Hypertext applicatlons are regarded as providing in general user friendly 
interfaces. Examples of the tool prototype display this ease of use through the 
examples of the input procedure of building change measurement: the method 
seems easy and user frtendly. However the computer's main signiflcance lies in 
its ability to produce the representation and analysis of changes. For example lt 
is possible to deduce easily all measurernents of a specillc requlrernent-element 
change over a certain period and also the total costs: these occurrences can then 
be related to each other. In that case, automation will enhance the utility 
compared to the manual usability of the method. 
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Building up a knowledge base of building change can start by the accumulation 
of change measurements. For example it is possible to know all the requirements 
that changed. all the elements that changed. all the change actions. all the units 
that were involved over a period of change. Tilis knowledge base involves 
accumulating changes from several buildings. For example by collecting these 
measurements for the change of (well being. services) an appropriate sample of 
these measurements can be the first step towards examinlng their predictive 
valldity. The computer can permit a more efficient way of inputting these 
measurements and proViding the necessary analysis. 

D.4 Concluslons 

Sometimes using the term measurement implles for some that everything is 
measurable. But referring shortly to the theory of knowledge. one may simply 
conclude that measurement involVing both ratlonal and empirical knowledge, 
deals only with what we appear to know more about. What we appear to know 
less about, a problematlc part of knowledge in general, can by the use of 
measurement be indirectly identlfied. and may be subject for examination. In 
other words by acquiring the knowledge of the syntactlc, descriptive building 
changes, its semantlcs. and prescriptlve changes can be subject for examinatlon 
and a main issue in that matter is the use of the conceptual model. The 
conceptual model is not only significant in the representation, and measurement 
of domain facets, in this case the domain of building change. but it also allows 
studying the advancement ofknowledge acquisitlon by using for example forma! 
methods such as for example the research that was earller referred current 
research in knowledge acquisition suggests the importance of the formalisatlon 
of conceptual modelling in the advancement of knowledge acquisitlon, such as 
for example the research [l], and [2]. 

From the preVious one may conclude that measurement can be Viewed as a tool 
that can assist a certain actiVity, but the use of tools should not imply that all 
human actiVitles can be improved by the use of tools, neither should it 
underestimate the signiO.cance of using such tools in some of these actlvitles. 
Although tools have been developed for long to assist in the building profession, 
the computer, animported tool ofthis era, seems not to be completelybenefitted 
from regarding building engineering. One of the clarifying reasons, is closely 
related to results of knowledge acquisition research, assertlng that human 
knowledge is difficult to acquire. Therefore, artlficially intelligent tools that can 
completely automate the building actMty would even be difficult to conceive. 
That does not imply that software tools cannot be benefitted from in improving 
building actlVities, but to the contrary it recommends the starting by pragmatlc 
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approaches towards realizing that. Being pragmatic should not limit the use of 
these tools to drafting, or only solving well defined problems such as structural 
analysis. By dividing the complex problems into domains, modelling them. and 
involvtng measurement. various tools can be developed, and be contlnuously 
subject for improvement. 
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Appendix E 

List of Definitions , 

Change influence 

Change levels 

Change path 

Cluster level 

Do main 

is deftned as a change that was not 
intended but accompanies the change 
action. 

are defined as a hierarchial representatlon 
of the facets, events, that are subjected of 
change. 

is defined as the trace of a facet in the 
hierarchy from group level entity, via 
cluster level entity, to item level entity. 

is deftned as the intermediate change level 
in the hierarchial change levels and its 
entities are thus hierarchically lower than 
the group level and higher then an item 
level. 

is defined as a specific field of 
investigation, such as in this study the 
domain of building change. 

Domain of building change is defined as the domain of the element 
facets and requirement facets that can be 
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Domaln knowledge 

Group level 

Item level 

Change actlon 

Change unit class 

Element 

Model of building change 

Measurement of 
building changes 

subject to change during building use. 

is defined as the syntactic and descriptive 
knowledge of the facets of the domain of 
building change. 

is defined as the highest change level of 
the hierarchical decomposltion and its 
entities are decomposed to cluster entities. 

is defined as the lowest change level in the 
hierarchical change levels and represents 
entitles that can be linked to change 
actions and unit classes. 

is defined as the representatlon of the act 
of change. 

is defined as the standard class of the unit 
of measurement that wlll relate a 
requirement change to an element change. 

is defined as a physical set of building 
components. 

is defined as a conceptualization of 
syntactic and descriptlve requirement and 
element facets subjected to change. 

is defined . as the detennination of the 
requirement-element facets subjected to 
change. 

Qualitatlve measurement is defined in this study as rneasuring a 
building facet that could be subject to 
change either by descrtption, or by rate. 

Quantltatlve measurement is defined in this study as involving 
standardized unit classes in the 
measurement. 
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Qualltatlve·quantltatlve 
measurement 

Requlrement 

is defined as decomposing qualitative 
measurements into sets of quantltative 
measurements. 

is defined as a statement of matertal 
independent need to be fulfilled by a 
building 
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Theses 

enclosed in the thesis 

Measurement of Building Change 
A Basis For Knowledge Acquisitlon 

Maha Chouk:ry 



1. Systematic measurement of building change supports decisions of 
building quality improvement without limitlng creativity nor 
promoting repetitiveness. 
(This Thesis] 

2. Knowledge acquisltion is hampered, when distinction between mind 
and matter, quality and quanuty. or 'requfremen.ts' and 'elements' is 
not clear. 
[This Thesis] 

3. Yardsticks, here of building change, narrow the gap between 
theoretica! studies and practical experiences. 
[This thesis) 

4. In a universe in whièh everything is blue, the concept of blueness 
cannot be developed for lack of contrasting colours1

• 

5. Many researchers study specializatlons, while few investigate 
integration of these specializatlons. 

6. Beauty and prefabrication are not mutually exclusive. 

7. Engineering is unbalanced when thoughts of more authority, more 
speed. more wealth continuously dominate thoughts of more 
precision, more beauty, more health. 

8. ·The earth is my homeland and humanity my family2 ', as long as 
the definitions are mine. 

9. Becomtng rational is an empirical activity. 

10. 'Maat' means in Hieroglyphic 'the goddess of justice and truth', and 
in Dutch 'Maat' means 'measure'. This cannot be a coincidence. 

1 Whorf 

2 Oobran Khalil Gobran 


